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Long ago, the Lonely Mountain trembled as

the Dragon Smaug destroyed the Dwarf,
kingdom in fire and rage. Now, the Dwarves
set out upon an epic quest to reclaim their
stolen treasures. And I, Gandalf the wizard,
send with them the most unlikely of heroesr
you, Bilbo Baggins of the Shire.
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other than video games. ln fact, he did a good job of
showing how beneath him the night was-and rightfully

so; it would have been beneath Gary Coleman had he

hosted. Maybe next year they'll get Carrot Top. I was on

the fence about not attending until they shot the game-of-

the-year award out so fast I could barely recognize it was

Madden 2004 (to which I exclaimed, "Madden 2OO4l?").

Not to take anything away from EA, but that wasn't even

the best football game of the year. I knew paint had

been smoked. After a handful of commercial breaks and

painful omissions, I could only go back to playing Armed

& Dangerous, pretending all of my targets were Spike TV

executives.

I wasn't aware that gaming was all about ghetto speak,

DJs, screaming teenage groupies and closet geeks

considered so socially challenged they serve as little more

than fodder for a word from our sponsors. After 1 5 years,

you'd think l'd have caught wind of that; my thanks to

Spike for clarifying. Granted, there's certainly a stereotype

to send up here, but only if it is followed by the reality that
gaming crossed over long ago. And as for the rap and hip-

hop side of the equation, both are respected elements of

music and pop culture that have taken a shine to gaming

for sure; but is it the face we want, given what's landed us

here? I don't think so. ln fact, I would venture to say that
those artists are more interested in Halo 2 than Madden

2005. Spike just got it wrong-period.
A real opportunity slipped by with this much-hyped

broadcast that, in the end, made gaming out to be.just

as the naysayers perceive it-juvenile and trashy-and
chances are, since money talks (the advertisers certainly
bought it), we'll have to stomach it until someone squashes

it. Now would be a good time to call your cable company
and beg for G4. And to anyone else who's listening and

wants to do this right...we're available. As for Spike TV,

may Gary the Rat die under your floorboards.

Dave Halverson Editor-in-chief
dhalverson@playmagaine.com

I always took it for granted

that by the time gaming finally
reached the point of being

substantial enough for a well-
publicized TV awards show that

we'd have come far enough

as an industry (and cultural

mainstay) to show it as an

artistic, ofttimes fulfilling endeavor, able to reach a place

filmed entertainment can't, through interactive fantasy,

adventure, sports, role playing, etc., while honoring those

individuals who helped get us here. lmagine how gratifying

it would be to see treks like ActRaiser, the great Marios,

Zeldas, Final Fantasys, Landstalkers and Phantasy Stars

of the world solemnly sent up as the catalyst for games

like FF X-2, Wind Waker, Metroid Prime and all of the other

fantastic epics we're currently enjoying. Not that the other,

more mainstream, side of gaming is any less deserving-
honor that too; I'd like to see the entire spectrum
represented and, moreover, respected.

I speak, of course, of the recent "Spike TV Video Game

Awards" and the gratuitous, demeaning face it painted

on gaming kind. Apparently, in their minds, gaming is so

insignificant as a medium that the only way to get people

to watch was by putting on a T&A show/concert where a

couple of awards broke out-no nominees included. No

behind-the-scenes or making-of vignettes to show what
goes in to crafting a great game, no real celebration of the

actual experience, no producers, anists, modelers, game

musicians or genres honored...and not a single mention

of gaming's past or the people and publishers who got

us here. Just scant categories serving obviously skewed

results. Not to take anything away from the winners-most
of whom were deserving of an award-it's the context
that bears investigation. Def Jam for best music? We have

symphony orchestras and people like Michiru Yamane

arranging audible bliss, and licensed hip-hop and rap for

a wrestling game gets top honors? At least pay homage

through a nomination process.

From the categories themselves (and lack thereoO to
the embarrassing charade at the winners' tables (bet that'd
go over well at the Golden Globes), the VGAS looked more

like an adult version of Nickelodeon's Slimetime Live than

any awards show I've ever seen. I like David Spade, but
he definitely gave the impression he was there for reasons
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Ys returns to console

Maximo vs. Army of Zn
"Amy of zin now ostssibly moves the genre lurtEr"

Painkiller

Final Fantasy Xll

Highlights include Stel Batallion: Ure of Contact, Spy Fiction, Fable, Samurei Warior, Driv3r,

Nightmare Before Christmas, Seven Samurai 20)O(

Deus Ex lnvisible War 046, Fatal Frame 2 O48, Sonic tleroes 050, Baldur's Gate 2 054, Legacy of Kain: Defi-
ance056, 1O8e Avalanche 058, R: Racing Evolution 060, True Crime: Streets of L.A" 062, TtE Legend ot Zelda:

Collector's Editim 063

o34 Final Fantasy Xll

Sonic Heroes

032

034

MO 050

\
060

046

Highlights include Max Payne e Torry Hawkb Undergrcund, Manhunt, Maximum Chas R: Racing Evolution + lnterview
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Actions speak louderthan words...
And we've got the pictures to prove it!

To order, go to...

playmagazine.com
Or send check or money oldef to:

play magazine
29229 Ganwood St., Suite 2fl)
Agoura Hills, GA 91301

c/o Girls of Gaming

*Please make check or money order payable

to play magazine

Just $12.99 includes shipping and
handling
(Foreign orders please add U.S. $5.00)

.

Dead Sexy

BI
With a movie
in the works,
is hotter than

Ei

!.^

:

Available now at newsstands and
magazane retailers

Girls of Gaming is printed on premium paper stock with a special cover treatment. We promise the utmost quality presentation



"Do you like skoting? lf you do ken Go! Go!

Hypugrind should rocket lo ke top of your

"lr/tun buy" lbt. You won't be dboppointed."
-Nintendophiles

Jt r,

Skole os one ol I 2 crozy, cool rompetitors, designed by SPUMtO, ilre world

fomous onimotjon studio responsible for The Ren & Stimpy Show ond The

Ripping Friendsl

lJse fie new "Negotive Re0dion" syslem t0 (ore insol]e poinls ond begin

your rise io stordom! thoin muhiple Negotive Reoctions together with nor-

mol tricks for insone rombinotion pointsl

"...your tkket to mony nights

of greol goning."

- Nintendolnsider.on

There ore some individuols who would prefer thot we not

publish 0 gome like Go! Go! Hypergrind.

Let them trent.

ffit

"Go ! Go! Hypugrind is fost, fun, kooky, ond it
looks greot."

-liN.com

[ompete in o multitude of heod-toheod multiployer modes surh os Push,

Roce ond Boltiel

Powerfu grophirs engine ollows for reoltime chorocter deformolion. The

wocky, celshoded skoteboorders con be subjected to numerous humiliotions,

surh os set on fire, flottened ond covered in coro!

"...obsolutely insone..."

GomesAreFun.om
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Letter of the month

Hey play,

After spending my fair share of time
bouncing between gaming publications,
gaming websites and message forums, I've
noticed a rather unpleasant smell about. lt
conjures up the image of porcine, slavering
fanboys armed with keyboards and an
axe to grind. lt's iaded cynicism, and it's
available at a store near you.

Why is it that so many "professional
gamers" seem no more intelligent or
discerning than Buttplugger009 from elitist
gamers.com? Frankly, l'm tired of getting a
"ho-hum" reaction every time a platformer
comes out (Voodoo Vince, Blinx, etc.). ls it
really that rough playing video games for a
living? lf so, then I volunteer to bear their
cross from now on.

What really baffles me is when these
"hardcore gamers" start trotting out
comments like "rehash" or "lack of
innovation." To me, this is a knee-lerk
reaction, a way of dismissing a game
without really considering it. lt's the type
of thing they put in when they don't want
to say something that might be construed
as "thought-provoking" or "interesting."
And really, this mentality is the antithesis
of hardcore. After all, anyone who's been
playing games for any appreciable length
of time knows that games rarely innovate
on a grand scale. Let's be honest: if we
only bought truly innovative games, our
collections would be pretty small. One,
maybe two games per genre; that's it. Very
much the polar opposite of hardcore.

I recently picked up a copy of _
(and yes, I know that's my own damn fault),
and was perplexed about what I saw.
There were some obvious flaws on the
Warhammer FPS, stating that for a new
game, it looked and played like something
that came out in 1993. Yeah, I remember
the glut-the GLUT-of beautiful, high-res
shooters back in 1 993. You couldn't swing
a dead cat without knocking dozens of
'em off the shelves. But what really did me
in was the treatment of anything without
guns and swearing. Sure, platformers are
rehashes, but GTA? No, that's fresh as a
daisy! Screw Mega Man X7, forget about
Vince, and Kirby Air Ride? Child's play, now

that we can run over pedestrians...again.
Not that I would dare dream of dissing GTA,
but it all seems a bit contradictory to me.

Now, l'm sure that burnout plays a key
factor in these types ol dismissive reviews,
but it really isn't fair to either the reader or
the developers behind these efforts. I can
only imagine the frustration of working on a
game for a year and a half, putting in insane
hours and fighting the publisher to get what
you want, and then sending it out to the
press who'll say, "yawn, put in GTA." And
as a reader, it's insulting. Nobody's going
to waste time reading a review of a game
that doesn't interest them, and therefore

hobby. Being a fan of the GTA series, I

picked up the double pack for Xbox when
it released recently. I've already played
through both games on the PS2 but figured
it would be worth the money to have the
"finest version of one of the finest games
around." Plus, that shiny platinum/chrome
box looked mighty inviting. I played a
little GTA 3 and was quite pleased with
what I saw. lt was a definite improvement.
The trouble began when I popped in Vice
City and got the first disk read error. But
I was not disheartened. I had seen this
before. A couple of restarts and I would
be on my way, But once I got the game

more and more of these inquhies. We'll get
to the bottom of it.

Go Live

I am disappointed to see that the online
functionality of the PS2 version was not
even slightly mentioned (nor hinted) on the
reviews of Need for Speed Underground
and Lord of the Rings: The Return of the
King. Conspiracy? I hope not. A mistake
on the reviewer's behalf? Now that's a
scary thought. I believe the same thing
happened a couple of months back on the
new Tiger Woods game and SSX3. lf I were
to iust read play magazine, I would have
missed the information. When a game is

multi-formatted, I think it's best to stick a
review In the magazine separately if only
one of the versions is tested. lf not, it's okay
to slap on there that the game has three
versions but please specify the differences.
The only things mentioned usually are the
graphical difference. And that is fine, just
continue with that trend and identify all the
differences applied. I own all the consoles
and I want to make sure I get the best
version of a game.

Bard-N

We'll agree with you that more mention
needs to be made of a game's online
components, but given our limited space
for editorial, sometimes we aren't able to
describe something that we feel may not
ultimately affect the score of the game.
With the next issue of play, we're adding an
"online badge" to clarify if a garne is ready
to go live on the 'net.

"Why is it that so many'professionalgamers' seem no
more intelligent or discerning than Buttplugger009 from
elitist gamers.com?"

if the reviewer says, "Another FPS? Who
cares?" then they've forgotten about their
readership. So they fail on all counts.

l've been playing games since l984,
when my parents dusted off their old Atari
2600 and let me have a go at Moon Patrol.
Since then, l've never stopped. So, after
downing games by the hundreds, I know
that burnout is bullsh-t. lf anything, l've
gained an appreciation for the finer details
of a good game. I don't care how many
times a double iump's been used before
Ratchet & Clank, l'm still glad to have it in
there. Melee combat in a FPS is nothing
new, but its implementation in Halo makes
the game immeasurably better. I could
go on all night, but do I really need to
continue? This mentality, if nothing else, has
managed to make me appreciate the hard
work you guys do down at play. lt's good
to know that you haven't lost your love for
games after all these years.

Take it easy,
Zach

X marks the glitch

l'm 24 and a gamer and your magazine
is my companion guide to my favorite

up and running, there were surprisingly
notable flaws: frame rate skipping, audio
skipping...things that are, for lack of a
euphemism, unacceptable, which got me
thinking. Why? ls it Rockstar's fault? ls it
Microsoft's? Do I just have a faulty Xbox?
My girlfriend often.jokingly asks why my
Xbox is "such a broken piece of junk?" My
Xbox is very particular. Morrowind, Enclave
and KOTOR-all games that I love and
could've gone down in my personal gaming
history were it not for the regular doses of
disk reads and freezes. And now VC can
join that sad list of "could've beens." But it
isn't just my Xbox, because the message
boards at Gamefaqs are loaded with people
complaining of the same things. So I don't
know what to make of it, but I do know I

expected more. Being 24, it isn't as if I have
money to throw around. lt's hard to feel like
your money's well spent when the product,
whether it's the hardware or the software,
is broken. And I know l'm not the only one.
Where's the quality control?

Broseybros

My Xbox gave me a "disc must be dirty or
damaged" enor thrce hours into Armed &
Dangerous last night after hacking the music
like an old licorice piza. Plus, we're getting

O12je,'rry2m4
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As Konami continue to expand their worldwide market
share by actively seeking out and deve oping malor aninre
and movie content. they've obtained the rights to none
other than Ys-one of gaming's most legendary action
role-play ng series-and are expanding and enhancing the
recently released Ys Vl: The Ark of Napishtim (for Japanese
PC) for a worldwide w nter 2004 release on console. The
ser es, from Japan's Nihon Falcom, has been around s nce
1987, although it's most famous for launching the first CD-
based game system. the TurboGralx CD, alongside the

world's first consoe Street Fghter...pretty good company.
The original Ys, while graphicaily somewhat wanting,
featured what remains one of the all ttme best video game
scores ever (by then-guru Yuzo Koshiro) and a quirky
ramming system for overwor d attacks as Adol Christian
fought to rid Ys (the fina utopia) of evil. There have been six
Ys games to date (appear ng on PC, Fanricom, TurboGrafx
CD. SNES and Playstation and more). not counting ports
and remakes. and now the legacy w I I ve on tn some of the
Toqt.ot.oete-l hanor r d I o' gatr tnq.

Ys Vl: The Arc of Nap shtim. p ays out in stmilar action
RPG sty e. set on a deserted island dressed in beautifully
rendered 3D graph cs that, gratefu ly. appear hand drawn.
Konami w lL use its advanced technology to further enhance
the graphics, improve the controls and expand the scenar o
by adding new maps, ensmies and missions in an effoft
to create the most lnteresting. most visually appea ing
and most and expansive Ys game to date. Together with
Su koden, Konam is on their way to an FPG dynasty. Now,
if they'd only release Pollcenauts on GBA....

014 januarv 20021
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play here

t gam:ing console location:
ISE sector: Long Origin = 1.43922453,

Lat Origin = 46.952945231
\.
\

lBase Unitl

I7
plug in here
broadband internet location:
Fitlf sector: Long Origin = ?.43958333,

Lat Orisin = 46.952405561

/ /
I

lRemote Unit]

\/\,/IRELESS

NYkoThe Wireless Net Extender'" from Nyko is the easiest way to wirelessly connect your Playstation 2, Xbox or

PC to a broadband internet connection. With its compact, plug and play design, you benelit lrom secure data

encryption with no annoying sottware installation, or latenry issues. ln gaming terms, this means you will be up and

running in no time, playing online in any room without messy wires. Find out more: nyko.cominetextender

NYKO and Wtreless Net Ertends'" are rademarks ol NYKO Tehrclqes. hlc Playstalaon 2 is a [ademark o! Sony Compuler Enlenarnmenl Inc. Xbox is a reglslercd

fademark ol l\,,lErosoft Corporaton i 2003 NYKO Tehndog6 lnc All Bghls R*Ned
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Dreamcast Gone But Not Forgotten
Dreamcast-Petition.com (now dreamcastscene.com), the world's biggest DC initiative, has been
circulating an international petition against the discontinuation of Dreamcast software for some
time, and now they've gone live. The new name, layout and content is meant to ,,symbolize the
unity of the programming scene," offering gamers and fans of the Dreamcast alike a place to call
their own, furthering the development of new hardware devices and acting as a worldwide brand
for publishing new Dreamcast software. The group's partner, Lik-Sang, will sell the hardware and
software in the hopes of establishing a new Dreamcast community.

Drive Her
As is the status quo of late, if you build it they will come-
"it" being a real-world video game having to do with either
cars or guns (or both) and "they" being celebrities crazy
enough to risk being modeled as any number of polygonal
eyesores that usually look carved from a bar of soap. The
latest such endeavor involves (surprise) Driver 3, scheduled
for release in spring 2004, starring M jchael Madsen, Ving
Rhames, Mickey Rourke and Michelle Bodriguez. Each will
play a lead role in the third installment of the gritty, crime-
fighting game series being developed by Atari's Beflections
lnteractive for the Playstation 2 and Xbox.

Experience the World's #1 online Multiplayer Adventure!
Journey to the world of Norrath, a living breathing fantasy world that continuously evolves. Join more than
400,000 players online to form alliances, enemies and friendships in your quest for adventure and survival

in the world of EverQuest. And now is the best time ever to try the gamel From the new customizable
User Interface, to the Bazaat zone, to the new Raid options in the Lost Dungeons of Norrath expansion pack,

we have listened and learned from our players over the past 4 years, creating the most enchintine and
rewarding online gaming experience available. So, arm yourself with incredible magic spe11s and *.uporry

Then, prepare yourself {or an epic adventure like no other.

Themes

Blood and Gore
Violence

ncee May
na Onl i ne Play

[SRBC0NItl,lTflATlilC m.evb.org

thejr respdive owne6. Att dghts r6sewed.



3D Ages: lt's a Gonspiracy
Great news for fans of classic Sega games-Conspiracy
Entertainment have announced that they, along with
business/licensing partner Constant Entertainment,
will be bringing 14 titles from Sega's 3D Ages series
to North America as well as Europe. The initial five
titles, to be released in the first quarter of 2004, will be
Golden Axe, Space Hanier, Fantasy Zone, Monaco GP
and Phantasy Star, all somewhat updated for modern
technology. At this time, Conspiracy hasn't decided
whether the titles will be released separately or in a
collection, but if the games are released individually, they
will likely be value priced. Other games in the series,
potentially Columns, Afterbumer, Outrun, Decathlete,

Alien Syndrome, Bonanza Bros., Tant-R and more, are
scheduled to follow, although as of pross time, these
games had not yet been released in Japan, nor had an
estimated U.S. release date been set. No decision has
yet been made on future games such as Streets of Rage
and Phantasy Star lV. Although the 3D Ages games are
all for the PlayStation 2 in Japan, Conspiracy would not
officially confirm what platform they will appear on in
North America, and the games could potentially shift
to GameCube or Xbox if approval difficulties arise with
Sony, as has been all too common lately. Regardless,
Sega fans and classic gaming enthusiasts alike have a
lot of games to be excited about.

Legendary Offer
g What could be better than getting a free Legend of Zelda game? Easy: four free

Legend of Zelda games. When Nintendo finally fessed up this past November that
The Legend of Zelda: Collector's Edition (see our review this issue) was indeed on
its way to GameCube, they also revealed that the only way to get the game was to
obtain it for free-either bundled with a new GameCube system as was previously
planned, or, for current Cube owners, get it through other means, like receiving it
as a bonus when you buy and register two select games, the eligible tifles being
Mano Kart: Double Dash!!, Mario Party 5, Mario & Luigi: Superstar Saga or .l 

O8O.
Avalanche. The collection includes The Legend of Zelda (NES, 1987), Zelda lt: The
Adventure of Link (NES, 1 988), The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time (N64, 1 998),
The Legend ot Zelda: Majora's Mask (N64, 2000), a demo of The Legend of Zelda:
The Wind Waker and background on the Zelda series. More information about the
deal can be found at http://www.nintendo.com/zeldaclassic.

something altogether new is still speculative. ln addition
to the new hardware announcement, th8 riscal report
revealed a $26.2 mitlion loss for the period-the tirsl
time Nintendo has had a loss sinc€ 1962-but Nintendo
expects to be back tn the green once the fiscal year fu[y
clos6s, on Mar. 31, 2004, boosted by hotiday GameCube
sales. The reduced GameCube price-and increased
sales that accompanied it-didn't occur until October
and won't be felt until the next rinancial report.

$e Fantasy
Enix has launched a new Final Fantasy /adio

station exclusively on America Online's Radio Network.
The n6w station leatures 200 tracks from the Final
Fantasy games. available {or listeners on Radio@AOL,
Fladio@AOL tor Broadband and Fadio@Netscape under
the Soundtracks & More category. FFR is the lirst such
radio station on the Eadio@AOL Network dedicated
to a single video game franchise and is available to all
AOL members and fans on the web, running through
Aptil2004. The station is hom6 to the complete score

' of Final Fantasy Xl and samplings from games such as
.::.rFVII, FFVIII, FFIX ANd FFX.

,Hear
Square

t

S'Ewww.everquest.com SONY OI{LINE
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Purchase any title featured below at your nearest Virgin Megastore or online at

01 Max Payne 2 rockstar / xbox, ps2

02 Final Fantasy X-2 square enix I ps2

03 The Sims: Bustin'Out ea /xbox, gc, ps2, gba

04 Manhunt.rcckstar / ps?

05 Armed & Dangerous /ucasrts / xbox

06 FIFA Soccer 2{D4 ea / xbox, gc, ps2

07 Medal of Honor: Rising s,un ea / xbox, gc, ps2

08 Need for Speed Underground ea / xbox, gc, ps2

09 True Crime: Streets of A activision / xbox, gc, ps2

'to Mario Kart Double Dash!! nintendo / gp

01 NBA Live 2OO4 ea / ps2

02 Jak l! sony / ps2

03 Madden NFL2OO4 ea t ps2

04 Super Mario Advance 4: SMBS nintendo / gba

05 WWE SmackDown! HCTP trrq I psz

06 Tony Hawk's Underground activislon /ps2

07 Star Wars: RS lll: Rebel Strike /ucasarts / gc

08 Tiger Woods PGANO4 ea / ps2

09 NBA Live 20o4 ea / xbox

10 Yiewtiful Joe capcom / gc

NPD/TRSTS Top Ten Oct. Game Sales

sponsorcd by

ffiE6fe-dm\
your megastore beckons!

three platlorms, A crime noir action-

The Sims: Bustin'Out
t:.1 ,it2.,/j)t)j ti) ql),1

They're busting out like never belore

#lj

)'
i1

fr Max Payne 2
tiakti.)t,/ ['t?, ,:htt, qt)

Get y0ur virtual life this holiday at

Virgin Meqa.

Karaoke Revolution Bundle
kotitnl / [)t:2

You know you wanl t0... Step up to

the mic and let your inner pop star
send the lamily doq packing,

Final Fantasy Xll squarc enix / ps2 Armed & Dangerous /ucasads /xb Armed & Dangerous /ucasadslxb

3: Snake Eater xommi t psz Maximo Vs. Army of aan capcm / ps2

Ninjia Gaiden rccmo rxo Final Fantasy X-2 squae enix / ps2 Mario Kart: Double Dash!! nintendo / sc

Hyper Street Fighter ll capcom / ps2 Nightshade sega rpsz R: Racing Evolution namco u xo

Final Fantasy X-2 squa@ enix / ps2 Final Fantasy Xl squa@ enix / pc Final Fantasy X-2 squ* enix / ps2

Mario Kart Double Dash!! nintendo t sn Double Dashll nintendo t scMario

Legend of Zelda: Collector's Edition narenoo r sc Final Fantasy X-2 square enix / ps2 R: Racing Evolution namco lxo

R: Racing Evolution namozxr

Double Dragon Advance adus /sba Castlevania: Lament of lnnocence korami /ps2 Mario Party 5 ntntenao t gc
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MAXIM0vs \\

RMY OF ZIN

f ess than two years after Maximo's exultant debut,

I here we are headlong into the sequel-Maximo
f vs. Army of Zin. Maximo: Ghosts to Glory was

Llsomewhat of a revelation, having burst onto the
scene with a U.S. birthright-the first project brought to
fruition by Capcom Digital Studios, stationed right here
in the Golden State, home to wildfires, flash floods, fake
boobs and the world's first action star come governor.
Utilizing character designs from one of Japan's most
renowned character artists, Famitsu (Japan's leading
game publication since forever) cover guru Susumu
Matsushita and a U.S. production team with a keen eye for
the platforming guy, a new brand was born, half riding on
Capcom's legendary Ghouls 'n Ghosts coattails and half
on its own. Suffice to say, the world (and more importantly
Capcom Japan) was impressed enough to green-flag
a sequel, sending most of the original team back to the
drawing board, data in hand, to infuse their poster child for

stylish undies with more of what gamers liked and none of
what they didn't-the results of which are now contained in
this exclusive review.

To give you an idea of where l'm coming from (unbridled
enthusiasm not withstanding), Ghosts 'n Goblins, Ghouls
'n Ghosts, and especially Super Ghouls 'n Ghosts were
all religious experiences for me through the years. Only
Castlevania stands before G&G in my franchise top five.
The thought of the series going anywhere near 3D turned
my stomach when it was first announced, but between
Matsushita doing the art, Tommy Tallarico the music and
old-school sympathetic Capcom alumni the rest, the first
game won me over in a big way. Like many, the save/warp
system, length (or lack thereof) and bosses had issues, but
otherwise I fell in love with Capcom platforming all over
again.

Where Ghosts to Glory served the old-school platformer
in me, Army of Zin now ostensibly moves the genre further
into the modern gaming age by becoming a iack of many
trades within the confines of one extremely nuanced
action-platformer. Governed by far more than the play
mechanics that made the first so sticky, Zin celebrates
every component of the sum of its parts: platforming,
fighting, exploration, storytelling and most of all evolving
the character in step with the rigors of the game. Never
has a game sent me so vehemently in search of every last
collectible (in this case, Koins), lusting after upgrades with
unabashed desperation.

The way they've integrated item management into the
action provides a gameplay balance that is quite unlike
anything in the category because it ties in to the action so
profoundly. Army of Zin is impeccably thought through. On

your way to beefing up Maximo's inventory three elements
factor into the equation: collecting Koins and treasure,
saving the villagers and vendors key to finding and
purchasing necessary items, and then buying the right stuff
from a quiver of goodies you most desperately need. Right
off the bat, you gotta have the Midas Aura (used for sucking
in far-off treasure, thereby saving you from losing lives
platforming your arse off to get them) and Treasure Seeker
Boxers (the controller shakes around buried treasure),
because they're the key to finding more chests and more
money. But purchasing them means no weapon or move
upgrade for a spell, although the enemies, a Maximo-hating
horde of clockwork nightmares, may really be kicking
your ass...and so it goes. Moreover, Maximo wields both
hammer and sword this time out and needs to buy separate
upgrades for each, further affecting the consequences of
each purchase...not to mention Grim. Beefing up your soul
meter prolongs his use (ust an L press away), and he's as
invincible as he is deadly-most handy for finishing otf the
game's bosses, which are as formidable a group as I've met
this year. Adding further to the new, more adventurous feel,
Army of Zin is also loaded with platforming puzzles (some
wicked to the core), hidden areas galore and a network of
keys and chests that'll have you climbing the walls to attain
master status on every level.

ln order to avoid any of these factors becoming
overpowering, Zin is generously laden with sympathy armor
(fighting in boxers, Maximo will often pop a suit out of a
fallen Zin ghoul), chests to pillage and the mettle to take
a few hits before revealing Maximo's spiffy skiwies. The
cleverly guised "dynamic difficulty" is hard to spot, but it
always has your back to a degree. ln Ghosts to Glory I
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"ARMy or ZIN Now osrENsIBLy MovES THE GENRE FURTHER
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Cover Story

spent half the game in shorts and rarely saw the gold armor.

while in Zin, I'm golden much of the time-arrd gratefully
so, seeing as how Zin's army is the most sundry bunch of
robo-freaks I think l've ever come in contact with. Fighting
the enemy in Army of Zin is a huge pad of the fun, thanks to
impeccable design. flawless placement, Al that keeps you

cemented to the cause and a measure of diversity from stage
to stage that keeps you guessing...right up to the point they
pull out all the stops and begin attacking in hordes. At that
point, pray your lr,4aximo is up to snuff, else suffer their wrath.
And I thought Zin would be too easy. Cedain Ghouls 'n Ghosts
trademarks have seeped into the mix as well, like the crows.
flying gargoyles that drove you crazy (now mechanized) and
those nasty barking chests. Between dealing with Zin's army.

the environmental hazards and the bosses, the action in
Army of Zin is well heated and I00 percent impossible to put

down...plus Tinker needs you, and she's way hot.
Creating the look for Army of Zin, the team has chosen

perhaps the most effective and hauntingly beautiful choice of
colors and hues l've seen in a PS2 game. Burnt orange and
auburn skies, purplish brown caverns, misty pinks and watery
blues-the contrast between levels makes you hunger for the
next like so many Neo Geo games of old, and the art, well.
the ad js simply without compare. lf you can find enemies and
ancillary characters this well formed amidst areas as well laid

on PS2, please let me know. Matsushita is all over this game,

and does it ever make the difference.
Tying it all together, no Capcom creep show would be

complete without a soundtrack to heighten the experience, and
once again Tommy T. has risen to the occasion. From soaring
overtures to playful melodies, Maximo's music fits as well as
his boxer shorts. Oh, and this is still the best double iump in

the business. Let us not forget the power and imponance of
the double jump.

To say Capcom is on a roll of late or the true defender of
gaming proper would be an understatement. Considerang in
2003 alone they've provided blistering arcade-style action with
Chaos Legion and Devil tVay Cry 2 (sorry, still love it). raised
the bar on 2D action with Viewtiful Joe, fashioned perhaps
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the best action-shooter ever in PN. 03 (the year's most
misunderstood game), continued to develop adventure
horror with Resident Evil: Dead Aim and stuck by Mega
Man with a pile of console and GBA games, I'd say they're,
without question, sitting on the Mt. Olympus of third panies.
All that's left now is to bring back Bionic Commando and
make me a Street Fighter ll action game... ln the meantime.
I'll be sucking up treasure and mastering Maximo vs. Army
of Zin. Dauc llalu€lsoll A

inf noru* Rnr.rtroN

tie'i1

[* I
Systemr Playstation 2
lleuelopor: Capcom Studio I
Putllshen Capcom
AuaalaDle3 January ;#i{t}'l

tr

rc Jrtfr
g

HIT 01 ) Armored boxers: Collect

a ,ourth armor while
wearing these to gain more

health and golden armor.

02) Boxers of Burning Vigor:
Recharge and regenerate
your super meter while
unarmed. 03) Heart Boxers:

Given to Maximo by his

love, Sophia (aahhh). 04)

Magic Pow Boxers: The

super meter recharges

faster while wearing these

stylish shorls. 05) Treasure

Seeker Boxers: Vibrates the
controller to detect nearby

buried treasure.
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Producer, Maximo vs. Army of Zin
Character designer
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After the lirst gamo, you likely
got an earful about havlng to
pay to save and warp, but how
was the r€action otherwise?
You had to bring up the save
system! OK, for the record and
in our defense, we were trying
to pay homage to the classic
continue systems of yesteryear

and at the same time balance
it with a modern save systeml
It was not our finest decision
and was on the top of the list
to be conected for the sequ€|.
However, lwas extremely pleased
with the reaction to the first game;
the response to Maximo by the
press was amazing in both the
amount of coverage and the
great reviews we received. Public
feedback was also very positive.

Ot course this is Capcom
Studio 8's second hit, brrt if
wo didn't know otherwise,
it looks like a game crafted
in Japan. How has the game
beon roceived ther€ and how
involved has Japan bocome
in the proiect now that it has
taken off?
The Army of Zin has been
received very well in Japan,
receiving a gold medal from
Famitsu magazine (which is no
small achievement). Japan's
involvement has not really
changed due to Maximo's
popularity. Capcom R&D's
structure is designed to promote
th6 creation of innovative and
high quality titles.

intograted story blts, which also opsns up the universe
considorably, Dld you go r€al-timo ovor CG to make it a
morc Soamless oxperience?
Yes. lf given an option, we still would have used real-time
over CG. Maximo 1 did not have real-time story cinematics
and w€ were fortunate to hire an excellent artist experienced
in this area for the sequel,

The CG intro is stunnlng. Was this done at Capcom
Studio 8?
The CG was created by Digital Frontier in Japan. We like to
keep the internal Studio 8 team focused on the creation of
the actual game. Creating CG of this size and quality is an
extremely large undertaking.

ls Maximo now consider€d a Capcom brand in the vein
of Resident Evil, Mega Man, etc. to the extsnt that the
sequel will begin immodiately rather than wait to see
what Zin doos?
Time will tell.

Making the game more palatable to a wider audience,
you've done a greatjob, Having played the bulk of it,
the key seems to be playing each level to its fullest
(collocting coins to save villagers and vendors) in order
to equip Maximo for the battles ahead. How did this new
concept come abouf
Thank you. Saving the innocents came from the realization
that in most "herolc" games, the main character spent most
of his or her time just looking after themselves which is not
really synonymous to heroism. lf the player wishes to save
the innocent, he or she has to play better, put themselves in
harm's way to reach them in time, or just let them die. But a
dead innocent cannot whisper secrets or reward the player.

Gr6at bosses too, really fantastic. Did Matsushita create
them all? Do you give him ideas or guidelines or are they
pr€-determined?
Thanks again. The functionality for all the enemies is
determined within Studio 8. These ideas were then sent off
with some visual guidelines to Mr. Matsushita. What we got
back was always surprising and rarely required revision.

Tell us a little bit about your process. ln creating a
game as tight, event driven and immens€ as Zin, do you
storyboard everything first, design the entire game and
thon go in and tweak each level, or do you design and
perfect each level and then move to the next?
The broad themes of the game were led by our designers in
consultation with the whole team. Once these themes were
set, the team split up into groups each attacking specific
tasks/areas of the game. Storyboards were created when the
size or nature of the task required it or when intedacing with
outside contractors (like with the FMV).

What sort of barometer do you use when balancing
difficultlB You soem to use some dynamic difficulty as
well...
I feel that people buy games to have a good time and not
to get frustrated while playing them. Through focus testing,
we found frustration points and depending on where those
points were in the game we decided to either tweak them or
let them go. Also, we implemented a dynamic help system
in the game. So if a player was having a difiicult time with a
specific area, dynamic mechanisms are in place to increase
the likelihood of the player receiving a needed reward. This is
not to say that Maximo 2 is without challenge; anyone who
plays will attest to that.

play: First of all, what's it like for an American producer
in a U.S. studio of a Japanese company working with

Mark Rogers: I enjoyed working with Susumu Matsushita a
great deal. He is a very interesting individual and absolutely
brilliant at what he does. We worked closely together at the
beginning of the project to define Maximo and the unique
creepy look for the Zin Army. Although distance was an issue
(he was first based in London and then in Tokyo!), the quality
of work and content he brought to the game more than
made up for it.

What was your involvement on the first Maximo?
I was also the producer for Maximo 1. I think the role of
a producer varies a lot from company to company (and

country to country). For me at that time, the position was
the combined tasks of a director and producer in the tilm
industry; both positions are responsible for the quality of
the product and its delivery. Ultimately, it's the team that is
responsible for creating the game. A game is a thousand
decisions stacked upon the other. lwas lucky to work with a
great set of people for both games.

So, the undoad no longer rise
fiom their graves, there's no
sign of Ghouls 'n GhosG music,
etc, Would you say the game
has now shod any rafersnce to
G&G and become mor€ its own
brand?
For the sequel, we wanted
an enemy that was uniquely

identifiable as part of the Maximo franchise. We also wanted
to focus on the action and combat. What is better than
an army of clockwork soldiers driven by the souls of the
undead? We could not resist at least one undead reference!

Did Tommy T. do the music once again? lt sounds
markedly better, ls that because it's more an original
score now?
Yes, Tommy did the music. I think his work on Maximo 1 was
also great and fit the style and pace of the original perfectly.
The sequel, however, is quite different and required a unique
approach, which he was able to achieve. For those who
don't know Tommy, he's a great guy, and the world is a more
interesting place for having him in it!

The game benefits grsatly from the r€al-time

.,IF THE PLAYEIT WISHES To SAVE THE INN0CENT, HE oR SHE HAS
TO PLA}' BET'[L,R, PUT T}IEMSELVES IN HARI\{'S WAY TO REACH
THENI IN TINTE, OR.JUST t[T THEM DIE."

0a6january 2004
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What would you say was your single biggest challenge
creating this sequel from both the technical and design
standpoints?
The technical demands of the sequel on the engine were
about twice as great as in the original. On top of this, we
moved our art creation over to Nlaya, which meant that we
had to totally redesign and recode our tool chain (our method
of getting data into the game). ln the end, I think every
technical aspect of the game was modified and improved.
From a design standpoint, we began designing the sequel
only after the first was released. The main challenges were
time and determining the scale of the sequel.

Personally, I find the integrity of the mechanical models
astounding given how many you get on screen, along
with all of the effects, without ever dropping below 60
fps. This is an amazing engine. ls it being used elsewhere
or is it Maximo's alone?
The engine is developed internally and unique to lvlaximo.

You also do some crazy mood stuff in your backgrounds.
Standing on a precipice, the world seems elliptical and
deeply layered with animated elements. How do you
achieve this effect, and why don't we see it in more PS2
games?
We have great artists, and visuals of this type take a long
time to create. As we create our own engine we also may
have options not available to other developers.

Why only PS2? Shouldn't you bump map this bad boy
and head for the Xbox? The GC demographic also seems
like good Maximo territory.
We have had great success with the PS2 and {ocusing on a
single platform has many advantages.

We're iust a couple of years away now from the next
wave of consoles. Where do you see games like Maximo
benefiting from future technology...any ideas rattling
around about the next big trend in action-adventure
gaming?
I think innovation in gaming is now fairly independent of
hardware. Look at GTA3; it was created on a third-party
engine but it's still a great, innovative title. Hopefully we will
see the end to 30{ps action games.

Congratulations on a stunning sequel. You're the Maximo
guy in the neighborhood now, Mr. Rogers. Will you carry
the torch from here on? No more changes please! lf you
can do one of these a year, you're certainly my hero!
It took about 1.5 years, but I hope I am still someone's hero.
Anyway, it's the team that deserves the credit!
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Cover Story

play: Before Maximo, most fans knew you for your
amazing Famitsu covers, Motor Toon Grand Prix and
MonkEy Magic. How werre you introduced to Capcom
and Maximo?
Susumu Matsushita: Capcom contacted me during the
preliminary stages of the original Maximo. That's how our
official business relationship started.

Tell us about the new Maximo concept. The first
seemed designed around the Ghouls'n Ghosts
franchise, but Zin seems to encompass more of your
vision.
I did not have Ghouls 'n Ghosts in mind when I created
Maximo. However, since l've been told that my work was
the inspiration for Ghouls 'n Ghosts, it is understandable
why Maximo might appear to be following that image. I

created the Maximo character based on the story I was
given. I put a lot of effort into creating the Zin characters.
It was a lot of trial and error, but I am happy with the end
result. I had a lot of fun working on them.

You've also created more of a universe this time
out, Might we see a Maximo anime or original video
animation (OVA) soon?
It would be great to see Maximo in other mediums outside
of video games. I welcome that idea with open arms.

Besides the initial design, do you also oversee or
approve the in-game models?
Yes, I have supervised the development studio's work. The
in-game models had to be approved whenever new ones
were created.

lf given the opportunity to create a tilm or series, would
you rather it be traditionally animated or CG?
That is an interesting question. As long as I can express
my vision in the best possible way, it doesn't matter to
me whether it's animated or CG. lf the combination of two
looks best, that's what l'd choose. I would use whatever is
most suitable to convey my vision.

Do you keep up with character design in the U.S.? What
does Susumu Matsushita think is cool? Any designers
or characters you find particularly interesting?
I do pay close attention to the U.S. market, but frankly it is
a bit difficult to keep up with the latest trend since there are
so many new things coming out all the time. What's cool
is something that looks stylish or something that is well-
designed.
l'm always checking out other artists and the characters
they create. Lately I'm impressed with "Gachakon" (vending
machines with encapsulated small toys). I'm always
inspired by my surroundings. So it is hard to pinpoint a
particular artist or character l'm interested in right now.

And finally, how do you manage to create so many
magazine covers and still work on so many other
projects? Each cover seems like it would take many
days to complete, Do you have a staff or do you draw
and ink everything yourself?
I have three very talented assistants. We all work hard every
day to manage our busy schedule.
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efore the special-ops, team-play, stealth-inlused,
military{hemed, online (did I leave anything out?)
action game became the Next Big Thing, an

firefights. There's no need to find ways to solve involved
pace-stalling puzzles, just the safest, most efficient path
through the finely structured missions. To weave a little
story into the chaos, your PDA device pumps information
from home base, keeping up the momentum of the slick
cutscene setups and providing multipoint objectives within
the area you've been ordered to search for clues.

It's not wise to lose track of your buddies for very long,
because there are a number of occasions where you'll
need help crawling over difficult obstacles or climbing up
through high openings. As a single-player affair, Syphon
Filter: The Omega Strains offers 17 robust missions, but
new sections can be discovered when you're working
through as a team. The multiplayer component driving
The Omega Strain is certainly going for something a
little different from the norm; at the very least, it's a great
addition to the massive solo adventure. Bndy Fiechbr

dil t' I

excellent, quietly successful campaign called Syphon
Filter stood at the front of a lonely stage. Respectable
success on the fledgling Playstation opened the door for
two sequels, and now, after a surprisingly long wait, the
fourth installment is almost here.

Syphon Filter: The Omega Strain immediately recalls
the feel and tone of the antiquated Playstation games.
Emphasis is being placed on the kill factor: enemies
are all over the place, heavily armed and never afraid to
unload with aggressive force. While there is talk of the
ability to holster over'100 unique weapons, you can only
utilize four at a time and, depending on the skill set of
your fully customizable human instrument of death, won't
necessarily be proficient with everything you pick up.

Here is a part of where the aggressive online approach
begins to take shape. With three other members joining
your efforts to halt the spread of a deadly virus, you must
concern yourself with dispersing the most appropriate
arms for the situation at hand, provide cover fire and
much-needed assistance in tempering the intense
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System: Playstation 2
oet elopers Sony Bend

Publisher: SCEA

Auailable: January

"...enemies are all over the
place, heavily armed and

never afraid to unload with
aggressive force."
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I n Painkillers case. the us-a rule-if it looks too good

J to be true then it probably rs-does not applv. lt looks
I too good. yes, but it's true. fhis mill isn't catled the
"Pain Engine" for nothing. Developer People Can FIy's
impressive engine puts out "100 times more polygons than
other games," employing the tatest lighting and shadow ng
techniques and does it all through 20 diverse levels of
Havok 2.0 physics-based gameplay. A mouthful? lndeed,
but not without merit. Painkiller is currently the only FPS
in league with the integrity of Doom lll, and seeing it in
action is to wet your pants. Furthermore, unlike Doom lll,
Painkiller is scheduled to hit console in March with more

bells and whistles than its PC counterpart. The Xbox
version is expected to support Live and Dolby Digital, max
the system's capacity, utilize the hard drive and feature
addilional levels and bosses. Think Dreamcatcher is about
to get a nice. fat spot on the map? You guessed right. On
the PC side of the spectrum, Painkiller is so meaty that
NVIDIA has formed a padnership with Dreamcatcher for the
launch as pad of their "The Way lt's Meant To Be Played"
program that showcases games that take full advantage of
their hardware. This is a serious contender for 2004's top
FPS honors.

The game, a swarming, haunting, fast-paced actioner,

fi12 january 2004
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features the most immense Gothic structures ever seen,
along with level bosses large enough to guard them so vile
they literally shake the very foundations of the structures.
For one such area, Chaos Cathedral, the team used Paris'
Notre Dame Cathedral for reference as well as churches in
Poland for details like stained glass. Elsewhere, City on the
Water mimics the look of Venice, while Mountain Bridge is
so immense (the surroundings change every ten minutes),
it's the size of three standard-sized levels.

Graphics and scale aside, PCF and Dreamcatcher set
out to build a game with a compelling enough story to
encourage playing to its conclusion for reasons beyond
pure eye candy-a novel idea among the annals of FPS
gaming outside of Halo, Xlll and few others. "The physics
were really the start of eveMhing," says Dreamcatcher
product manager Brian Gladman. "Once the PCF guys
realized some of the things they could do with Havok,
they really went to town. They've actually taken physics
integration mrles beyond rag doll death animations and
pushing crates down stairs. ln Painkiller, you can truly
interact with the world, physically. We believe Painkiller is a

harbinger of a new approach to physics-based gameplay
that will change the way games are designed." As deep
as the story physics and design are, look for weapons
systems, multiplayer and Al to ring in iust as impressive.
They certainly have our attention. I can't remember seeing
creature design of this magnitude in a game, and the
promise of reinventing boss battles, going up against 50-
foot behemoths that crunch destructible terrain around you,
makes me misty. "Sure, the graphics are great, the story
and the monsters are cool, and the physics are realistic,"
says Gladman, "but all that means nothing if the game isn't
fun. ln Painkiller, the fun is in the details...it's about puting
fun back in the genre." l'm having a good time just looking
at it. Dauo llaluclsfli
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I f battles, the Kingdom of Dalmasca is caught in

the middle. With their king having recenily passed away,
Dalmasca falls before the Archadion Empire's might;
occupying forces fill the magnificent city streets and the
citizens are powerless to stop them. Conflict transforms
Dalmasca's mighty structures and beautiful blue skies into
a battlefield, filled with malevolent airships and armor-clad
knights atop their chocobo steeds.

Elsewhere, revolution has already occuned. Though
bloodless and peaceful, without the clash of steel and cries
of the wounded, this shift in power is perhaps even more
dramatic. This metamorphosis has taken place within the very
walls of Square Enix itself, putting the future of Final Fantasy
into capable new hands, and the result promises to be a game
lhe likes of which we've never seen. The likes of Final Fantasy
xil.

At a press event held in the Roppongi district of Tokyo this
past Novembe( Square Enix began revealing the details of
its latest venture into the world's premier role-playing series.
Square Enix personnel, press both foreign and domestic,
retail partners and even I 00 lucky Japanese fans filled the
deluxe theater where Final Fantasy Xll scaffolds adorned the
stage, illuminated in blue light. Of course, also on hand for the
unveiling were Square Enix's Product Development Division
4, the new team behind FFXll, and FF series creator Hironobu
Sakaguchi.

"The series itself has really nurtured and put an emphasis
on change," said Sakaguchi as he addressed the audience.
"When you think about the definition of Final Fantasy, the
definition itself exemplifies change."

As the few minutes of game footage debuted, it was not
immediately apparent what changes were in store for Final
Fantasy fans. The trailer-which consisted of images of the
new hero, Vaan, and the new female lead, Ashe, as well as
long-snouted monsters, a beautiful cityscape brought to life by
magnificently detailed architecture and hundreds of airships,
an ominous knight known as the Judge, and massive CG
battles that can only evoke comparisons to Lord of the Rhgs,
among other elements-looked absolutely breathtaking,
as if gamers would expect anything less from Square Enix.
But beneath the unquestionably gorgeous veneer lies the
enigmatic gameplay, which the creators continuously hinted
would be substantially different from what has come before.

Chief among the factors contributing to Final Fantasy's
promised new direction is the Product Development Division
4 creative staff. Producer/director Yasumi Matsuno (also head
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il "When you think about the definition of Final Fantasy,
the definition itself exemplifies change."

Akifiiko Y0shida l.haracler desrgil &

3D mrp dieclion). Hiroshi Minagawi
(graphic & characler mod€ling).

lsamu X.mikckuryou (backqround ad)
Hideo tlin.ba (af, dkectorJ

Htroilob! Sakaguchi {crcator of Frnal

Fanl.sy). Yisumi [lalsnno {producer
& dilector). Xenslke Tanaka (busi0ess
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of the division), ad director Hideo l\ilinaba, character designer
Akihiko Yoshida and composer Hitoshi Sakimoto are well
known for their contributions to games like Final Fantasy
Tactics, Tactics Ogre and Vagrant Story. Fans of lvlatsuno's
past works no doubt recall that FFXII's world ol lvalice was
the world where games like Final Fantasy Tactics Advance
took place, although this is not the same world that's been
seen before.

"lt's very hard to say how different it's going to be," said
ad director lvlinaba. "But I would say that it is another version
maybe of what you've seen previously. We might show a

different version of lvalice. We get to portray the world and
show the world and present the world in a different way...the
world that we all love."

With these clear tie-ins to some of the most respected
strategy-RPGs ever released, as well as the massive army
vs. army CG battles shown in the FFXII traile( one of the
first questions that came to mind was what, if any, strategy
elements will be incorporated anto FFXII? At this point,
the creative team isn't willing to say anything specific. ln

terms of in-game combat, the footage shown only revealed

traditional-looking battles featuring a three-character party,

but the creators strongly hanted that they have something
else in store.

"All I can say at this point is that once you play it, it s
going to be a fresh, new feeling that also at the same time
is shocking in a good way," Minaba said. "l think you saw
that the controls and the gameplay seemed quite dalferent.

...1'll kind of right now leave it up to your assumption as to
how that's going to tie in with the meaning of change in this
game."

At this time. however, several specific aspects of

time, it's unknown which empire they serue (or if one of the
empires serves them), but Square Enix have confirmed that
there is more than one Judge. Did somebody say Judge Cid?

As demonstrated by Fran, not all of the characters in

FFXII are human, and this corresponds to a social hierarchy
in the world of FFXll. "The human races will definitely be
more the primary race, but the non-human races will play
a good amount of roles," explained Minaba. "l thank we
can't really...present anything about history without talking
aboul races and the social classes, so that's something
that should exist if we are going to conlinue with the stories
thal we have now." Aside from racial groups like humans
and rabbit-people, a race of lizard-people will play a pan,
as will moogles (who will likely be stomping around in melal
boots). The ditferent races will even have ditferent languages,
religions and social values.

The creation of the game's world and architecture
has been given no less attention than that of its peoples.

Background designer lsamu Kamikokuryou, who also

created the backgrounds ir.r FFX, drew upon inspiration from
N4editerranean, Turkish and lndian designs-and even from
the aft deco regions of New York-to produce the amazing,
earthy, detailJilled environments seen thus far in FFXll.

"As you'll see hopefully sooner lrather] than later, in

various pads within the game...we're trying to maximrze a

variation from each location," said Kamikokuryou. "We're
going to try to maximize the look...in each of the regions and
try to create a lot of variety and flavor for the settings that we
have in the game. ln FFX, for example, I felt that there was
just kind of one big, very strong world...but in FFXII you'll see
more of a variety of dilferent inf luences."

Another change to the game lies within the camera
system. Although players of Final Fantasy Xl will feel right
at home, FFXII will be the first otfline FF title with complete
freedom of camera movement. Players will be able to rotate
the camera 360 degrees, and possibly even go into a first
person mode. The downside to this added lreedom is that
it makes the polygon count tighter-since objects that were
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Final Fantasy Xll have been revealed. including the main

characters. Vaan, the new hero, is a 17 year-old male who
lost his family in the war lhat serves as the backdrop for
the game, and he wants nothing more than to become an

airforce pilot so he can escape the confines of Dalmasca.
As has been typical of Final Fantasy games of late, Vaan is

a somewhat androgynous characler; he also bears a bit of
resemblance to Vagrant Story's Ashley Riot.

"ln the early stages of development, the male character
actually was more rugged and more big and tough." said
character designer Yoshida. "But as we started shaping
up the scenario...it became what you see now. But if you

saw the first character that I had drawn, I don't think people

would have been able to come along with me. I was trying to
make great characters for...a snowy environment, and it was
basically this big monster, and the weapon happened to be a

snowboard. That wouldn't really fit into what we have now."
Sharing the spotlight is 1 9-yearold Ashe. Though Ashe

is princess of the Kingdom of Dalmasca and sole heir to
the throne after her father passes away, she finds herself
founding a resistance movement after her land is conquered.
While Square Enix declined to comment on the suppoiling
cast, a dark-skinned, whate-haired, humanoid female named
Fran, who wields a bow and appeared to have bunny ears,

could be clearly seen in the trailer, and a male character with
a regal air and a frilly, decoralive shirt also appeared to be

one of the game's heroes.

On the other side of the equation (and also prominently
featured in the game's logo) is a dark knight called the Judge.
Final Fantasy Tactics Advance players will recognize the
Judge as a protector of law and order, but the character in

FFXII is an adversary that exemplifies terror and fear At this
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previously unseen, like ceilings, now have to be rendered-so
characters will actually use significantly fewer polys than in
FFX. To make up for it, howeve( Square Enix have added
notable refinement to the textures, actually adding enough
integrity to the visuals so that more of the cutscenes will be
presented in high-quality real time as opposed to CG.

ln terms of sound, FFXII will once again boast full
voiceovers in addition to the musical abilities of some of
the most respected composers in the video game world.
While Hitoshi Sakimoto is composing the bulk of the game's
tunes, FF mainstay Nobuo Uematsu will be contributing at
least one major song to the game. As has been ihe custom
since FFV|ll, the powefful song will be implemented during
a pivotal scene in the game, and also will likely serve as the
game's ending theme. "Please let us spend a litfle more time
on this," Sakimoto said. "We promise we will not betray your
expectations."

As for the rest of the changes taking place in Final Fantasy
Xll, fans on both sides of the Pacific will just have to wait a
bit longer. FFXII isn't due for release until summer 2004 in
Japan and no earlier than the holiday season of 2004 in North
America-but Square Enix promise that more details will be
revealed in the near future.

The company also promises that they are working as hard
as they can to get the game completed and into the hands
of their fans. "ln [our headquaners] in Shinjuku," producer/
director Matsuno pointed out, "there are staffs working without
taking any dinner!" tvlaybe he was joking, maybe not. After all,
this is Final Fantasy Xll. lt's not just a game; it's war.
Gtuls [oIfimn
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preview gallery

Ghosttunter
system: ps2 / developer: s{i$r cambr d0c ,

publisher: so,ly / availsble lha

Looking at the state ot these screens. it s
a wonder that Ghosthunter asn't being
paraded around in the U.S. like a trophy
wife, but so fa[ no one is laying claim to
it. SCEAs still calling any announcement
tenlative. Brought to you by SCEE
Cambridge Studio ([,4ediEvil, Primal) and
inspired by the cinematic styling of classic
horror films. Ghosthunter combines lilrn-
quality graphics and a compelling storyllne
wilh the solid gameplay Canrbridge rs

known for, immersing all comers in a
macabre, supernatural universe packed
with stealth, exploration and all-out action.
-DH

Steel Battalion: Line ofContact

So, you're one oi the lucky ones. You

had not only the spare lunds to purchase
Capcom's advanced mech simulation, Steel
Battalion, but also the iron determination
lo suruive its unforgiving, realistic combat.
What's next tor the elite combat pilots of
the future? Xbox Live. Steel Battalion: Line
of Contact puts that deluxe 40-button
controller back into seruice, and more
importantly lets you take the aclion online
in five-on-five action, going up against
other human players. Aside from the online
play, the original campaign missions are
included, along with new Vertical Tank
'types. -CH

system: xbox / developer cal)com /
publisher: (iapcom / available inrrch

Terminabr 3r Redemption
systemr ps2 qc, xbox / developer: t)arndrqri /

publisher alar /available surnmer2004

Ataris going for round two with its
Terminator license in Terminalor 3i
Redemption, this time a third-person action
game with a large dose of vehicle combat
thrown into the apocalyptic mix. The game
is dipping into the movie fronl last summer
for its inspiration, building its universe out
of recognizable set pieces and characters
while expanding with a variety of gameplay
scenarios. The rdea behiad the game is

to capture the explosive intensity of the
chase scenes and action contained in the
movie, with the political-Terminator himself ,

Governor Schwarzenegger, providrng the
voice lor hrs polygonal Ikeness. -Bf

Acclaim's upcoming The Red Star, based
on a U.S. comic created by Archangel
Studios, will make its game debut lhis fall
tor the PS2 and Xbox, ofiering perhaps the
next best thing to either Powerstone or the
illjated Thrill Kill. Described as a "battle
action game," The Bed Star intends on
taking players deep into the chaos of war,
taking up arms in a revolution immersed
in massive battles, armed with futuristic
weapons and military soIcery, set amongst
the ruins of Russia. Looking at the comic,
the material is certainly slrong. ln the hands
of the able Vexx team, expecl lhe best
Acclaim has to otfer -DH

The Red Star
syslem: frs2, xbo! developer acclirnr ausln /
publisher: accla m / available: fal 2004
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preview gallery

Peter Molyneux's (Black and White)
stunning action-RPG of choices continugs
to excite us the more we se. The idea that
every action determines your character's
skills, appeilance and morality (growing
from an inexperienced child into the most
powerful being in the world, choosing the
path of righteousns or a lile of evil) is
one ot the more ambitious to date. On the
technical side of the equation, muscles
expand with each feat of strength; obesity
follows gluttony, skin tans with exposure
to sunlight and bleachos bono-white by
moonlight. You evsn earn scars in battle
and lines of experience with age. -DH

Fable
syste,ir \liri. developar lrqni!{rLrr{l
publishcr,!,.r:r avril.blo .;p,,,.J i\ll)l

C.old Winter
system: t),rii \tD\ l developer sr/o,.ll !ilr slud,os i
publisher vr q.)nDs i avaiiable: o.1(lx, f)00J

You, the intuitive reader, have concluded
that Cold Winter is yet anolher first-person
shooter in which you shoot things with
really powerful weapons. Ah, but that
would be oversimplifying this interesting.
very early game that actually allows you to
make your own weapons and pick bodies
for valuables, face enemies who are entirely
driven by AI-not scripted events*utilize
an infinrtely replenishable health supply
pack, sneak around a little in the name of
that newly loved stealth component. High
praise that you don't simply pick up what
you need trom tlre conveniently giving
ground, move on, shoot, exit level. -8F

rD

An Argonaut-made, fully bump-mapped,
manga-style platfoming epic...with
no release date or announced U.S.
publisher...still. Why don't they just smash
me with a hammer? Argonaut will only say
that Malice is due Q1 2004 but no other
details are curently available. Hey, that was
some timely cover we did, 6h? I think the
same month we finally run this review l'll
whip out the reviewable Evil Twin again and
we'll make it a double date. At least it's on
the way...supposedly. l'll breathe that sigh
ot relief wh6n it becomes oflicial. Maybe
Malice and Tork are locked in a sordid lov6
triangle! Both games are scheduled for Q1

'04. Cross eveMhing. -DH

Malice
:jystr-.rr \l)r,\ d{)!ekl}er .rLt,rr !,r! '

publshtlr tt,.r .rvnrlnble ,t ! 'Lrr i

Samurai Warrior
system: t)s:l , developer orrn)(tr 1rtr.e /
publisher: ioei available: rriinlrl' :'00.1

Look ,amiliar? Samurai Warrior is the
follow-up to the apoplectic tactical action
series Dynasty Warriors, building on the
foLrndation of a mdss,ve slaqe of war rn

feudal Japan. Much ol what had made the
Dynasty Warriors games a success is teing
prese/ved for thrs latest lake on the sefles.
while adding fresh gameplay approaches to
the heavy amounts of insane action. A big
focus is being placed on a rich story culled
from the Senqoku World, Iollowinq the
paths ol samurai, ninlas and the warlords
who fought so passionately for control of
their land. -BF
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from conception
to rea lity I

introducing
Witness the birth of true mobile entertainment gear.

It's freedom to go, do and play when you want - where you want.

"We are hopelessly in lust with Zodiac."
Populor Mechonics

SpyHuntero from Midway enhanced
especially for Zodiac. C4bntOWaV

Get console-quality gaming with analog controller,
integrated triggers and action button array.

Play wirelessly with up to 8 players using built-in Bluetootlrl^,

Listen to MP3s on stereo speakers or included earbuds.

Watch videos and view your photo library on the big,

high-res, backlit color display.

Manage your calendar and contacts. Create Microsoft6
Word-com patible docu ments.

Choose from more than 19,000 Palm 0So applications.POWERED

Order yo ur Zodiac today!
Go to www.tapwave.com

SpyHlnter o 2m3 ['lidway Amusement Games, Ll(.Copyright o 2003 Tapwave, ln(. All rights reserued. SPY HUNTER, MTDWAY and the Midway logos are trademark of l\4idway

and other (ou nties- The ratings icon is a tradema * of the Entenai n ment Software Rating Board. Al I other trademark and trade names a re the prop€rty of thei r respective owners.

go. do. play.
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Spy Fiction
system: ps2 , developer: .ccess qirires i
publisher: sitrrrny, available: sepkinber

Already looking qLrite impressive. Spy
Fiction is the latest entry into the stealth-
action subgenre. Stealthy kills and
awesome qadgets. like optical camoullage
and a Sprcler Gflp for cliilgiilg lo ceili'rgs.
are vidually a given, but the main hook
is the abilily to take pictures with a 3D
camera. allovJing you assunle your
subject's identity, thus permitling access
to new abilities. areas ancl inforrnation. Two
operatives-Billy Bishop and Sheila-are
playable in this glolre-spanning qLrest. and
it all looks excellent thanks to a very lvletal-
Gear-like aesthetic. only pLrnctuated with
fantastic character designs by aninre anist
Rafi!)e Murata.'CH

Seven Samurai 20XX

Based on the classic Kurosawa movie,
Seven Samurai 20XX takes the film's story,
that of recruiting six other samurai to
defend a village, and adapts it to a futuristic
setting-call it a remake on a grand scale.
The gameplay in Seven Samurai 20XX is
pure hack-and-slash madness. A variety of
weapons and attacks are available and you
can even power up to wield dual blades;
200-hit combos aren't out of the queslion.
Perhaps the greatest aspect of the game is
lhe excellent visual design work by famed
French artist Mobius (Ihe Fifth E/ement,
etc). -CH

systcrn I,:;:'/ dcveloper (l,ritri '
publrshar srf rly l avail.blc Irin.li

Nightmare Before Christmas
system l):tl I developer: ilt.orf
publisher: oaprrcfr/ available inI :0tll

Cafxxnn s giv nq) us lhe fLrll scoop next
month on their highly enticing interaclive
take on fril Burto, -s fhL" Niqrln)are Bcfo/o
Chris^tnlas. so in the nreantinrc. llere s wlrilt
we kilow: r()t ilei,ly cnoilgl': Tlre grrrc rs

an rction adventure ronrp through n world
inspired by the richly hurnorous. wildly
irraginative filnr's set pieces. You take
control of lhe marvelous Jack Skellir(ltor],
aka Tlre Punrpkir Krn9. who s out to t.tke
bilck Halloweentown from lh., diily lrttle
paws of Oogie Boogi(-'. Crn't wail. -Blr

I
l/

..;.;,e M q4

."{

h
lvlichael l'/adsen, Ving Rhames, Mickey
Rourke and Michelle Rodriguez round out
the heavy hitters of Hollywood providing
the voice talent for Driv3r, the action driving
game that leaves its Playstation roots to
compete in the very ditferent world of PS2
and Xbox; its 12-million-in-sales success
has a lot to live up to. The game follows the
same style of play as belore, containing all
the crime busling and violent chaos this
genre loves to provide a home for Setting
includes three distinct cities: Miami, Florida,
Nice, France, and lstanbul, Turkey. -BF

Driv3r
system: ps:r xbox / developerr ral[)cllons /
publisher ilnr / available: winler 2004
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You've experienced restrictive garne rentals. You've
paid ridiculous late fees. You've stressed about
getting that game back on time even though you
didn't get a chance to play it.

But thanks to TriggerFingers.com those days are
over..,forever. TriggerFingers Games is all about
giving you EXTRA! Extra play time. Flexible levels
oI membership Ext'a service.

You say, "Prove it." We say, "Sign up at TriggerFingers,com
and take up to 30 days risk free." That's right, a FREE

one-month membership with no obligation.* But once
you experience TriggerFingers you'll know why
we are one of the fastest growing video
game rental companies in America.

'llrr tllr ri-. i,tra| |,-i lili-: ,;r1.6,;r ;1i91

c ' " r:a
',/lli, I:l l lt,i .iirr.t-...'r -',r

@

Trigger
,.fl

Games and conso/es are available for all the latest platforms: Xbox.,,
PlayStation.)2, Nintendo GameCube and Game Boytr Advance.
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E sss Ex: lnv slb e \!ar is a garne of admirable anrbi
I llto' . hq on,ueJs \el \'Jl, 4,p...'on. -lrero ,-e

V .o.1..>... an- ag j,en.),^....,r,hrg, -rrquc.
[ronrents when it stal]s on approach to ful inrrersron. f oniy
more ganres attenrpted to create sLrch a smar1. bo d place
of fantas_v.

The game takes p ace 20 years after the Great Co apse
ln Deus Ex. shor,,,lng us a cold worl.l of social and economic
decay. Security bots roarr the hal s, c:rlreras watch your
every move. Vitrlors fact ons are at warr. vyincl to take contro
of som€r semblance of a new society. As the gender-ta lored

Alex D., rn operat ve n tra I fg at the corporate contro ed

Tarsus Acaderryr, your soph sticated biomod ficatior.rs set you
apad {rom the nornral resident; when terrorst activ ty p cks
up and destroys tlre entire r: ty of Chicago )/ou're whisked
a\.,,ay to the opprerssivr,: claustrophobr.r of Seattle, aga n
forced to go on the rLrr as the fac lrt)' ,,,ou re on also qets

attackc(i
No one can be fully trusted. As ),ou beg n to explore Up

per af ..l Lowcr S.ratt a befor.e escapirl] to various pads of
the globe. there arre nLrmeroLls ollpoftun tles where cholces
nrust be nrade th.rt cl--l ne a \rer!, d sl fct nrora path Never
has a qanre nrade me thoLrghtlully (--ontenrplatc the gravity of
my actrons quitr: lrkc thls. Takin!l dorn a ! clilr or avoid ng

conf ct altollether nray sonret nres be a clumsy affa r. brrt the
combined irnpact fronr the trerlen.loLrs y deta ed story. open

llan.rep ay path and stronq v su.r presence uJork toqether to
appyatghthod.

Corsialer a scefar o: you rL: offercd a qiafl reward to as-
sassrnate arr rnrfioliant lrember of a warrjng factron. Whose
side are you w llrng to ]oin, an.l at u/hat costs'l Do{-.s t be-
hoove yoLr to I stei to tlle n tra y offpLrttirg rantlngs of a re

ig oLls faction such as the Order? Can you ser oLrs y be reve

anything a governnrent organ zatior str:rins to communicate?
The story takes a lot of twists and tlrrns that qet bogged
down in a convoluted delivery. ancr the dlalogue tenuoLrs y

reaches for plr osoph.ra mp cat ons. but --verything here is
so progresslvely integr.rted into tlre galreplay funct on that
yo! lust go \./ llr t and slad to erlo_v tlre ex[ierience as the
garne gathers sleam toward the rriddle stretches.

Where Deus Ex: lnv sib e Vy'ar lloes beyond ord narv
ga[]es is n llre freedoril to completely tailor the way you
travel through the ganre. based on tnc decis ons you make
in conversat on and th{r sk s afLl too s vou currently have at
yorr disposal-all managed accord f ct to your very specific
likrng. Enhafce yoLrr chaTacter uil1h ock-p.k nq sk s lg01ta
get th s on the black ilrarket) or stick to funrbirng with multi
tools whiie instea.l focr.rsrr!l yorrr bionrod upgrades on. say.

speed and strength slots Forget dlrect confrontation and get
to knor,; your snioing rifle don't forget the srlencer weapons
nrod-or lrist avord act vity by oralv f g througlr the shadows
afdaroundarducts

The onrar provide mods fronr the black market, and they just look cool.

So nruch freedonr and enrphas s of a ving. active worid
is an arlvesorre cor]c,opt, but lnvisib e) War's efi--ct rs !,reak

ened with blunders ke du[rD. leless rnhab tar]ts setups
tfrat fee too cofvenieft for the saka. of art 1 c arl garreplay
progression, and outcomes to ser olrs actions that aren t

neary as nrpactfLr as th,-y shorr d be Escaprng totlris ciusky

world ls also a mrxed treat for the eyes. Everylhln.J s it n

slradows. !r.rsettlrn!l and scr fr coo enhanced by sophrsti
cated ght ng that has never tleen .lttenrpted at thrs scoLle
on conso o. Bul the resLril s a ser ous lr t n frarnerarte. and
the use of comp ex ph_vsrcs ends rp looking goofy and offers
fo sense ot proper weiatht of objects.

So mlclr good. so nrLrch that coLild have been good. so
m!ch thal corr d ead to an a(Jventrrre un rke anyth ng !!e ve

ever takert. Perlraps that day w I .orne w th Deus Ex 3. ln the
rreaft nr.. et lnv s ble \ryar be yolrr sci ii ticket to the future
world of 207?.8rady Fiechter

System: Xbox, PC

Developer: lon Storm

Publisher: Eidos

Available: December

0216 i,r , rar . ')[]l ).,1

Deus Ex
lnvisibleWar
Choose your sides carefully and conquer the

invisible war

l
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Fatal me
Grimson'Butterfly
Better than the first...and better than the rest?

t should come as no surprise if some of you find
Fatal Frame ll: Crimson Butterfly more chilling than
the popular Resident Evil and Silent Hill series-the

obvious stalwarts of survival horror. This strong tale of
spiritual possession and personal loss provides the setup
to compelling images of terror and beauty, of elegance
and disquiet. As an enormous fan of survival horror, I'll be
the first to admit: mood can reign supreme over inspired
gameplay. But what makes Crimson Butterfly that much
better is a creative foundation of things to do, not just a
nightmare ol fear to wander around in.

lnstead of managing ammunition and discovering better
guns to shoot progressively more ominous creatures with,
Crimson Butterfly exchanges explosive force with the
exorcising flash of a simple camera and nasty monsters
with the classically scary ghost. By framing these ghosts
in the mystical Camera Obscura, they can gradually be
worn down for permanent disposal. The way the spirits
materialize from the shadows is spooky, working on jolting
us with the surprise of the unseen and the mystery of
what might be to come. When the shifty, slow-moving
spirits converge on your presence, their look alone chills,
but drawing them ever so closer to the tight focus of the
camera for a more powerful shot is an entirely new way of
providing tension in a video game.

It will always be argued just how much of a place
cutscenes should have in games, but without these
effectively stylized stretches in Crimson Butterfly, the

game would lose much impact. An experience like this
is setup and atmosphere as much as climactic payoff,
with the nourishment of a macabre imagination filling in
the blanks. How impressive it is to see a game feed off
restraint and subtlety for its power.

Where Fatal Frame chose to contain its setting in a
spooky mansion, this more expansive sequel takes place
in a village cloaked in oppressive darkness. Backtracking
becomes a problem, just as it has in the best of the genre,
but I was so lost to its world that I found little frustration in
returning to where l'd been. lf you've been playing these
games for a while, you might agree with me that puzzles
and collecting are becoming increasingly random and
lazy-or at least feeling that way as the genre ages.

Crimson Butterfly does not stick to the staple put-the-
emblem-here, push-that-switch-under-the-stalue-over-
there variety. They make good sense within the adventure,
even providing some pieces to the story. There's still room
for more inventive ways of placing us deeper into the
setting through thoughtful interaction, but here is a nice
change. Held against lhe standards forged by those two
popular series of survival horror, Fatal Frame ll: Crimson
Butterfly does little wrong. Brdy Eechbr

System! Playstation 2

llerclopeE Tecmo

Publisher: Tecmo

Arailable: December
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"How impressive it is to see a game feed off
restraint and subtlety for its power."
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Sonic strikes back

I I lhat a shame that the quintessential 3D Sonic is

lllf 
"o.,ng 

at a trme wnen meorocre games rn vrorenl

U U gr,a" ,.,,",n" ouy, wnrre Ine lrue sptrrr oT gamtng

struggles to find its place in the new regime. As such, how

well Sonic Heroes does will determine greatly the Sega

we'll see in the future, and Sonic Team has pulled out all the
stops delivering an action game that will paint a smile on

your face to stack the deck. Sonic Heroes will fill you with
a sense of pure fun seldom seen in the annals of modern

game design.
l've never experienced as much dichotomy between a

preview and review copy of a game as I have with Sonic
Heroes. I already had Heroes pegged as a great game of
Sonic but what l've experienced since is a revelation of the
kind.

Now that the game is running in English, it's clear what
that little mecha Chao was trying to tell me hovering about
the team select screen (so they are good for something!):

the quad team attack in Heroes offers more than mere

variations on the theme, as each presents an entirely

difterent Sonic experience. Team Sonic offers high-speed
team action (and level structure tailored accordingly); Dark

is fitted for intermediate to advanced players; Team Rose is

ripe for beginners; and Team Chaotix (my personal favorite
and the most difficult of the lot) is actually mission based.

Not in the sense that you have to reach the end to complete
the mission, but in that actual goals are set, taking you

all over each blindingly vibrant environment, ending only

050 january 2004



when the objective is reached-both a great way to
complement the Sonic formula and accent the other team's
more traditional experiences. lt's also a great way to relive
the magical feeling anyone lucky enough to play the 32X
Knuckles Chaotix felt, glued to its chain-gang mechanics
and beaming 2D graphics.

Each of the four games is eveMhing you'd expect
from a true next-gen Sonic, making the fact that four such
games are offered a bonus of epic proportions. ln-game
team challenges further drive home an experience that
embodies the best Sonic Team has brought to blue over
the past decade, inctuding (finally) a tormidable Robotnik
and minions that don't go down without a fight. For the
first time, 3D Robotnik finally looks good-his arms welded
firmly to his bulbous frame-with mecha hordes that exist
beyond a patchwork of simplistic chassis and rods from
the polygonal scrap yard. True boss batfles, absent since
Sonic CD, have returned to the Sonic agendai simple
dodge-and-kill three-hit battles have gone by the wayside
in favor of much more strategic encounters (for the most
part). Robotnik seems as newly dedicated as the team
itself, ruling over the proceedings with the kind of menacing

lanuary 2004 051
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tone that made him troublesome back in the day before

becoming the bumbling afterthought of recent memory.

While Sega is obviously hoping to attracl both the
old-school Sonic faithful and his new (and well deserved,

I might add) Fox Block fans (hence, the Rose game; she
plays a major role in the TV series), the game is thankfully
devoid of the adventure elements that bogged down Sonic
Adventure: i.e. you won't find yourself having to look for the
next level, travel in circles homing in on hidden beacons,

etc., etc. The hook this time out-and the best thing to hit
the series since loops, time travel and tandem play, in that
order-is the teamwork integrated masterfully into each

familiar zone. Each team has a speed, flight and power

character to coincide with the varying challenges/layers
present in each level. How effectively you use your team's
abilities, switching on the fly, has a direct impact on
your game and grade. lt also creates the type of rhythm

hardcore Sonic fans live for that was so prevalent in

Chaotix and Sonic CD, games which possessed a similarly

intoxicating aesthetic (which is why I play both still). Chaos

Emeralds are back too...with a vengeance! Remember

how hard they were to grab in Sonic 2? Well, best keep a

Dramamine close; these tubes are fast, way psychedelic

and no place for anyone prone to motion sickness.

Something I failed to touch on in the preview that has

only just hit me (as I fall deeper and deeper in love with
the purity of this game) is how astonishing it is to see an

original Sonic released simultaneously on Nintendo, Sony

and Microsoft hardware. The first-party icon responsible
for vaulting Sega past Nintendo during the 1 6-bit system

wars, the little blue hedgehog that became more popular in
America than Mickey Mouse-less than five years ago, he

was the cornerstone of the Sega empire, not to mention key

in gaming's most critical growth spurt-and now here he

is, ambassador of action across all three leading platforms.

It's astonishing in gaming how the impossible becomes
plausible. lf someone asked me tomorrow if I thought we'd
ever see a Mario or Zelda on PS2 or Xbox l'd have to say

maybe, where five years ago l'd have probably had a good
laugh.

The more I think about it, the more I realize that Sonic
Heroes is really a profound release heading into gaming's

future landscape. lf a beautiful game like Sonic Heroes can

still shine, we'll undoubtedly see more, but if not, this may
just be goodbye to blue. As fate would have it, the weakest
of the three Heroes happens to be the home of the mass

market, the PS2 (the best being Gamecube, followed by

Xbox). That said, with the PS2 being home to the current
glut of mainstream violence, it probably doesn't matter.

Sonic's fate belongs on the GameCube and in some ways

the Xbox since that is where most of the Sega faithful fled.

Sega and Sonic Team have certainly done their part; the
rest is up to you. Dauo llalucrson A

Systemr Gamecube, Xbox, Playstation 2

Iteueloper: Sonic Team

Publlshofl Sega

Auallable: January (GC), March (XB, PS2)

"Sonic Heroes willfillyou with a sense of pure fun..."

The Sotric we've always dreamed

about has finally atrived.

Now onto NiGHTS!

06,2jartuay2C04
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I lthouoh there is much to tell. this is a revtew easily

[ "r..iurir"d 
by simply stating that if you liked

FlD"r* Arance. you re gorng Io rove uarK Arance
ll. A bigge( better Baldur's Gate is at hand, spilling over
with every last detail and nuance that makes top-down
action and adventure so enduring and endearing. While
the popularity of side-scrollers and shooters is waning at
best, top-down continues to live on. One look at DA ll's
visuals and it's easy to see why. Perhaps over any other
single aspect, it's the visuals on tap that most astound,
although they merely serue as a gateway to a deep, rich
universe. Black lsle Studios understands the importance
of character models, both main and ancillary-the key
element missing in the recent Dungeons & Dragons
Legends. No matter which you choose-barbarian,
monk, wizard, warrior priestess or hunter-all are
modeled and animated to miniature perfection, looking
fantastic from afar down to the scales on their armo( and
on occasion Just as detailed up close. l'm also a huge
proponent of bought items appearing on my character
and apparently so is Black lsle. I am pretty miffed that
they've removed the ability to strip down the models
to their naughty bits and parade them around if you so
desire, but seeing as how it was a gratuitous endeavor,
I'll grant them a pass. Still, when you've got female
characters as fine as Vhaidra (l hear once you've had
blue-skinned monk you can never go back), I see no
harm in admiring their form.

As with all such games, the character you choose
greatly determines the course of the game you \,/ill
play. Vhaidra Uoswiir, a quick, hard-hitting monk
fights best unarmed, hand to hand, while the rest
vary greatly between melee and long-range attacks.
All can use magic, although Ysuran Auondril, the
elven wizard, excels with it. Weaponry aside, armor
classes vary too, depending on build. Save it to say
character development is half the fun and a key factor
in replayability. Selecting from a list of variations on
strength, dexterity, constitution, intelligence, wisdom

O3l january 2004
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and charisma, the choices you make greatly determine
your success in each mission, of which there are now
many, many more. Commerce figures in as well, selling
and purchasing weapons and, for the first time, upgrading
masterwork items by attaching rune stones and gems for
varying degrees of protection and magic. Every system
in Dark Alliance ll is deeply woven, thought through to a
staggering degree, investing the player in the story to the
point that doing essentially the same thing for many hours
becomes engulfing rather than tedious. Some missions are
better than others for sure, but the bulk of them are good
to the last adventuring drop. Events stem mainly from the
Elf Song Tavern, although the city jtself is now larger and
the springboard for many a mission and side quest: think
Dark Alliance, only branching and with even greater visual
bliss. The integrity of the environments and the effects
are, once again, staggeringly realistic and gorgeous. From
the benchmark Baldur's water to creatures that look real
enough to crawl out of the screen and chew the controller
cord, Black lsle have done themselves proud, adhering to
the series'sky-high standards. This is a blg, beautiful game
that builds with each passing hour you play. Two words:
Sea Temple.

We now interrupt thts unbridled enthusiasm for a couple
of things l'm not wild about, most notably that the game
runs silent far too much. DA ll has a great score, so why
they don't let it flow and build at key moments (rather
than run silent) is beyond me. When l'm fighting this
much for this long, I need music...badly. The next is the

Water sporb, Baldfi! Gab s$e.
ilobody docs tl bctter.

bosses. Plenty difficult, the problem is that any patterns or
prolonged exchanges are futile. These are the types that
like to send out minions to nip at your heels while you try
feverishly to have a go at them, so it really boils down to
leveling up more than anything else. The majority o{ the
bosses are best fought by stocking up on potlons and just
hacking away with reckless abandon. That said, they,re a
devious lot, revealing enough back story and lore to satisfy
even the most insatiable inner geek, so again, a pass.
This isn't a game about boss fights anyway, although in
the future I see this as a major spot for improvement. Add
a strafe and crazy boss battles and l'll give you 40 more
hours of my life.

Those two points do llttle to deter my overall love for this
game, the breadth of which is even greater than I imagined.

I can see realistically playing through with at least three of
the five characters, if not all of them, just to experience the
potential for devastation each class affords. Dark Alliance
ll is no less than the new king of the dungeon crawl, easily
besting the upcoming Norrath in my opinion (atthough
Norrath is online, so if you so desire, its allure is obvious),
leaving only Fallout: Brotherhood of Steel to give it a good
fight. lhre llalromm 8+

Systemr Playstation 2, Xbox
llerelopGr: Black lsle
PuDllsher: VU Games
Auallable: January

"Perhaps over any other
single aspect, it's the

visuals on tap that most
astound, although they

merely serue as a gateway
to a deep, rich universe."

january 2m4 (85
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It was a good change to have more

boss battles worked into the tormula.

Nosgolh for five games nour'. its ambiguous source gro..,.,rng more slrster ill il^e
adventure. and nou; both Kain and Bazrel finally discover man), of ihe ans....ers 10 ihe
dense mysteries o{ their home and personal ennrity.

For the first time. boih characters journey through the same qame. played out
in a sort of chapter-like scenario across separale periods of time. One unfortunate
by-product of this setup is that you do a lot of backtracking and a lot of traveling
through the same settings. A little more variety in the world, including the enemies you
encounter would have gone a long way in at least maintaining more visual appeal. The
choice to maintain an identical conlrol scheme and move list for both Kain and Raziel
is acceptable. created quite well. but some of you will cerlainly \rish there was a little
more separation between the two appealing creatures.

Nosgoth is a captivating place to exist irr. decadent and elegant. shadovJy and
mysterious. There exists a magnificent sense of belonging in a place that could have
existed centuries ago. with architecture that {ires the Gothic soul. There rs a sense
that the level burlders studied real-v,,orld spaces and crafted the keenly designed
areas around this foundation. Some areas get a little borlng after you ve been tooling
around, confused v/ith lvhat you re actLrall), supposed to be accomplishing. searching
for basic items and the next version of the Rea',,er But the high points-if only every
area were as magnificent as Vorador's Mansion-keep you enthusiasttcally pressing
forward. The specific camera movement. established to sho\,v off the environment
and create a higher level of visual stimulus. rlrill annoy the anal players who demand
precise lields of view. but I rarely lind much to complain about vr'ith cameras. and here
it works just fine for my tastes.

Puzzle solving takes a back seat to the action. and there's just enough fun
platforming to broaden the adventure. but you have to v/onder \ryhy the designers
cont,nue to throw in those arbitrarily placed objects to push and pull. You really
don t have to think in this game as much as collect and place in convenient slots.
The break-up in thecombat at least entertains. but its a lazy genre residual thatjust
doesn't want to get a thoughtful shakeup.

One of the coolest additions to the series is the TK meter. which is essentially
a telekinesis store that our angry heroes can draw on when they feel like forcing
enemies otf ledges and into spikes and fire. I wanted this technique to come into play
a lot more. but there just wasn l enough opportunity to enjoy the satisfying 11115 11

affords. Like nearly every aspect of Legacy of Kain: Defrance. you re Left entertained
yel wanting for more. Bndy Fiec-tler

System: Playstation 2, Xbox

lleueloper: Crystal Dynamics

Publisher: Eidos

Auailable: November

"Nosgoth is a captivating place to exist in, deca-
dent and elegant, shadowy and mysterious."

1anuary 2004 057
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Let it snow and let it flow

I love Nintendo hooks and the way they always add that

I e)dra-special something to their games to remind you that
I you're playing the best. As long as they continue to put out

software of this caliber, I will b€ of the mindset that the best
Nintendo console will b€ the one that only plays Nintendo-
exclusive games. Given the number of games the average
consumer purchases annually, six or so first party Nintendo
games a year, along with the best from the likes of Konami,
Capcom and Square, I believe would retum us to the glory
days of gaming once and forever. Sign up Sega and Treasure
to join the exclusive ranks and let the games begin! I love
many a third-party game, but when it comes to fun, no one
emphasizes raw gameplay better than Nintendo. As long as
they remain vigilant as the backbone of the industry all is well
with the world.

For their next trick (having set the bar already with Wav-
eRace way back on the 64), Nintendo have now found a way
to manufacture virtual exhilaration via their latest take on the
snowboarding game, the results of which have to be seen
(and felt) to be believed.

I thought Avalanche was just a cool subtitle, but they
weren't kidding. 1080's big draw has always been match rac-
ing with an emphasis on trimming seconds via attaining one-
ness with variable tenain and weather, but NSTC has taken
things a step further on the Cube by engineering gaming's
first true virtual avalanches. The last race in each of the four
rankings lsn't against a human opponent, but rather Mother
Nature herself, and she's as formidable an opponent as she is
a fresh breath of visual bliss. I really wish I could describe the
experience, jumping out of the helicopter as serenity segues
to natural phenomenon, especially on the Extreme mountain,
but there's iust no way to put it except to say that it's quite

(E8 january 200+



"...there's just no way to put 
't 

exeept to say that it's quite possibly
the ultimate rush."
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you can cause
will make a
to slip past.

game's
to do than in

more tracks on
circuits.

Which brings me to the point where
Italk about what I miss from the previous Ridge Racers.

I \
k
!r

:Racing HwmffiwHffimru
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Don't expect a classic Ridge Racer game, and you will love it



"! would be a foolto
callthis game anything

other than great."

As I mentioned. there are rea racing circuits in this game,
meaning there is ess of the gleaming metropo itan iuturism
that I used to ove so much. lndeed. this is even reilected
n the ntedace. which is much more Nloto GP-like and less
sfylized. I m ss the cities and coastal towns that used to
be so exhilarating to race through. By including tracks like
Suzuka. F: Bacing loses some of the originality, some of
the fantasy. that existed n previous Bidge Bacers.
But the rea issue to me is that Ridge Racer has always
existed in its own sort of hardcore niche, and by taklng the
series c oser to Gran Turismo by adding rally racing and
mak ng the qame more expansive, I thlnk it's lost some-
thing. The intimacy. the almost Zen,like relationship with
the track, is not here. Even so. I would be a foo to call this
game anything other than great. Feel free to disregard my
personal ssues unless you are like-minded.
Midael Hobbs

System: Xbox, Playstation 2, GameCube

Developer: Namco

Publisher: Namco

Available: December

Now that we've played it, we've gone back and asked a few more
questions of R: Racing EvolLrtion's directo( Hideo Teramoto

play: This is a v€ry diftercnt game ftom
the previous Ridge tlaceF in tsms of
its stsucfure. Were you neruous about
taking this rew apprcach?
Hidm Teramoto: "R" is not,ust a sequel
to the p€vious Ridge Racq games. The
purpose of prcducing "R" w6 to provide
a lotally new experrence. encompassing
various racing styls fom around the
world. This was our objective from the
beginning ot the prcjst, $ I had no
h6itation.

It's a much more expansiye game, isn,t
it? You have givm lhe player a lot morc
to do, roking th€ appeal o, the game
more brcad. Was this your intstion?
We r6etrched many driving gams from
both the U.S. and Eurcpean markets, with
the Nistance of our U.S. and UK staff.
One of the dirrctions that we d6ided to
puGue as a result of this market res€rch
was to make a game that catm to as
broad il audience as posible.

Pffionally, I would have been stistied
with a straight sequel to Flidge Racer V
but I was surprisd by the new ideas,
esp€cially the presurc gauge. lt adds
a lot ol life and excitement to the CPU
mcing. When did you first think of this
idea?

l'm glad that you liked the idea. I had this
idea in my hmd from the beginning of the
poject. l1 w6 a simple ide born from
the answs to the qustion, "How do we
create a racing game with battles among
characte6?" Since ihis was a very simple
idea. it is very strange that we didn't come
up with this idea long time ago.

Were you abl€ to us track data from
MoloGP coures like Suuka directly,
or d@s that game run under a differcnt
engine?
We had the basic know-how and $me
course data fmm the development oi the
MotoGP ssies, however. 6 the game

engine is new, ws had to modify and
create new courso data.

How did you rcBate rc well the sund
ol tho €E Ecing past tfie €lrrffi in
the rcplays?
Our in-hous $und staff and
pogrammeB recorded all of the actual
vehicle $und effects- Thep is no sp€ial
ttrhnique or shortcut that we used.

Speaking of ItE replays, they aE
fantastic. The €metas are very well
placed slong tho ciHits. This is
sorething that lesser gam€€ shrays
get wrong. ls theE a t6am or a peM
dedicated to getting ttEm to l@k so
dramatic?
We have a spsialized tmhni€l tff that
handls all of our replays. Some of the
guys have yem of experiffie, having
handled the replays md camffi work ftom
our MotoGP sies. l'm very happy with
the quality of the replays.

Do you havo poprietary sottwarc
that assists you in roting the Ecing
courees? ln oths words, do yd
have a way for som@ne who is not
a prcgEmmer to easily lay od th€
coures in rcugh fom and tost tfiem?
We have our own proprietary t@ls to
create racing circuits. However, moe
importmtly, the skills trd knowl€dge
o, our experienced staff, who tre w6ll
acquainted with ffi, circuits md the
data structure, ws vital in cr€ting
enjoyable cours. They wffi't actually
programmere, but they had enough basrc
knowledge of prcgramming to do their
jobs.

How do you s rcing gares evoMng
over the rext tew ye36! lpnrt from
6lire play, isn't it a questi(x of iust
adding moE and more detail to tlB ffi
and envircnmmts?
I believe thee is more that we will be
able to do. There ae mmy diffeHt
elements involved in the experisce o,
actually driving cffi. ft is not a cs of iust
improving the quality of visuals s munds.
Similar to the "Pressue Mets," the n&
feature we added to R, I believe thal our
job is to continue to add innovative n*
features.

Do you think that the incGas€d CPU
strength of the next g€remtion of
systems (PSS, etc.) will allow you to do
things that you cannot do now in tems
ol gamoplaf
Yes, I al@dy have eme id@s, but for
obvious reasons I can't share them wilh
you at this time. Sory-

What kind of car do yN drire?
I have '91 VW Golf 2 (A2 Gol0. I bought it
six months ago. l'm curently at the stage
oI fixing trd exchanging old parts, bd m
very excited with how I m tune up my
new baby!

"The purpose
of producing 'R'

was to provide
a totally new
experience,

encompassing
various racing

styles from
around the

world."
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"Not even the irreplaceable voice acting of Christopher Walken can
rescue the mess of a script..."

N
ot even the ineplaceable vorce acting of Christopher
Walken can rescue the mess of a script driving the
action of True Crime, a misguided attempt to share

story missions are specifically defined but do offer a little
motivation for randomly cruising. Stop offs are pretty much
up to you, offering locations like dojos where you can train
to upgrade your skills. Crime is omnipresent, so whenever
you want to beef up your badge points or add to your good
cop status (or bad cop status for those who enjoy wanton
slaughtering), simply respond to the radio dispatch to run

down stolen goods, break up street fights, disarm robbers.
Joining a few awkward stealth missions are hand-to-

hand combat stretches, which become more involving
as the complexities of the moves list increase and the
difficulty begins to ramp up. For a game that exists in a very
recognizable setting, intended to be familiar fiction, True

Crime's reliance on stylized, hyper animation is off-putting: it
doesn't help that the physical impact of the fighting is soft.

No one part of True Crime's unfocused gameplay compo-
nents is handled particularly well. Combined, they leave you

wishing there was more attention to a tighter overall pack-
age. With the dialogue clumsily integrated and the gameplay

straining to properly flow around it-this will long be a di-
lemma as gamemakers search to bring film sensibilities into
their interactive worlds-True Crime's attempt to provide an

evolving gaming experience and contribute to the new GTA

model of design is a fractured miss. Brady Fledter C+

System: Playstation 2, Gamecube, Xbox

Developen Luxoflux

the spotlight with the vastly superior Grand Theft Auto.
Creaking along through eight short chapters that quickly
conclude with three separate endings, the game puts you in

the brash role of detective Nick Kang, a suspended "loose
cannon" who's alienated his fellow LAPD officers by breaking
all rules and reveling in the smack talk. When he meets his
new partner, Rosie, nicely voiced by Michelle Rodriguez,
Nick asks her to serve him a cup of coffee, firmly establishing
his asshole status.

The two soon grab a bite to eat, and by this time it's
obvious True Crime has no aspirations to tell an original story
or, at the very least, invest some sort of emotion in its heavily
banal trappings. Nick's dumb one{iners-"a ninja's got
nothing on me"-go far in aiding our mental shutdown and,
even worse, make us dislike his presence as a lead character
in this heavily story-driven game even more.

Nick may not be a charmer, but he certainly knows how
to single-handedly wipe out Russian gangs and nasty triads,
who somehow manage to throw out enough heavily armed
members to fill a coliseum. The shootouts are the best
pad of True Crime, intense and well staged. Disregard the
implications of wasting countless lives within the context of a
reality-driven story.

Nick is often recklessly careening through the impressively
rendered streets of LA to get to his next destination, avoiding
pursuing thugs and racing to beat timers. Driving around
is a good time. Because of the fairly rigid structuring of the

}!u'll lre kiehj!!; ned *nmching a l0t in lhis lafr*i
eilvir0trlents are ricr'lr ;*tcrae!i?s,
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The Legend of Zelda
Mdeo games don't get much better than this

rFrg Leqend of Zelda: Collector's Edition 's, simply

I put, fJur of the best games ever made, conveniently
I compiled onto a singie disc. I hese are the games that

defined genres, sold hardware, inspired imaginations, wowed
millions and propelled gaming to untold heights with respect
to gameplay and fun. Pay no heed to the aged visuals-this is

gaming at its grandest.
Who can forget experiences like navigating through the

Lost Woods or battling through the darkest regions of Death

Mountain, or characters like the enigmatic Sheik or the
ridiculously fruity Tingle? Actions ranging from simple, like
watching the sun rise over the fields of Hyrule, to enlightening,
like shooting Ganon with that fateful first silver arrow, leave
indelible memories.

The success of the Zelda series has always been its finely
tuned mix o, action and adventure, reflex-based combat
merged with clever puzzles and skillful use of a myriad ol
tools, punctuated by some of the most powerful moments in

gaming. Each game has held to this formula, but has never
been afraid to take risks; this is a series of evolution as much
as tradition.

The journey begins with the groundbreaking NES original.
More than 1 5 years after its release, The Legend of Zelda still

sets the standard for adventure, providing a magical world that
begs for exploration, where new gameplay elements await at
every turn; few modern games can claim to hold such appeal.
The underrated Zelda ll follows, offering another magical
experience for those accepting of its dramatic changes: side-
scrolling action and a unique emphasis on experience points
and spellcasting join the top-down exploration. Two hardware
generations later, Ocarina of Time literally added new
dimensions to the series, not only through the inclusion of time
travel, but also by beautifully reinventing Zelda's revolutionary
style in 3D. Such gameplay held firm in Majora's Mask, only
expanded by transformations for Link and the real-time
impending doom of destruction falling from the heavens.

With such specimens of gaming greatness all in one place,
a perfect score would seem inevitable, but audio problems
in Majora's Mask, a clunky front end on both NES titles
(the interface just wasn't made for a Gamecube controller)
and disappointing bonus content cause small dents on the
otheMise gleaming armor of this collection.

lf you don't own these pieces of gaming history already,
you'd be foolish not to get them now. lf you already have
them, playing through them again is utter gaming bliss.

Chris floflman A

Syslem: Gamecube

llcuelopor: Nintendo

Publlsher: Nintendo

AYallable: November
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"lf you don't own these pieces of
gaming history already, you'd be

foolish not to get them now."
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What tiese games lack in cutting-edge

visuals, they more thaI make up for with

their gameplay.
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A gyrating, backwoods cop eyes a goat's backside behind
a strip club...cars burn, drug dealers take chase, and Stacy
Peralta chills. Welcome to the underground, as artistically
challenged as it is brilliantly devised. THU succeeds
where it needs to most, dragging the skating game out
of its proverbial hubs and into the real world, complete
with comprehensive character creation and a GTA-like
framework, but its mixed visual bag demands attention.
Outfit a female with short-shorts and her thighs grow
permanent holes, ancillary models are low budget at best,
and little is offered in the way of detail; cars look like bricks,
torsos bleed through fabric, etc., etc. Luckily, the game is
so fun and addicting, and the environments so brimming
with goodness, you'll care not. Too bad the art is lackihg.
DH B+
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I would never play Carmen Sandiego: Secret of the Stolen
Drums on my personal downtime, but that doesn't mean
it won't provide the younger mind a few stretches ol good
fun. The text-driven, globe-hopping sequences are an
opportunity for innocuous education, aimed straight at
the audience the game will appeal to most, but no one
should forgive the game for some very limiting stealth-
action-platform gameplay and enemy Al that is indeed
so artificially laid down that you just lose interest in what
you're asked to do before the stronger points of the game
can take over. With a sparse Saturday-morning-cartoon
look, the game can become a drag for the adult eye, but
just like the best of those cartoons, a certain charm bubbles
below the surface. BF G+

Not that there's anything wrong with cashing in on
America's bloodlust, but to call Manhunt a "mature"
game, I think, is an affront to mature people. Blood, gore,
violence...l'll take it all. GTA, Max Payne...but Manhunt uses
its dark veneer to mask the fact that it's a mediocre stealth
game at best underneath. Strip away all the nastiness and
white-trash-on-white-trash killing and all of its proposed
"hooks" are paper thin. Sure, you use things in your
environment to kill, but it's not all as free-form as promised.
That plastic bag used for smothering has its own how-to
guide attached. lt's merely a scripted prop like any other:
three feet away, press button, watch death and move on.
The game's devices evolve as the plot thickens, but why
bother when you could be playing either a real stealth game
or psychological thriller? DH C

As a value title, Blowout actually has merit. You can see
where there was a full-blown Contra-style game here that
went somewhat awry when they lost their hot-sh't manga
artist, but still, as a budget shot of 2D, Blowout packs
plenty of heat. The game's main problem, aside from being
strictly by the numbers, is the lack of a walk button. The
character always runs, and too fast for the game at that.
Elsewhere, however, the graphics sparkle, and the cigar
chewin' lead, John "Dutch" Cane, is pretty cool, charged
with essentially repofiing to nodes on the map to open his
way to suppressing more nasty bugs on his way to bigger
boss bugs (fought shooting into the screen) and ultimately
one nasty clone uprising. Just another bug hunt, but a
p-cool one nevertheless. llH B-

5!!1r.i:: Playstalion 2, Xbox
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Spanx the spastic weasel and Bedmond the hyper bunny
rabbit have been I ving n animal-test ng prison for far too
long. Attemptlng to escape the c utches o{ the Genron
Corporation, the duo work as one, tethered together for
some nrajor destruct ve force. With the humorous social
commentary. Wh plash f nds origrna ity in presentation far
more than its action and platform ng both decent fun but
certa n y alded by the aughs. The main tethered-combat
mechanic behind the game feels a bit loose and oul of
contro at trmes. leav ng the most enloyment to be found in

the platform r.rg. Look past some simplistic visual designs
and enjoy the brlght. un que slyle the adists have worked
nto Wh p ash and you' I flnd a solid game that entertains
after you've had your fi I with the holiday A lists. BF :i:

I like the old Mickey Bourke Max better (nriss the shiny
jacket too), but no one can strtch together a crime noir
ljke Rockstar \,4ax is still waxing introspect ve I ke he s got
a mouthful of Ex-Lax. but the inrportant thjnq s that it s

so intriguing, muitiple passes beyond 'detective mode"
go without sayinq. Play nq as l\,4ax s ove/hate nterest
l\,4ona offers a well-deserved break from N4arx s downw.nrd
spiral and comes at the perfect tlme n the game (snipif g

to protect Max is a ki ler twist). and a though the rnode s

are often po nted and shoddi y formed, the animat on and
environments are so well aid lt a most doesn't matter. The
new Bullet Tlme and Shootdodg ng are suitab y juiced as
well. For the most part. lvlP2 s a gorgeous game that does
its I'l rating proud. DH ,'

-;ra

The world s most popular online multiplayer game has
fina ly conre to the Xbox and the end result is a mrxed
bag. On the surface. ihe Xbox version of CS is essentia ly

the same game as the PC version-two teams battling
it out in round-based matches where each side has a
set of objectives to complete. Being an Xbox exclusive.
one would think there would be something special atlout
t-a new weapon or p ece of equipment, a new map-
something! The supposed Xbox-exc us ve sing e-p ayer
mode is essentially a mu tiplayer garne with Ai bots. The
only saving grace for CS on Xbox ls the on ine multlplayer
componeni. As it stands right now. the game defin tely
has a "rlrshed out the door'' feel to it, so Let's hope for
substantial down oadable content. TH ":

The T-X is on the hunt for John Connor, and you're on
the hunt for the person who d dn t warn you before you
purchased this terr bly constructed first-person shooter
For anyone sti i contemplating how much fun it would be to
contro Arno d through his Term nator 3 universe, destroying
robots and saving the wor d, here's your warning: level
structure bare y approaches paint-by numbers results;
bor ng miss ons feature boring weapon in-lpact; enemies
have zero inte rgence and drop dead by shots that don't
even seem a med n their directlon: and a misplaced third-
person f ght ng eng ne ofJers a few attacks to smash until
your brain goes fudher numb. lf you're still unsure, note
the anem c character animatlon and poor modeling, which
rea ly don t get much worse in modern game design. BF 1:'

066 lanrar! 2L'l(l :

I'"4ajesco can st ck yet another feather in their cap with
the surprislng lVaximum Chase. Pad live-action film (shot
using fascrnating Eastern techniques), part racing and part

shoot ng, t's all remarkably beautiful as you essentia y

drive your arse off running from the underworld's attack
choppers. blacked out Cadillacs, H2s and other Gt\,,1

ndes, in between shooting segues that p ay out with so
nruch feroc ty it's a wonder the screen doesn t crack. The
integrated movie plays out in dual layers through filmed and
spoken sequences, revealing a plot to destroy LA, wh le
the game adheres to its Goodwrench standards v a perfect
control. I haven't seen env ronments and vehicles th s

outstanding since Wreckless. and the rep ays rank among
the most stLrnning ever. DH i.i.

lvl ssion: lr"nposs b e: Operat on Surma contains all the
staple components you m ght expect from a video game
drawn from the movre's spv-thri ler universe: lots of gadgets
to toy around with. a casual y fun story telling of world-
threatenlng computer viruses, hi-tech facility infiltration.
even a lttle (very cool) skydiving. And stealth-lots of t.
Operat on Surma has ts b ts of action, but the game re ies
on the sneak ng arolrnd. the hiding in the shadows, the
snapping of the fecks. that sod of fun stuff. Or fun at least
when the presentat on's highershelf and the gameplay
doesn t run into bouts of repetition and clunkiness. l

norma ly don't mind a very specific, linear gameplay
structure. I even invlte it, but the ideas in the game don t
work within this rigidity. BF,
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I ' th6 orqqesl rnvasro^ sinLe rhe Br,Ts

I chargeO roc^. <o.ea s spl to unload
I a parcel o'sohwa.e onto tl-e U.S.

PC- and console-playing public. The
puryeyors of the deed. NC Soft, showed
up at last year's E3 with both barrels
loaded and now are nearly ready to begin
the onslaught.

First. a word aboul Korean game
developers, having sat down with a few
ir-r preparation... For one, they create
more art per game than any ten Japanese
or American developers. Seen that Total
commercial? Well, you'd have to eat
many bowls. And they employ quite
possibly the best original artists in the
galaxy. The art on Crusaders, Lineage ll,

Strident and fxarch is the stuff I dream
about laying down in ink as I sleep.. .

when I sleep. They also take their time.
Unlike U.S. developrnent, where whether
or not it's good, it's done on a certain
date, Korean developers completely
flesh out their every idea. integrating
that love of ad into the actual game. So
the only question left is how good they
are at progression, control and, most
importantly, fun. We'll soon find out. For
the most part, NC Soft have their sights
fixed solely on the new frontier of 20th
century gam{ng, the MMOBPG market,
where untold legions of human beings
will spend their free time casting aside
the whims of the past like watching ry
listening to music, reading, eating, getting
married and bearing children to live

vicariously through heroic men, women
and iantastical creatures, imbedded into
plights the normal man would never se€
or dream.

Lineage ll. the prequel to the most
popular online game in the world, wilt
open the NC Soft portal by offering
a user-friendly environment via a
simple mouse-driven interface design
philosophy built to help novices pick up
movement and combat quickly while
providing enough fat otherwise for

veteran gamers to chew as the game

creeps up in battle complexity. politics
and econonric systems. The game relies
on a modif ied version of Epic's Unreal
engine (think this baby has enough miles
on it yet?) for rts juice to create a i felike
representation of Aden where monsters,
characters and wadare look as qood as
possible, leaving enough power to pull

off the ar -imoonanl large scare s ege
warfare, sald to rival anythlng on console
today. Detail must also be on par for the
game s proposeo viewoorals. placing

soldiers on castle ramparts or even riding
atop a dragon for a bird's eye view of
the field-a lot of bells and whistles Ior
an engine that spells the k,ss o, death
for any FPS still desperate enough to
tap it. Perhaps modified for IVMORPG
purposes is where it will truly shine. lf
the proof is in the pictures, well, it would
ceftainly seem so.

Character classes available from the
outset include human, elf (they must have
a great union), dark elf, orc or dwarf, each
with its own class tree that will enable
players to develop their characters
throughout the game. Each possesses,
of course, different skills and abilities to
be groomed accordingly between fighters
and mystics. The Races & Classes
portion of the game runs deep enough
to send many a weekend warrior into
a tirade of boss excuses; they
may as well include them in the
manual. While you can fight
alone in Lineage ll, if you so
desire, a group battle system
that encourages friendships
such as a clan system based
in medieval feudalism lets
you gather for an adventure
under a hunting party leader
(any character can be a clan
leader and any clan can
own a castle, regardless
of royal blood), the
prerequisite being the
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Sccnes likc this make me want to

play online...badly. q
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ability to lead, else face a revolt. Political,
economic, morality and community systems
round out all of the buzzwords I can think of
off the top of my head.

Essentially, the goal is to cement NC Soft
as a force to be reckoned with, setting the
stage for Guild Wars (their free MMORPG
from ArenaNet, formed by Warcraft and
Starcraft alumni) and Exarch, which features
designs by comic artisan Joe Madureira.
The stage is set for an epic MMORPG battle
in 2004 and beyond. Best be stocking up on
liquid meals and catheters; that bold new
era in gaming that's finally arrived seems to
want to stay. llaue llalyerson
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for an epic MMOR-

PG battle in 2OO4
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Gothic ll Review The Lord of the Rings: War of the Ring Review

Gothic is back, bigger and slightly better Not as strategic as you might expect

finline RTS games. MtvlORPGs

I land multiplayer FPS games

V"r" 
"pr*ning 

practically by
the thousands, but thanks to Atari and
Piranha Bytes, you can play a fairly
massive RPG without having to make
friends with someone who uses the
handle PiMpStAr. Gothic ll is a game
that tries to recapture the somewhat lost
feeling of classic RPGs while opting for
real{ime fights over turn-based. Even

though G2 sets out to accomplish quite
a bit, it has varying degrees of success in

achieving those goals.
The good? G2 is very non-linear.

The quests and side quests multiply
like the rabbits in that Visa check-card
commercial, and can be done in almost
any order or way that the player sees fit.
Gothic ll also has more sophisticated NPC
Al reactions. What's this mean? lt means
no more strolling into a random house
and robbing the owner blind. No one likes
a thief. Also, attacking or even drawing
a weapon on someone can elicit equally
violent responses.

Fff ;

The bad? The controls are unrefined, to
put it mildly. The words unresponsive and
sluggish also come to mind. The rough
controls and a somewhat spastic camera
make the battles tougher than they need
to be. ltem management is very poorly
implemented with muddled navigation
and no way to customize your growing

inventory.
The ugly? G2 won't be winning any

beauty contests. With character models
that look like they crawled off the
Dreamcast, muddy textures and minor but
frequent collision issues, this is not exactly
a pretty game.

Gothic ll may be a blessing for those
looking for a large RPG to enjoy all by
themselves, but be prepared for a decent
amount of suffering while getting to the
meatier parts of the game.

Ghristna Alexandor

A n paper. the thought of combining
t lTolt<ien's Middle Earth with real-

\./,,r" 
"rr"regy 

sounoeo promrsrng.

Hordes of Orcs battling legions of
Elves and Dwarves-it was a formula
destined for greatness and one that I

was looking forward to. Sadly, War of
the Ring falls short of its own ambition
and ends up being just an ordinary RTS
game with some familiar characters
and locations. The game is split into
two campaigns-Good and Evil-with
each containing 10 missions. On the
Good side, players actually learn how
the Fellowship came together; it's kinda
cool to see how Legolas and Gimli found
their way to Rivendell. The flip side not
only shows how Sauron's evil broke out
of Dol Guldur, but also how he began
building his armies in Mordor. For fans
of the books, you'll see some parallels

for the most part. The developers took
it upon themselves to expand on the
overall story and have done a great job.

Where War of the Ring fumbles is in the
actual gameplay itself, with the biggest
culprit being the level design. l've never
played such boring, miserable maps
and areas. What's unfortunate is that
the maiority of the levels require little
or no strategy on your part. Think RTS

101 and you'll get the idea-build up a
defense, create a massive army, tack on
some upgrades and then charge against
the enemy-rinse then repeat. Granted,
the Al is pretty intelligent and will give a

decent level of challenge, but when the
game doesn't force you to think outside

iIfr,

PublishGr: Atari

Auallable: october

the box, it can get stale real quick. The
inclusion of Fate Points was a nice touch
(the more you frght, the more Fate Points
you gain) and definitely stirs things up
a bit. Fate Powers can be used to blind
enemies, heal units and even summon
creatures like the Balrog. The graphics
paint a very cartoonish picture of
Tolkien's world-with oversized weapons
and disproportioned bodies-which
some may like and some won'l. They're
incredibly detailed and nicely animated,
but with our minds so wrapped around
the films, it's hard to imagine these
characters looking like this. ln the end, it's
hard to recommend War of the Ring as an

RTS game over the cunent competition,
but for LOTR fans and casual gamers,
there might be something here for you.

Iom Ham

oevelopen Liquid Entertainment
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8RDA3+ for AMD Athlon
XP Processors 400MHz FSB
PC3200 AGP 8x - Retail

Sound Blaster
Live! ootuy oigitat

X-Dreamer II arx Mia
Tower Case Black w/ 350watt
Power Supply - Retail

P4P8OO Deluxe ror
Intel Pentium 4 Processors
800MHz FSB - Retail

Revolution pcr z.r
Surround Sound 24-bit

SOnata Life Styie Series True
380watt Power Supply ATX 12V
2x Front USB - Retail

A-FX2O GeForce FX
5200 128l"lB DDR AGP Bx
- Retail

Pt'4 t4 t45042

YTOO tt" cRr o.24mm
DP 1280x1024 Flicker Free
Performance - Retail

Cordless MX Duo
USB/PS2 104 Keys Detachable
Palm Rest Wireless Optical
lvlouse - Retail

Radeon 98OO XT
256M8 DVI/TV AGP 8x
- Reta il

$66.9e PMr4ro23r7 $469.00

256M8 PC32oo 64x64
CAS2-2-2 32x8 Chips DDR 400
Black Hi Perf Level II - oEM

cMx512-3200C2PRO
XMS Extreme Memory Speed
Series 32Mx8 DDR SDRAMS

newegg-"om"
FREE SHtPPII{G*
F6dEx Super Sswr ShippinEBest Value, Always!

P*eP< ,s

pMr3r23reB $85.00 pMr3rJr4so $ I29.99

Mtitr
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Barton 333MHz FSB - Retail 512K Socket 478 HT - Retait

ffi Hffi
-rnushkin 

- Retail

4Z.@"

pr'420r46283 $70.00 pM2or4s464 $ !24.00

SOGB "Special Edition"
T2OORPI\4 EIDE IDE U|tra

ATA100 BMB Cache - OEIY

12OGB T2ooRPM seriat ATA
Barracuda 8MB Cache - OEM*"'r'r-Iil g ffi

pMrer03377 s 144.00 pNrsrrsrse $ 176.00 ,:, 9.oo eNzzr+sorz $ l07.oo

52x co-nou Drive E-tDE 16x ovo Drive 512K Buffer
ATAPI Ultra Dl.4Al33.3 lYax SD-816BEPB Black - OEM5.1 Sound Card - Retail High Definition - Retait
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pM27r34oo3 $2 | .99 pyzTtstozT $38.99
\

$84.00
i rtr! _Bqo1tzqot,,

SDM-S73/B 17" LcD
0.264mm Pixel Pitch
16 lvlillion Colors - Retail

faSVAot.

PM32r33r|| $43.00

Halo: Combat Evolved
PC Game - Retail

flft,os,fn'

CD-S520 - Retail

48x24x48x16
CDROM/CDRW/DVD
Combo Drive - Retail

LITE(.)Il

FinePix A21O
3.2 lvlegapixel 2048x1536
3x Optical Zoom - Retail

FUJIFIIM

Stylus 4OO
4.0 lvlegapixel 227 2x17 04
3x Optical Zoom - Retail

olYrlPUSI'

m iE

e@t

4x DVD/CD Internat
ATAPI DVD Recordable
DVR-Ao6USPK4 - Retail

Ptonee.

Coolpix 31OO
3.2 l.4egapixel 2048x1536
3x Optical Zoom - Retail

tilru,

PowerShot S4OO
4.1 Megapixel 2272x1.704
3x Optical Zoom - Retail

Canon

Mro

,",EU.r.,.:_:E &@ HrracHI

$g5.oo PM24r34022 $l l5.oo

ffid*'',r'":-ffi-{ii,i:!ffiffi ffiXlfi jli.l-:.:i.qy*il;
Satellite Alo-s129 LifeBook T3O1O Inspire T77OO
Intel Celeron 2.4GHz 40cB Centrino pentium-M 1.4GHz 7.1 Surround Sound

Pl!127 t06192 $50.00 PM27r2er33 $ l53.oo:{4se..
,Yti:i,lL.,r',,3';nPffi

Call of Duty
PC Game - Retail

;1r::t, ffi ffi
256M8 Win XP Pro 15" TFT 12.1'TFT 256M8 40GB Win
56K Wlireless LAN - Retail Xp Tablet pC Edition- Retait

TRUE43O 430 watr power DFE-S3OTX* rast
Supply ATX12V - Retail Ethernet Adapter IEEE

nnc'Ect%i i-,ffi"
pMr7r03eo8 $76.00 pM33r27r07 s9.99

XPC SN41G2 ruviaia Tungsten T3 4ooMHz
nForce2 DDRAM 333MHz FSB 64MB Palm OS v5.2.1
For Al.4D Socket A - Retail 320x480 TFT - Retail

Speaking System - Retail

CR f T.TIVE

FU]IISU

oo pl,trttoogz $ l799.oo pM36r r6r40 $ I 25.00 pM30r22or7 $ 174.00 pM3or3no $2619.00
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i35O pnoto Printer 16PPM
4800x1200 dpi - Retail

Canon
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pM23r26r24 $75.00 pM32r02240 $43.00 pM3or rrrs $339.00 pN:oruoors $391.00

Antivirus 2OO4 w/ 1

Year Live updates - Retail
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256M8 Compact Flash Card 128 MB xD-Picture cara

XDPC128MB - RetailSDCFB-256-768 - Retall
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Say Halo to my new little friend.

I I laitino for Halo 2 oot vou
I fl f 

"ornltino 
ooo-rJ*indo*"

U U in"t""o-oiwounded? Looking
for another reason to lock and load
on distant worlds? You may not think
Strategy First's answer to Halo quite on
par...then again, you may think it better.
Either way, it's close enough to register
on the must-play scale with a vast sci-fi
universe to explore, bounties to collect
and an intriguing story that bears telling,
So settle back, fire up the PC and
prepare for take off.

Chrome begins with the proverbial

feet-wetting recon mission, as
protagonist Bolt Logan (played by Max
Mccill, the voice of Duke Nukem) and his
partner and friend, Ron "Pointer" Hertz,
two mercs for hire, set out to retrieve
some top-secret intel from OCTOLAB, a

huge research facility on the Zorg Moon,
Helios. Within 20 minutes, amidst a

lush forest covered in flowing knee-high
greenery under a cumulus cloud-filled
sky, you've wasted the better part of a
dozen men (relieving them of any useful
supplies), secured an enemy watchtower
to lay down some protective sniper fire,
infiltrated a lab, and scooted away on an
alien hoverbike alongside a fine young
female hacker named Canie in a skintaght

iumpsuit. Did I mention that your buddy
Ron stabbed you in the back, set you up
s'3 that you can never show your face
again, and left you for dead? Well, he
does...roll intro. Fast forward 10 years

and it's just another day for the now
decade-old partnership of Logan and
Carrie, outlaw mercs for hire, forever at
each other's throats.

ln the year 2200, chrome isn't iust for
old car bumpers anymore; it's the Valkyria
system's most precious commodity, the
proverbial cheese for mega corporations
who will stop at nothing to control it.

Espionage, sabotage, murder...the
whole system's like one big hotbed of
conuption-in other words, mercenary
heaven. After setting the stage, the game
really begins to blossom. The very next
mission-an hour-plus-long trek that
takes Logan through more maneuvers
than many entire games-introduces
lmplants: bio-cybernetic devices
imbedded into living tissue to enhance
performance and change the limitations
of the body. At first, Logan's new to them,

so they overload frequently, causing him
to buckle and nearly black out; however,
once assimilated, they can really make
a dafference in battle and/or staying out
of it, You'll also be managing a realistic
quiver of guns, ammo, explosives and
healing supplies. Rather than allow Logan
to carry everything he finds, he can only
carry what he's got room for. Do I drop
my pulse rifle for the sniper rifle and rely
on pistols for close combat? Load up
more on grenades or health packs? All

totaled, there are some l s-plus guns,

rifles, launchers, you name it, to call your
own. Not to be outdone, commandeering
vehicles like speeders, four-wheelers
and even mechs is also on the menu.
While l'm not wild about controlling any
of these by keypad (although my Belkin
Nostromo is really coming in handy
these days), they're all integrated into
the game with surprising adeptness. I

thought it would be a lot harder and take
a lot longer for anyone to battle Halo
and Deus Ex, let alone look as good, but
Chrome plays as well much of the time
and looks better than either. lf nothing
else, the visuals in Chrome will keep you
glued to the display. l'm not digging the
facial structures so much, but everything
else weighs in on the grand side of the
scale. Rag doll is used to great efiect
throughout, the texture work is near
perfection and the environments are the
stuff of moon-age daydreams. You'll need
an ass-kicker system to run it properly
(P41.59h2, 64 MB video card, 1 .7 gigs

free and a Radeon 9000 or GeForce 3

chipset recommended), but hey, who's
looking this way with anything less?
llat e llaluGoll B+
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"...a vast sci-fi uni-
vercie to explole,
bounties to collect
and an intriguing
story..."
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Sword of Mana

-
Portable action-RPGs never looked so good

I f vou were amonq the manv who thought the last Mana

I ,ncarnation, r"ge;o ot lraana on the Playstation, was
I a letdown. gooi n"*. has arrived from the hallowed
halls of Square Enix in the form of Sword of ftrlana. Sword
retains almost everything that was good about Legend
and dumps everything that was bad, rejuvenating the
series and creating one of the more compelling action-
RPGS in recent memory. The enjoyment begins with a
full-featured adventure backed by a solid game engine;
forget about the disjointed, episodic nature of Legend and
bask in Sword's lengthy main quest, as well as countless
optional side quests. The game also offers visual and aural
splendor that is virtually unmatched on the GBA, infused
with amazing designs and a rare organic feel. A vast
assonment of weapons and magic keep things interestrng,

and deep systems let you customize your character and
his/her equipment as you see fit. A few aspects prevent

the game from being truly great-there's a lot of unsightly
scroll tearlng, the menus are cumbersome and, most
significantly, there's no cooperative play. The lack of
multiplayer is especially rough since your Al partners have
all the intelligence of your average oak tree. Sword of Mana
comes up a few steps short of being the Mana sequel we
were all hoping {or, but it's still a lun ride. Chrls Holtman B

System: Game Boy Advance

Developer: Brownie Brown

Auallable: December
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Metroid: Zero Mission ffi
Samus Aran returns to her roots

fEhe prospect of a remake of the original
I rueS Metroid, enhanced with better
I graphics and modern game-design

philosophy, is already exciting enough,

System: Game Boy Advance

Developer: Nintendo

but now that Nintendo has revealed even
more details about Metroid: Zero lvlission,

we're quivering with anticipation. Using the
Metroid Fusion engine, Zero Mission returns
players to Planet Zebes where they can look
forward to the essential gameplay and world
that made the original so compelling, now
strengthened with added story components
and new enemies like a giant worm that
follows heroin Samus Aran during her early
exploration of planet Zebes. Classic items
like the long beam, morph ball and ice beam
will be around to update Samus'arsenal,
along with weapons that didn't exist in the
original, like Super Missiles. Other changes
include an in-game map and the ability to
hang from ledges. But most exciting of all?

The game continues past Mother Brain,
revealing a whole new chapter of adventure
where Samus explores the Chozo civilization
and needs to survive without her power suit.
The full NES version may even be hidden in

the game as well. Ghrls Hotlman
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Game BoyAclvam /i N€age., Zodi{rc

Scaled down for the GBA, but still a huge punch

I know I wrote this last month in my KOF PS2 review, but

I it's something wonh repeating: King of Fighters provides
I some of the finest fighting gameplay ever. Even though

SNK's premier fighting series has been scaled down for the
GBA, The King of Fighters EX 2 still retains the wide variety
of characters, excellent controls and serious 2D fighting
fun that the franchise is known for. True, it wasn't that
long ago that the first KOF EX hit the GBA, but compared
to this sequel, that game seems like amateur hour in the
programming department. The presentation has been
improved dramatically, with a stronger challenge, better
backgrounds, an enhanced story and vastly improved
audio. New characters have been added, and the game also
handles better-not only are special moves more responsive,
but EX 2 has a much-appreciated button config-resulting

in a product that just feels more like KOE However, all these
enhancements on the gameplay and aesthetic levels come
at a price: the game has fewer modes than its predecessor,
and the striker characters have been nixed from the roster.
(Whatever teammate hasn't entered combat yet acts as the
striker.) At the end of the day, though, KOF EX 2 ends up
being another highly polished title in a fantastic series. lf
you're into fighting games, you can't go wrong here.
Chrls Hofirnan B

System: Game Boy Advance
lloueloper: Sun-Tec

Publlsher: Atlus
Auallabler December

Enter the dragon all over again

F. ouble Dragon Advance delivers exactly the kind of
I lactron you'd expect rrom a title bearing the name
V o, rne crassrc arcaoe game, ano speaKrng as a tan
of old-school beat-'em-ups, that's definitely a good thing.
The folks at Million and Atlus have taken everything that
was fun about Double Dragon back in the day and kicked
it up by several notches. DD has always been about the
sheer visceral fun of beatlng the crap out of waves of
dumb punks, and that's still true here, only this time, it's
been made better by the addition of many new moves that
not only pump up the variety factor, but allow for some
very cool combo possibilities and slightly more strategic
fighting. Fulfilling diversity comes by way of new levels
and added enemies (some of whom appear to have been
recently punching the daylights out Keanu Reeves), and the

story elements, co-op mode and rocking retro soundtrack
are much appreciated. As much as DD die-hards will dig
it, the non-initiated should take note: the visuals are a bit
antiquated, and the slightly floaty action lacks the bone-
crunching, impactful feel of superior brawlers like Final
Fight. Once you accept these straight-from-the-arcade
facets (and if you ignore the pointless single-player bonus
mode), you'll be partying like it's 1987 all over again.
Chrls Hollman B

System: Game Boy Advance

lleueloperr Million
Publlsher: Atlus
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Disney'sAladdin I Mega Man Battle Chip Challenge

-w3"",:fi f ::1?"^::,lnTiJ:ff 'il:x::,?:?;ff ::'":Lil'"::T::i[';-"
At its best, Aladdin is a platforming powerhouse, where the would-be prince strings his

lumps, swings, dodges. hops and bounces into poetry in motion. When you get the timing
and patterns down, it's a thlng of beauty. The problem that this game has always had is rn

its play balance; the game reaches its peak around the rrrddle of the game (in the Cave of
Wonders and inside the Genie's lamp), and subsequent levels lack the intense platfornring
replacingitwithfairlyeasycombat.That'snottosayitisn'1 fun--itcertainlyis-justthat t
clearly could have been better. Chris Hoflman B-

M;::ff 13flX","ilff::',n%;:#fi ["lJ".li"r"iJfi [:[:::ffi ;;"J;"jJ,
Man Battle Network universe, stripping away all the gameplay elements except for menu
navigation and nventory management is really not the best route to inspired gameplay. All
you do n I\4MBCC is acquire weapons and power-ups (battle chips) and strategically equip
your character wlth them before each fight; the battles themselves play out automatically. To

make matters worse. the actual managing of your chips is cumbersome; why can't you save
and oad your favorite chip sets? I suppose l\4lVBCC pulls off the light strategy it's attempting
weLl enough, but l'm afraid that doesn't make it any more fun to play. Chrls lloflman C-

Systemi Game Boy Advance

Iteueloper: Capcom

Systemi Game Boy Advance

Dsrcloper: Digital Eclips€

Publlsher: Capcom

Available: January

P[blisher: VU Games

AYailable: November

System: Game Boy Advance

oeveloperi lnticreates
Publlsher Capcom

Avallable: January

Qpyro spends so much time gathering miscellaneous rten-rs in Spyro: Attack of the Bhynocs
\Jthal /ou d thlnk he lvas J garbage collector rather than a platfornring superstar. There are
enemies to incinerate and platforms to lump on, but that's just secondary to the gargantuan
mass of gems, toys, machine pads. vegetables, badges and so rruch more that fills the
game's world. This makes for relaxrng but somewhat bland ganreplay; iron cally, the minigames
pack much more excitement and challenge. And although the game looks quite good, the
isometric perspective leads to some problematic collision, and the controls could have been
a bit tighter. The latest Spyro could have been much worse, but with similar games like Banlo
Kazooie offering better, deeper gameplay, it's a bit tough to recommend. Chris Holfinan C+

! ve never seen the Yu Yu Hakusho anime, and after playing this game, I really don't want to.
I lf the game rs any indication. being a spirit detective means you gain access to some of the
limpest-looking, collision-imparred fighting techniques ever devised and get to spend your
time running around large but haphazardly designed environments, usually following your
radar on an insipid fetch quest. Both the fighting and exploration are poorly executed, and
the v suals look like they leapt right out of a medium-quality NES title. Even minigames and
mu tiple p ayable characters add little value, and the story comes across completely random
for the uninltlated. Perhaps I should hire a spirit detective to see what happened to the fun
that was supposed to be in this game. Then again, maybe not. Chris lloflman D

System: Game Boy Advance Publlsher: Atari
DeveloperiSensorySweep/ScreamingGames Auallable:December

MeSaMnn El iced
with AqaBNade!
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Spyro: Attack of the Rhynocs

-

Yu Yu Hakusho: Spirit Detective I
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S?si.rir: Playstation 2, Gamecube, Xbox
Lr,rr,rli;; L EA Tiburon

NFL Street
F-*birsheri Electronic Arts
Arff rlnir!.: January 2004

I
t was bound to happen. With the success EA Sports
Big has had with their phenomenal NBA Street
franchise, it was a no-brainer that they would branch

Anyone who has played NBA Street is familiar with the
popular Gamebreaker move. You'll be happy to know that
it's made its way onto NFL Street as well. Similar to NBA
Street, as players play through their game, they will start
to accrue points. Players earn points by showboating,
executing a hard hit or using a lot of laterals. After your
Gamebreaker meter is maxed out, you can select which
player will now be "in the zone." That player from now
on will be virtually unstoppable. What's cool is that the
Gamebreaker lasts as long as you retain possession of the
ball. Throw an interception or fumble and it's gone.

What I liked about the gameplay in NFL Street was how
fast it was. Where in NBA Street, players can definitely
start a rhythm going, here the faster you move down the
field, the faster you can build up your Gamebreaker meter
Even though the playbooks are cut down drastically-you
can choose from running, passing and trick-it works
surprisingly well.

And just like NBA Street (and pretty much all of the EA
Sports Big titles), NFL Street is going to have a bumping
soundtrack. Courtesy of EA Spons Trax, some of the adists
include Lostprophets, Wylde Bunch, Fuel, Good Charlotte
and Killer Mike, among others I can't talk about just now
Ibm llam

out into another sport. Developed by the same talented
crew behind Madden, their latest concoction is NFL Street.
Combining fast-paced arcade action with a hip-hop, street
attitude, the game is all about showing off, hard hits and
no referees. One thing is for sure: the sport of football will
never be the same.

Throw away eveMhing you know about conventional
football-the complex plays, passing routes and the
plethora of formations. Where in the real game, it comes
down to strategy over style, in NFL Street, it's the other way
around. Games arc 7 -on-7 (not 1 1 -on-1 1 ) and the same
team plays both offense and defense. There are no helmets
or pads in NFL Street, so unsportsmanlike conduct and
tackles into the wall are par for the course. All of the 32 NFL
teams are represented and players get to pick their team
from a pool of 1 0 to 12 available players. With only three
gameplay modes, most of your time will be spent in the
NFL Challenge mode. Here players will build their custom
team by completing over 200 challenges. Quick Game
and Pick Up game round out the remaining modes in NFL
Street. Of course, PS2 players will be able to play online.
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"One thing is for sure: the sport of
footballwill never be the same."
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rFechnology has. for the most pad. not been kind to
I the most physically demanding spod on the planet

Motocross games. it turns out, are extremely difficult
to make. There have been brave attempts like 989's
Supercross Circuit and EAs Supercross 2000 for 64 bit,
and more recently Pacific Coast Power & Liqht's two
Carmichael iterations, but the quintessential motocross
experience has yet rear its mud-soaked head.

That, as they say, is about to change. Currently, heavy
hitters THQ and Activision both have their hands in big-
budget f ranchise-minded motocross games, utilizinq
two of the world's best extreme racing game makers
to get them there: Rainbcw Studios (Ary Offroad Fury,
Splashdown) for THQ's tvlX Unleashed, and Left Field
(Excitebike 64) for Activision's l\,{TX Mototrax.

Sv:rili1r. Playstation 2, Xbox, Gamecube
[)lv.l.t:r]. : Left Field

MTX Mototrax
PUI)lr\lrL.r Activision
Ar.ill, rlr[,: March

I ropping in on Activision producer Jeff
I I eoien6argerto to get a first-hano look at MTX,
Z , was amazeo ar now mucn researcn wenl rn

before the name went on. Working closely with Left Field,
the team have left nothing to chance, having looked at
pretty much every motocross game in existence be{ore
cooking up their game's framework, in terms of available
modes, progression and a no-nonsense front end. These
guys know where all the pitfalls are (and if anyone should
know where the Pitfalls are, it's Activision) and don't
intend to fall into a single one, choosing a streamlined
full career-comprehensive but not cumbersome-and
a freestyle venue (to include a plethora of interactive
environments, including Travis Pastrana's compound for
the mechanically insane) as the game's catalysts.

Albeit standard in form, it's function that counts,
and the Activision brain trust have put a lot of thought
into keeping things moving, on and off the track. The
non-linear career mode leaves much in the hands of the
user, deciding vonue, expenses and upgrades as you
assail the 125,250 and 500cc ranks through the rigors
of both Supercross and motocross events, while the

freestyle mode is definitely built for fun, along with free
ride-attainable as you rack up experience and open it
up. Leaving nothing to chance, they've also created the
world's most user-friendly track editor along with the
ability to go online and see how many friends you can
sucker into getting toasted on your home track. About
the only thing MTX doesn't do is throw dirt on your lap,
and they're probably cooking up ways to do that right
now. A lot of bells and whistles for sure, but according to
Poffenbargerto, none of it has taken away from the most
important aspects of the game: physics, rider animation,
flow, frame rate and, of course, graphics. You can have a
mode to win a date with Britney, but if the game sucks it
may as well be Flosie.

Using a traditional pre-loading system aided by a
clutch, MTX is designed in such a way that no matter
how rough the terrain, through practice, course
memorization and, of course, skills, you can become one
with the topography, developing the kind of rhythm that
motocross games live or die by. My demo was strictly
paws off, but judging by what I saw on screen, MTX is
going to be nearly impossible to beat. llaur lhlumon

lhl8 ono, witt rcnny Bartram, Car€y Had

and more scl to roln $o fun.
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MX Unleashed
System: Playslation 2, Xbox, Gamecube
Developer; Rainbow Studios
Publisher: TH(l
.Available: January

X Unleashed is headed exactly where
I thought it might, following closely in
ATV's footsteps. Applying a two-wheeled

experience to their secret formula for fluid fun, Rainbow
have essentially created racing heroin. I almost wish
I could erase ATV from my memory in the interest of
feeling the ebbs and flows of their amazing Al for the
first time all over again.

That said, Rainbow have added some great touches
to Unleashed in the transition, including all-new two-
wheeled physics to give it a feel all its own. Still, the
emphasis, as with all of Rainbow's creations, leans
more towards arcade fun than simulation complexity.
Aside from the clutch, the key to victory in Unleashed
lies squarely on the left analog/gas combination. Also
in league with ATV, Rainbow keep the tracks wide
and desolate, with an emphasis on speed and natural
beauty over set dressing and low-speed tactics. You
won't be slamming your bike into any tight hairpins,
jamming up traffic here; in fact, as of this preview, the
riders don't even stick their legs out to do so. There's
not a spectator or race van in sight at the Nationals
either, and the stadium events, while treacherous
enough, are pretty much high-speed venues. One
must also consider that this is still a preview. For all I

know, they could roll in a quiver of factory sponsors by
race time, although at 85 percent complete, I wouldn't
hold my breath. Besides, what could be better than
lwo AAA MX racers in Q1, each great in their own
respect? Anyone with a Visa and a propensity for
speed would be nuts to pass on either. Having been
down this road a few times, expect the kitchen sink
in DVD form on this one, including a top 100 seeded
career starring 20+ pro riders (or the option to build
your own, tweaking bike, rider and every piece ot gear
imaginable), a seriously friggin' cool Freeworld mode
to lord over (race trains, helicopters and more) and
cutting-edge technology like independent bike and
rider animations. They've also licensed one of the best
collective soundtracks ever in an extreme venue. With
AW, Star Wars: Racer Revenge and Splashdown: Rides
Gone Wild under their belt, it's anyone's guess where
Rainbow will go after Unleashed, but rest assured,
speed will definitely be on the menu. llare llaluersur

M
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"...an emphasis on
speed and natural

beauty over set dressing
and low-speed tactics."
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The Legacy lVlode. The development team have taken
the typical franchise/dynasty game and brought it to an
unheard-of level. ln addition to the usual aspects-such
as coaching, strategizing and managing-players can
get into high school recruiting as well. With the help of
your assistant coaches (that you hire), you'll be able to
scout high school players, invite them to visit your school
and even make scholarship offers. The better your team
does during its season, the better qualaty players you'll
be able to recruit. lmagine acquiring a star player and
then building the rest of the team around that particular
player. All the drama, excitement and passion of college
basketball is fully realized with ESPN College Hoops.

The new Slam Session is another key component of
this solid title. Players pick from a host of dunks and then
execute the proper button commands to make the slam.
The harder the dunk, the longer and more complicated
the button sequences. You'll never forget the first time
you nail a between-the-legs slam combined with a 360.
Booyal And if you think you've got game, players can
go online and play Slam Session against the best in the
country.

For the most part, the gameplay and computer Al

is excellent-defenses change up regularly (from zone
to box to man-to-man to full-court), passing lanes are
blocked and exploited and point guards know how to
work the outside. There were times when Al players
would run out of bounds for no apparent reason or
shoot a jumper from half-court (with plenty of time left).
Granted, this didn't happen often, but enough times to
make me notice. lso-Motion makes its way over from the
NBA game with a few changes. The right analog stick
now handles the offensive AND defensive moves (such
as swiping the ball)-definitely a lot more intuitive than
the NBA game.

Colleg Hoops excels in the sound department too.
Not only does it have the fight songs for virtually all of
the major schools in the game, the developers have even
included chants from the crowd. The dynamic reaction
of the crowd to what's going on in the game is also a
major plus. On the flipside, the play-by-play commentary
could've used a once-over. Handled by ESPN's Mike
Patrick and Jay Bilas, many of their comments were not
only late but had little or no bearing on what was going
on.

lf you're looking for the best overall college basketball
game on the market, ESPN College Hoops is definitely
the way to go. Although EA's game is solid, it can't touch
this. Iom llam

ESPN College Hoops
Publisher: Sega Sports
Available: November
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Systeft: Playstation 2, Xbox
Oeveloper: Visual Concepts/Kush Games

ESPN NHL Hockey
System: Playstation 2, Xbox
Develooeil Visual Concepts/Kush Games
Publiehqri Sega Sports
Availabl€: September
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f games come to those who wait. Last year.

Sega showed us that they're no slouch when it came
to hockey games with their stellar NHL 2K3. Boasting
a great Franchise Mode and brilliant Al (almost too
good), 2K3 gave the competition (namely EA) a run
for i1s money. For this year, Sega has gone back to its
roots and has developed a hockey game that is pure
perfection. From the improved visuals to the excellent
pacing to the fantastjc commentary, ESPN NHL
Hockey is a must for any hockey fan.

Borrowing from their ESPN NFL Football game,
ESPN NHL Hockey now has its own version of the
Crib called the Skybox. Just like before, players are
issued various challenges during their gameplay. Once
met, players are rewarded tokens that can be used to
purchase unlockable items such as historical jerseys,
classic teams, goalie masks and mini-games. Players
can also track their records and stats in the Skybox
too. Will the casual player worry about it? Probably not.
But for any hardcore hockey fan, the Skybox will be
hallowed ground.

It's no secret that NHL 2K3 wasn't the prettiest
hockey game out there. Sure it had great gameplay,
but the visuals were lackluster when compared to
EA's. This year, the developers have totally retooled the
graphics engine-improved textures, smoothed out
the animations and facial models-and the end result
is simply stunning. The ice itself has gotten a facelift
as well. Not only does it showcase some pretty cool
particle effects, but it will actually degrade as the game
progresses. The arenas have an equally impressive
impact as well-complete with wobbly Plexiglas and
screaming fans.

But the true star of the ESPN NHL Hockey is the
play-by-play commentary. Courtesy of ESPN's Gary
Thorne and Bill Clement, this is some of the best
commentary l've ever heard in a hockey game. Unlike
other hockey games where the comments are lagging
behind the action, the voice work is always on top
of the action. Thorne and Clement even have player-
specific discussions and cool bits of trivia. Simply
brilliant. Tmr llam
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All-Star Baseball2m5
Systemr Playstetion 2. Xbor
Developer: Acclalm StudlG Austin

Publisher: Acclaim
Available: Fobruary 20(N
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the one baseba I tit e that I ook forward to every year t s
Accla m s All-Star Baseba I ser es. S nce ts first appearance
on the N0.1 back in 1 998. the A I Star Basebal seles
has continued to push the envelope rn a I areas tnc ud ng
graphics. reA rsm. ganreD ay and features. Their atest. A I

Star Baseba 2005 is Do sed to rake basebal games to an
al -new lev-.. br nging w th t exc us ve features. ne,.v nroajes
and, fina ly. head to-head on ne p ay.

Wrth every ner"r baseba game. cjeve opers want to
shorl off a ne!",techno og!, or nnovation. EA Sports dicl
t ast year w tlr the r new prtch ng intedace, lnside pitch
had on ine play and Sega s World Ser es Basebal had the
deepest dynasty mode of the bunch. For Al Star Basebal
2005. Acclalm is iItroducifg sonretl.r ng prett,r' danlr coo -
TotaL Contro Batt nq. Borror,,,tpq the s\,", ng nrechan sm
fronr EAs Tiger \'Voods game. to su f g at the bal . p ayers
lust hold back the Ight ana og st ck and swing forward
\/hen they ui ant to htt t. The batt ng cursor has bee| taken
out (a though yorr can put t back in). so now, lust ke rea
basebal , it's about timrng your swing - not aint ng {or a
cLrrsor. To give p ayers the u timate n cottro VoLt carl
open or c ose vour stance. hit for power or hrt for average
and even perlorm check surings. I can see it now. Other
deve opers vJl I get w Id of thts and incorporate it nto the r
Sasebal games as wel.

Sega's World Series Baseba I garre real y conveyed
the excltement of basebal through its Lrse of great n
ganre c:tnreras and c!t-sequences. The partr-rership with
ESPN lras rea ly paid clf because all of their spods have
Sroadcast-qual ty transit ons. For Al -Star Baseba I 2005.
the developers are introductng two new car-neras-the
Fieldercanr and Broadcastcanr. The F eldercam br ngs
the camera right behind the I e der. so p ayers wt be ab e
to check orrt the deta led runn ng. lumping and catching
an mat ons. As soon as the bal is h t, a flash ng group of
ciTC es lvi i rnd cate which dtrection the bal is com ng and
at what speed. The coserthe bal s to the f eder, the faster
the c rcles wi I flash. I can see where the deve ooers are

go ng with this. but at this ear y staqe. .. t doesn t quite
work r ght. The lvhoie dynamic of t al rs it I tt e on the s ow
s de. On the f pside. the Broadcastcanr rs a nlce addition.
P ayers are treated to swooptng shots of the field. players
and the stad um- ESPN, eat your heart out.

Another huge improvement lies n the visuals. The Al -
Star Baseba I series has a ways prided itself wrth hav ng
great player nrode s and anirlat ons. and for 2005. they've
taken the graph cs to the next level. Not only are player's
faces nice y nrodeled, these are the best ooking bal parks
I ve ever seen. After play ng a few innings, I not ced a
r.I]aior improvement with the player's trans tion an mat ons.
Frelders scooped !p grounders and then threw the bal to
the nearest Sase n one smooil-l nrotion. lt was spectacular.

Other key features for A i-Star Baseball 2005 nc ude a
brand-new fra|chise mode, 2003 Scenar o lvlode (so a i of
_roLr Cubs fans can f nal y have your team go to the !,/or d
Serles). 80 Hal of Fan'rers. Spring Train ng. Exparrs on
Ivode and. of corirse. online head to head gamep ay.
Tom Ham +r
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"...All-Star Baseball2005 is poised to take
baseballgames to an all-new level...,,
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Preview

Showdown:

The ultimate wrestling game?

Few professional wrestlers can claim to have left as big a mark on the industry
as the Ultimate Warrior. Bursting onto the scene in the late 1980s, the Ultimate
Warrior emerged at the pinnacle of the business when he defeated Hulk Hogan
for the WWF championship at Wrestlel\,4ania Vl, The Warrior has had a long

history with Acclaim, going back to 1990's VWVF WrestleN4ania Challenge on
the NES, and now he has returned as one of the premiere stars of Showdown:
Legends of Wrestling. ln his first interview in more than five years, the Warrior

spoke to play about the game, where hes been, and what the future may hold

.a all it a gimrnick switch for Legends of Wrestling. Having taken a long. hard look

I -at 
previous qames in the series, Acclaim is introducing significant changes to the

Vn""t entry intitled Showdown: Legends of Wrestling-and all of them appear
to be for the better. The meter-riffic ISP system is now history, replaced by an intui-
tive "ready to brawl" scheme of strikes, grapples and quick attacks that can only draw
comparisons to Aki's wrestling tltles. The visuals, though still lively and colorful, have
been reinvented to look crisper and less caricatured, while an era-based story mode
has also been added, in which characters will padicipate in a wide range of storylines
and actually evolve in appearance to go with the tlmes. Other changes include new mo-
tion-captured animations, real stadiums and, of course, additions to the character roster
now coming in at over 70 strong. Acclaim's lalest could finally be a game wodhy of its
legendary name. Chris Hollman

System: Playstation 2, xbox
lleveloper: Acclaim Studios Austin
Publishel: Acclaim
Auailable: April 2004
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play: First of all, l'd like to clarify about your name a
little bit, I was just told to refer to you as Warrior, and
your legal name is Warrior, but in the game you,re going
by Ultimate Warrior and I was wondering about the
details of that.
Ultimate Wanior: ln '98 I wenl back to work in WCW as
just Warrior. The Ultimate was dropped off. I was in the
middle of my litigation with Titansports at the time and pat
Patterson and another guy by the name of Jerry Brisco
there filed false affidavits saying that they had come up
with Ultimate to attach in front of Warrior and that wasn't
the story that came out in the end...one of the conditions
when I prevailed in the litigation was that Ultimate came
back to me. So, that's why. But my legal name lS Warrior,
and there's a long, lthink, endearing and empowering story
behind that. I don't think I need to get into it here, but my
name has been.iust the one name of Warrior since '93. My
wife has it as her surname, and my kids have it as their
surname. lt's what I go by. lt's what's on my driver's license;
it's what I pay taxes under.

For those who are unawane, what has the Warrior been
doing for the last five years, since we last saw you in
the ring?
Well, in '98, when I went to WCW, after things fell out
over there...l had a short-term contract with them, and
most people know by now, the true story has come out,
management was in disarray. When I went over there I

had an agreement with them that I was going to continue
to do the Warrior character, but I had a plan to take it to a
whole 'nother different level creatively. I think the first time
I was on television is evidence of that. I did a whole good
versus evil spiel that lasted 15 minutes and the ratings
went up every 'l 5 seconds, but by then, entertainment in
general, but specifically sports entertainment, had decided
it was just gonna go with whatever the lowest common
denominator of human behavior was and they didn't want
to put the effort in it. At that point in time, me and my
wife decided that we were gonna start having a family
and...you know, while I was off, I continued to invest in
myself...knowing that one day I was going to have to have
another career. And that career ended up being going out
and speaking and using what I used to do and then going
out and talking about different stuff.

What made you decide in partacular to get into
motivational speaking?
Well, I mean, I had to have another career! Going clear back
to the first time of three times I had a fallout with Vince
McMahon of Titansports, I never doubted that I could do
something else if ljust set my mind to it and I made the
efforts and I learned. l've always been a motivating guy, I've
always been a positive guy, l've always motivated people
just naturally. That came through in the Ultimate Warrior
character. So I just stood back for a minute and I looked at
it and what I did in professional wrestling, of course, inside
the ring was a display of my physicality and that physicat
energy. That's what captured people's attention and that's
what helped make that character successful. And I thought,
what more powerful thing to do than a guy who can press
300-pound people over his head, made a successful career
out of it, what more impressionable thing than to go out,
show kids that, get their attention, and then say, "Power
in your life comes from knowledge"? And so I developed a
speaking platform doing that at first.

So how did you become involved in Showdown:
Legends of Wrestling?
Brian. [Legends of Wrestling brand manager] Brian Shields.
He came to me with the first game...but at the time, just
to be point blank, the numbers weren't right. The numbers
weren't right for me to do it, and it didn't have anything
to do with analyzing or critiquing the quality of the game
or where they were at. And also over the course of two or
three years, I came to realize that this Legends game is
serious business to them. lt's serious business to them.
Other companies out there are making it an aside, and
they're making it an aside because they know Acclaim is
the best at it.

Now, there was an announcement that you were going
to be an a competing wrestling game and then that
turned out to be false. Can you explain that a bit?
My financial advisor guy that l've had since 1984, when
I made like $20,000 my first year in wrestling working in
Texas, he knew a guy that knew somebody at THQ, and
we had a conversation, and from that conversation, there
were a bunch of people at the company who got ahead
of themselves and started talking stuff. And, in fact, no
conversations went any further than that. As soon as I

heard they were talking beyond themselves, that they were
talking about stuff they shouldn't be talking about, that was
enough for me. You know, people will say it's not about the
money. .. lt is about the money, in a sense! There's no crime
in that. Bul at the same time, I've made a lot of sacrifices
standing on principle. When I see aspects of the way
people operate their company or operate their business or
a person conducts himself, I gotta take that into account.
Because what it could lead to down the road is people
taking ceftain liberties that's gonna lead to a whole can of
worms. I had a five-year litigation with Titansports. lt was
like a David versus Goliath. lt sucked so many different
things out of me, psychically, financially, eveMhing.
So many times along the way, you wanna quit, but the
only thing that keeps you going are your principles, and
recognizing that it's never wrong to fight for what is right.

lndeed. What makes the Ultimate Warrior a Legend of
Wrestling?
Ultimate Warrior had a unique career at a unique time,
and captured the fans' hearts and minds and souls in a
very unique way and nobody will ever be able to do that.
There are certain standards that the Ultimate Warrior set
that whenever anybody else, whenever other people rise
up to them or try those things out, there's an immediate
comparison to the Ultimate Warrior, or the idea of the
Ultimate Warrior. I always kept working at how I was going
to do that more through my promos and everything else. I

mean, everything fit together. And of course, the highlight of
my career, the premiere match of all time that people wish
didn't exist, was my match with Hogan.

Back to the game a bit more,,.do you play video
games?
I don't play video games. I don't watch a lot of W. My
interests are just different from other people. I always try to
get up and stay active and something that's making me a
better individual, making me a better individual, making me
smarter, making me more capable to think and figure out
my life.

So you haven't seen much of the game yet?
I haven't seen anything. l've seen what they put up over
there at their site. But I mean, I hear about it. lt's incredible,
the kind of stuff that they can do in the video games today.

Definitely. Ars therc any classic match-ups you,ve had
that you can't wait to see r€-created in the Legends of
Wrcstling game?
l...God...l had...l think everybody's dead. Ha ha ha ha! Just
any dead guy

Curt Hennig?
l'm just joking. You can quote me on that if you want. lt,s
kind of funny. Funny and sad at the same time.

It is. What would it take for a comeback to the r€al-life
wlestling ring?
A crystal ball. laughing| A crystat ball, I guess, would be my
answer to that. To be able to see...that they weren't gonna
ask me again. But, well, I could never go back to work
for Vince. The circumstances could never be right. They
could never work..,to go back and work for Vince. Because
uttimately, they have an ulterior motive. They always do.
Every time they've brought anybody back, there's an
ulterior motive.

Wbuld you say you have regrcts about working wilh
past promotcrc?
No. Nuh-uh. No. I mean, regret is such a waste of time. I

mean, there's a lot of times I thought that I'd never agree
to go back and work for Vince in '96, but I did. We live in
a world of alternatives. You're gonna have good and bad
and it's just gonna be that way and, so, I don't know. But
you know this regret thing...how far back can you go? No,
I don't.

Since the game is Legends of W;estling, I was
wondering if theE's any legend that's inspircd your
catee(?
One guy that I always enjoyed was Don Muraco. He was a
funny guy and a great guy and a great heel, man. He was a
great heel. He used to drag the belt, and this was back in
the time, you know you just didn't do that stuff. And he was
beefy and he was thick and he talked like he ate gravel. you
know, you couldn't even understand him, man. And he was
funnier than hell. I lust thought he matched his gimmick to a
T. You know, Roddy Piper and those guys, Superfly, I mean,
who can't watch the Madison Square Garden where he
came off the top of the cage and just have goosebumps all
over yourself? You're probably too young to have even seen
that, but Superfly was something else.

Arc thele any closing comments you'd like to make?
Well, liust want to say l'm excited about being part of
this the Legends game. The reason that I'm licensing the
Ultimate Warrior character to it is because the legitimacy to
their commitment to the legends and it's not just an aside.
I mean, these guys are in the legends business because
they're in it to stay.
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Anime play

I s EA is svnonvmous with sports

!\ ourino in tn"'u.s., the same can
, lbe said of Bandai when it comes
to anime-based games in Japan. The
most recent trio in their ongoing brigade
all hinge on hugely popular shows and,
fortunately, all have what it takes to make
a splash stateside, riding on the heels of
their respective franchises: RA1XEP1ON,
the stunning mecha series recently
introduced by ADV Films, the now-legendary
Evangelion, which recently culminated in

one of anime's all-time movie events and is

currently undergoing a director's cut, and
the classic lvlacross, which shows no signs
of aging in the wake of continued spin-offs
and this. ..the pinnacle of all Macross video
games.

l'm amazed there's not a huge stink
being made about this one here in America.
I presume Bandai will bring it out at E3 2004
and parade it as not only the first truly great

Macross game, but easily their best game

ever. lf not, I wouldn't be surprised if Sega
opted to hold onto it. Whether they do or
not, if you're a fan, waiting to find out is not
an option. Little to no Japanese is needed
to enjoy what amounts to mission-based
sorties interrupted by brief interludes that
you can pretty much gauge by expression,
especially if you're familiar with the series.
Aside from Atari's multi-console Robotech
game of 2002 (a good albeit somewhat
sparse ride), Japan's answer to Star Wars
has enjoyed a fledgling life on console at

Neon Genesis Evangelion

System: Playstation 2
0evelopen Alla System

Publlsher: Bandai

Auailable: NoYenber 2003 (Japan)

M a cross

System: Playslalion 2

llerelopen Atlz
Publlshcn Bandai

Auallable: 0ctobe. 2003 (Japan)

RAhXEPhON

Systemr Playstation 2
DeYeloperi Bandai

Publisher: Bandai

Arrallablor September 2003 (Japan)

best, rarely rising above mediocre-a detail
that this game, developed by none other
than AM2, quickly washes away, revealing
perhaps the most impressive air- and
ground-assault-based game on console
today. This is a full-blown AN42 game riding
on Macross framework...pretty much all you

need to know.
RAhXEPhON is quite another story. This

one, although surprisingly action/RPG-
based, requires a measure of feeling around
in figuring out how to progress into battle.
The trick seems to lie in asking characters
about other characters in a given room
during the game's real-time segues by
pressing left or right and following the
color of each text box-green being open
to dialogue, grey closed and red pointing
towards an event. Pretty simple, although,
given the amazing story and amount
of dialogue, unless you're die-hard into
RAhXEPhON, you're better off holding a vigil
for a U.S. release on this one. The game's
mech assaults are something of a Gundam/
ZOE amalgam featuring multiple lock-ons
in ranged and melee combat, but they're
not worth the amount of guesswork and
frustration involved in reaching them. There's
nothing worse than a deep, compelling story
you can't understand. Well, okay, Clay Aiken,
but that doesn't count.

Lastly-and the game l'd most like to see
arrive stateside-Evangelion for PS2 brings
the prophetic anime to classic anime/RPG
life with real-time elements layered with
traditional anime-style dialogue along with a
sort of real-time-strategy-meets-turn-based
fighting system as Shinji and company go

into battle against Angels in sync with the
26-episode series. Controlling Shinji, cruising
around NERV headquarters and Katsuragi's
apartment (where's a shower scene when
you need one?) is great, and the battles, in

which a measure of intelligence is required
to properly set up Unit 01's locations around
Tokyo 03, feature blistering representations
of Shinji's many epic ballles. Evangelion
still hasn't had the impact in the States it

deserves as one of the most significant
works of animation ever produced. The more
Evangelion, the better. oaue Halue6on

Neon Genesis Evangelion

084 lanuary 2004
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SBP: 529.95 . 100 ltlinutes . ContainslV Episodesl.4
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Original Dirty Pair

Double the pleasure, double the fun

The latest case file from ADV's Dirty Pair vault is on
I the snort side at 50 minutes and devord of any extras

beyond the usual previews, but nevertheless it's a quality
old-school ride amidst a recent sea of squeaky-clean
digital science-fiction. Starring the original queens of
cleavage in their not-so-incompetent guise (compared
to the more recenl Dirty Pair Flash, which portrayed
Yuri and Kei as a two-woman wrecking crew with nary
a brain cell between them), things get underway when
the 3WA's central computer spits out orders for the DP
to investigate the explosion of a space liner (killing some
300 passengers) and the all but simultaneous abduction
of a scientist and his family, flguring the two events are
in some way connected. Fairly standard government
cover-up type stuff along with the subsequent fallout
ensues, including, but not limited to, explosions, murder,
plot twists and, of course, plenty of lewd behavior on the
part of Kei, the more, shall we say, tomboyish of the two.
The cool thing about ODP is that it's presented with such
old-school savoir-faire, you can't take your eyes off of it.
The way Studio Nue retrofit modern conveniences into
traditlonal life are especially fascinating now that such
endeavors have become reality and therefore pass6, and
the character designs and animation are at their expressive
best. Some classic anime seems to just get older, while
others (present company included) only get better with
age. llaue Halverson B

studio adv tilms
raung 15 & up

runnlng tlme 50 minutes

avallable now

1

The Big O Il

Bandai's mecha noir is back for another go

I ast year was so Dnmming with goodness that. after
l-its debur. The Big O eluded me. Well. that and the
fact that any,thing headed for TV I usually write olf as
hackneyed, only edited. Halfway through The Big O ll
however, and there I was, digging through my anime stash
like a deranged squirrel, searching for last year's screeners,
which have since found their way onto my must-see stack.

Not knowing how the first season left off, the second
certainly begins in high style with the protagonist (Batman
de-jour Roger Smith) stumbling around Paradigm City, one
big melting pot of androids and amnesia since losing its
collective memory 40 years prior, looking for answers. The
converted bank he called home is once again just a bank,
the people he knew no longer recognize him, and he is
troubled by the memory of a cataclysmic battle inside of
The Big O that he can't place, his faithful android Dorothy
Wayneright by his side. By the time the reflective first
episode scratches its way back to normalcy-with Roger
back in the saddle as City Negotiator, taking on cases in

conventional episode form-we're not sure how we got
there or even where we are, just that finding the answers is
going to be compelling, to say the least.

Big O's Batman: The Animated Series-meets-Japanese-
mecha look seems as honed as it's ever going to get. and
the slick editing and moody noir soundtrack make it seem
all the more lavish and above the norm. llave Halyt,sqr B+

ntng13&up
ronnlng llm 100 minutes
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Time Stranger

A nightmare betore Christmas

lf\ne of the better psychosomatic stories in recent
Vmemory, most of llme Stranger takes place in heroine
Remi Shimada's mind as she clings to life after a tragic
accident.
Forty years prior, Remi piloted a giant robot and saved the
world; now in her 70s (not looking a day over 25), she's
been given just days to live and a one-percent chance of
survival at that. As her associates assemble one by one
at her bedside, doing their respective best to aid her in

the real world with their substantial clout, the real battle
for Remi's survival begins playing out in her mind where,
trapped in a strange city they can't escape, those same
associates by her side, Remi and company are each
issued letters stating the news of their imminent deaths
accompanied by actual photos of the event, and a set
number of days until they will occur. Remi has drawn the
short straw, given just two days to live before her "baptism
of blood," which will see her mobbed and laterally torn to
shreds. Whether or not she can escape this fate seems
to correlate with events in the material world, or so it
would seem. Produced in 1985, what Time Stranger lacks
in technique (if indeed you hail modern technique as an
improvement), it more than makes up for in character,
offering a state of melancholy and sophistication seldom
seen in sci-fi anime. The DVD case, adorned with a demon
clock (?) exclaims that it has "delightfully spunky attitude,"
but don't let that throw you; there's nothing cute or spunky
about it. Where's that reversible cover when you really
need one? Drro Hrluollon B

rtrdlo cantral park medla
ntng 13 & up

rumlrg dm! 90 minulss
lvrllablo now

r
Nuku Nuku Dash

'l

Nice kitty (no littor required)

fhey might as well call it Nuku Nuku Dash Saber
I Marionette Mahoromatic Kurumi. as it falls squarely

into the pre-pubescent-boy-meets-f oxy-android-come-
killing-machine mold. The real question is whether a series
cut from such familiar cloth can be original or endearing
in any way. I mean, we've been down this road so many
times, it's about to be closed for resurfacing. The answer
in Nuku Nuku's case is, surprisingly, yes, due in no small
part to an extremely smart setup and a robust cast of
supporting players.

The story takes place in the city of Maneki, a metropolis
like any other, except for the fact that it was designed
by Mishima lndustries (your friendly neighborhood
manufacturers of weapons of mass destruction) as a
testing ground for weapons R&D -weapons that just
so happen to look like smoking hot female androids, for
the most part. One such experimental model, one Nuku
Nuku, ends up lost in the population, eventually taking up
residence with a young boy, Flyunosuke, and his family, the
mother of which happens to work for Mishima.

On the outside, Nuku Nuku appears to be the ultimate
slightly older woman: great cook and housecleane( sexy,
sweet as can be. lf only Ryunosuke knew that his dad was
plugging her into a cybernetic chamber by night like a big,
naked toy. As you can imagine, sexual innuendo follows as
Ryunosuke falls deeper and deeper in love, but not to the
extent that it overpowers the plot, as is so often the case
whenever we're waiting for a shy boy to jump an android's
bones (or endoskeleton or whateveo. lrtm Halurton B
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"Stunningly beautiful"
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Anlme On DVI)

At long last the complete OVA
series featuring anime's greatest

samurai has been collected ln a
stunning new threedisc box set!

Surround yourself in spectacular
digttally remixed English and

Japanese 5.1 audio, as Kenshin's
struggle to make peace with
his blood-soaked past comes

to its ultimate conclusion!

Available January 27, 2004.
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Review

Slayers Return
Double Ds ancl hocus pocus

"As long as you come Iooking
for nothing more than a good
time, you'll go away pleased
as punch, albeit spiked."

+hs oriqinal glrls oi greed are back in actron arld

I tooXrng none tlle ltorse for wear. We fincl the
I balloon-breasted Naqa the Serper')t and her flflt-

chested sidekick Lina lnverse (or is it the other way
around?) exactly where we left thenr: eating ancl, ol
cotrrse. quarrellinq. Think the restaurar'rt s(rrvives? Anridsl
the rubble, they nreet a lveary yolil]g lass (appcrently
rocked by Lina's improrrptu explosion) pronlptir.rg then]
to get a room where they heal her wounds free of charge
to avoid anv r€sidlral guilt. Not being the oharitable sods.
ciiscovering she n]erely slLrrrbled into the fallen bislro
by chirnce while looking for heroes to tlrwad tlre recent
invasion of her villirge. thev quickly recoil and heacl for
the door. Things titke il sLrdcien turn, horvever, ortce
Linir gtrts $,ind of tht-. village s rtantt: (rne.rnincl booty is
ilfoot). ;rnd f.rster thiur VoLl can sily 'denror] hordes.
she s poppinll lesser rlenrorrs like pirratas tronr lrell. Frolll
tlrt:re, Si lr,er:s 8el/rr.s does two thirlgs exL-eedinllly well:
litrrpotrnirrgl botlr thtr tinre-hcrnorcd super vilhin (Dr Hell.
()ilt yorrr lrt].tn out) and tht' eqLrallV ripe-foLspooti|re
provrlrbi.ll r(:ilwr[cr)r]d giant nronstrrr. As lottq irs you
Conrrr lookin!l for r]othir'r!) n]ore tl]an il !]ood tinre. you'll

$o il\\,il\/ pltlJsod l]s punch. irlbert spikr.d.
S/.rI c/-s AotrrT)s isr) t qurte o,) p3r u,ith -siJye-rs: Ihtl

Alol/or) Piffr//rr (ltrt( OVAs are). but it .lefinitely plnys in

tlr(l siln)o rlluslrioirs llri1que. Gerlr.rolrsly detaril("d irnd ani-
rrr.lted. sIillfurllV pr0ducetl nrrd. ttf courst--. e\ceptior].rlly
u,oll spokr.r]. rt's J rtrllichirrll tiO nrinutes Jt the vc.rv lensl.
pJ(:kr.cl \vitir clreehiness. trig boobs.rrd slritnlle nril!]rc.
oaue Hafuerson

Studio; ADV Films

Bating: 15 & Up
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THE HOTTEsT NEU' RELER5ES FROM MRN6R
RVR'LBBLE FOR THE HOL]E}RHsI

tlrs*
NINJA SCEOLL TOTH ANNIVERSABY SPEC'AL EDITION

,,AN 
ABSOLUTELY PEEFECT VEPS|0IN - BATH VISUALLY AND AUDIBLY - OF ONE

OF THE MOST BELOVED AN//ME OF ALL T\ME" - ANTME tNstDER
Amazing, beautiful and _mys-terious, -Ninia Scrall blends the mysticism of 17th century Japan into an
intensely packed tale of p-ulsepoun-ding-.anime-action, fantasy 

-and 
aduenture, Directed'by the revered

Japanese anime vetenan Yoshiaki Kawaiiri (lnimptrix, Vlypiie Hunter DJ and masterfully rendered by
Japan's acclaimed Madhouse animation studio fPerfect Blub, X, Spawn!, Ninja Scrotl featirres a wicked
cast of characters and extraordinary fight scenes combined with tiltrtening Sjmurai action,

One of the most critically acclaimed and highly popular anime films of all time, Ninja Scrott has been
completely digitally remastered visually and digiiailyieformatted with the latest in Surround Sound audio
technology available today for the 10th Anniversary Special Edition OVD.

- CUSTOM THNEE+OLO OIGI+ACX unTH FNEE NINJA SCEOLL 1OTH ANNIVENSARY POSIER INCLUOEO!

SIDE A: DIG]TALLY BEMASTEREO O''N'Ni'OXi5;Ii'[%i"='4I -'58?"?E#^T'I'IE#fu*BED 
ENHANCEO 15X9 WIOESCREEN

:4P-9819[N*r.jEa]9RE9!E@ Ql9E9-1. cusloUl|lonoil / tmEnAgIrUE tEilus . EluctlgH Ato JAPAIUESE railcuAcE 6.1 oTs
E DoLBY DlclrAL Ex suFBouilD qguito . Aoomoilar FnErcH I flilsx r,lmouaei ooui-orcriar.2.o-sreli'ro-:' oriilrcinllulEnvlEw . GHARAGIEE sYMpsls . PHoI! GAIIEBY . xrslBv G.tu8te ; eraustt iasr (rv cxamcrei rnrrei'[reW 

'
. EilcUSH SUElmES...Af,D tAreA EXIBAS!

NEW DOM1NION
TANK POL'CE

1 , . ,t,: -.
ao,.' j.. j..ili.., ,/'.r,I oPGUSS 02

,,A 
SUPERIOB GIANT ROBOT

SERIES". ANIME ENCYCLOPEDIA

"ABSOLUTELY
,f,

Japan's manga tegend Based on the hit 35 episode
Japanese television series Orguss,
acclaimed anime director
Fumihiko Takayama [Patlahor 3 /
Mobile Suit GundamJ brings the
story into the future 200 years
after the original. Now available
fur the first time on DVD, Orguss
O2 features six pulse.pounding
3O minute episodes featuring
dramatic mecha combat, giant
robots and political intrigue
intertwined with explosive sci.fi
action.

Shircw lAppl*eed, Bbcfl
.

ftil-€iB, Ghost in the thelll perso!D ",''{,\
+
.a

ally oversaw the production of
this exciting series to ensune
that the anime remained faittftrl
to his original '199? manga
books. Shirow deliverrs a darkly
comic uision of a future ouerrun
with fast and furious mecha,
cybernetically enhanced humans
and rouge androids. Contains six
half-hour episodes.

$*,i{ \

\

FIST OF THE NORTH
STAR VOLUME 5

,,TWO.FISTED 
FUN,, . wIzAED

Fists fly, heads explode and it's
f ast and furious deadly martial
arts action all the way to the end.
Ken's quest to save the post.
nuclear world from Shin will haue
you glued to your screen, begging
for mercy. Volume 5 contains
eight nanr half.hour episodes never
released in the U.S. An epic
assault on the senses played
out in this ultimate animation
series from Manga... first time
available on DVD!

THE DAPK MWH
,,MASTERFULLY 

\OLD,.,
INTERWEAVING ANCIENT

JAPANESE HISTORY
BUDDHIST AND HINDU

MY|HOLOGY, ASTPONOMY
AND HORROR"

. ANIMERICA

It99
., rr ''r"

Surreal, chilling, intelligent and
complex, fhe Da* Mph is a tvuo
part tale of forbidding prophecy
and fear, weaving the mphology of
ancient Japan into a web of modern
horror. Music by Kenji Kawai
(Ghost in the Shelq. Contains hruo{

q,

( t
u{o

rl 55 minuE episodes. . \ -'ic\'/1 z,;q
,[9:r

ouD

tr lrc, \M.ntancla.c

M4N"cA
?&,.ionl

<EED
l'Ui f'""t"ffi hiHiffi ffi"ffi ffi r,?^ @ M 20O3 Manga Eftertarnrfcrrt Inc
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Media

The League of Extraordinary
Gentlemen
Slardng: Sean Connery, I'laseeruddin Shah, Peta Wilson, Shane West

0irector: Stephen 1{orrington

Relaasad By: 20th Century Fox

Ratodr PG-l3

You may or may not have stayed away from The League of
Extraordinary Gentleman due to the flogging it took in the
vast majority of the press (my sign to rush out and see some-
thing immediately), but fear not the DVD. At the very least,
you will be treated to pure movie magic: handmade creature
effects over CG (you'll wish they took this road with The Hulk
after seeing Hyde), superb miniature work and some mag-
nificent sets. As pure comic farce, League delivers one of the
most stunningly visual and entedaining rides in recent years;
if only the continuity problems and story holes weren't so
hideously unmasked. Following the invisible man's makeup

is the definition of laux pas; Allan Ouartermain leaps from the
fast-moving Nemomobile to a one-point landing; and Dorian
Grey's suit seems to have healing powers, but these reveal

a lack of footage going into editing and do little to derail the
film's comic book underbelly, l'm thrilled movies like this can
still get made, sans the kind of gratuitous hype that made
Hulk such a letdown. lt's a shame people can't view them for
the pure guilty pleasure they are.

Extras: Breakrng down each aspect of the production,
comprehensive details about the set design (including the
infamous flood story and how they built Venice on a sound
stage four football fields big in Prague...in the rain) and more
are revealed, along with a fascinating look at miniature work
and the creation of Hyde, the costumes, the Nemomobile
and the Nautilus. Twelve deleted scenes are offered (all

wisely deleted) along with two full-length audio commentar-
ies. An altogether extraordinary DVD that demands multiple
viewings. llaue Haluerson

Movle: B- lrvlr: B+

Pirates of the Caribbean: Curse of
the Black Pear!

Slarlng; Johnny Depp, Geoffrey Rush, Keira Knightly, orlando Bloom

Dlrctor: Gore Verbinski

Releasod By: Buena Vista Home Video

Ratad: PG-13

Don't be scared: a big-budget summer movie pulled jrom

a famous theme ride can offer spirited entertainment. This
swashbuckling, high-energy adventure is filled with an
effortless charm you just don't get in Hollywood anymore.
Johnny Depp, let loose to ham it up in a performance that
does wonders in lifting the film to higher ground, plays the
frisky pirate Jack Sparrow, whose ship is stolen by his first
officer, Barbossa. So off he goes to reclaim his cherished
Black Pearl, running into battles over the high sees,
armies of skeletons, dirty ol' pirates and the British navy.

Of course, a love interest is involved in the madness, and
a few supernatural touches are thrown in to ramp up the
special effects budget. This movie is slick and loud, always
a pleasure to soak in with its gorgeous cinematography and
lavish sets. Somehow this massive production was kept
heartfelt and fun in a time when crap drips down the sum-
mer screen. At well over two hours, the movie wears out
its welcome, especially on DVD, and it's a bit disappointing
that the writing team know for penning the smart Shrek
doesn't provrde more of a human element, but you can't
help but give in to the spectacular sights while forgiving the
empty moments.
Extras: Endless list, some of it filler: deleted scenes, bloop-
ers, the ever-more-popular featurettes, photo diaries. This
isn't the most insightful actor/director commentary with
lots of observations about how amazing and wondedul and
fantastic eveMhing is. Writer commentary is much more
informative. lf you Iike toying around on your PC, there
are cool little extras like the storyboard viewer and effects
studio. Brady Flechter
Moule: 8- llull: B+

AIien Quadrilogy

Starlrg: Sigourney Weavel

Dlroclor: Ridley Scott, James Cameron, David Fincher, Jean-Pierre Juenet
Bsloasod By:20th Century Fox

Baled; R

lf you're a breathing male, this was all you wanted for
Christmas. Quite possibly the greatest DVD compilation
ever assembled, Alien Quadrilogy isn't merely a box set
with a few additional bells and whlstles attached-it's four
alternate versions of four of the best science fiction films
ever made, presented by the individual directors in the
light they deemed best for the compilation. Ridley Scott's
"alternate cut" ot Alien (called a director's cut for marketing
purposes) presents a streamlined and polished alterna-
tive version of Fox's proposed longer cut for the theatri-

cal re-release (originally turned down by Scott); James
Cameron presents the best possible version of A/lens in

the absence of time constraints (essentially the Special
Edition cut); Fincher's controversial A/ien 3 is fully restored
and remastered including an additional 30 minutes of
never-before-seen sequences (including newly completed
optical and digital effects); and with Jean-Pierre Juenet's
Alien Resurrection, the gloves really come off. The special
edition Resurrection boasts every available scene actually
filmed from Joss Whedon's script, including a never-before-
seen Earth-bound ending. On top of the new cuts and the
original four films, each special edition includes compre-
hensive extras from both pre- and post-production, while
a ninth disc features ultimate collector Bob Burns (lord of
the props), a Dark Horse cover gallery and script to screen
comparisons. llaue Halverson

f,lovie:AlMl:A
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CoolWorld

Starrlng: Brad Pitt, Gabriel 8yrne, l(im Basinger
Dlroctor: Ralph Bakshi
Roleased 8y: Paramount Home Video

nabd: PG-13

While Cool World really shows its age, it's still a fascinat-
ing look at Ralph Bakshi's ostentatious animation style and
the kind of hand-made filmmaking that took place before
rendering a single frame was comprehensible. Who Framed
Roger Rabbit? did it better four years earlier (much betteo,
but with nowhere near the edge Bakshi infused into Cool
World, and sans a real beauty, the likes of Kim Basinger.
While Noids Brad Pitt and Gabriel Byrne did their pioneer-
ing best, lumbering around flat facades trying to synch
with characters to be added later, the illusion of them ever
interacting with Doodles (toons) never really took hold, but
it's an eye-popping lourney nevertheless. What Cool World
lacks in production values it makes up for in raw, unadulter-
ated animated lunacy. When Bakshi isn't sexing it up, he's
dropping safes and force-feeding sight gags faster than you
can say "no sex with Doodlesl" I don't know which looks
more weathered-the film or the game-but both stand true
as must-have throwbacks. lt's a shame they couldn't have
offered some insight into the film's creation on the DVD,
ostensibly what the medium is for.
Extras: Are they mad?! They must have spent years putting
this together! Set Up and Scene Selection! Who's got the
time!? Daye Halvercon

Mouler B llUD: na

South Park: The Gomplete Third
Season

Stsfflng: Volcos o, Trey Parker, Matt Stone, lssac llayes
Dlroctor: Various

Raloasod By: Comedy Central/Paramount
nated: TV-MA

Two words: Chinpoko Mon. lf South Park's spoof on Pok6-
mon doesn't send your favorite refreshment shooting out
your nostrils, chances are nothing will. Every season of Soufh
Pa* has been great for one reason or another, but Season
3-created simultaneously with the South Park movie,
Bigget; Longer & Uncut-is where things really turned the
corner. Chef quits and almost marries a succubus, we get
hooked on Monkey Phonics, Korn gets all Scooby Doo, and
millennium madness kicks into overdrive in episodes directly
preceding and following the turn-of-the-century craziness
that was supposed to turn the world on its ear. The best
satire on television only gets better with age.
Extras: Unless you were really into Colorforms as a kid, SP
doesn't really lend itself to DVD extras, although Matt and
Trey's mini-commentaries for each episode are surprisingly
(and refreshingly) actual commentary, rather than the usual
facetious nonsense. Dauo llalyffion
S€asm:A- oUIr! G

-

Jeepers Creepers 2

Slarrltrg: Ray Wise, Jonalhan Breck as The Creepet

Batedr R

A high school football team is on their
way home from the state championship
when a creepy throwing star with a tooth
in its center shreds their big, yellow bus'
tire. What sod of vile, disgusting, bat-
like creature wearing a leather hat and
possessing a penchant to snort like a
horse would do such a thing? Why, The
Creeper, of course, and he's awakening

from a 23-year slumber to collect body parts he needs from
select victims. Can the boys band together to put an end
to this devil's feast for good before losing too many team
members' heads and torsos and innards? That I kind of en-
joyed this slaughterfest must be chalked up to a soft spot
for decent horror, as long as it doesn't send me cringing
too much. Jeepers Creepers 2 will bore you if you hated the
first, but I was open to its decently crafted suspense and
the flying talents of the nasty lead slasher. All horror films
should be shot in open farmland.
Extras: Lots of decent featurettes, like "Digital Effects by
the Orphanage" and "Creeper Creation" featurette. Com-
mentary better than expected by cast and director.
Brady Flecmel
Movle: C+ DUll: B-

Out of Time

Stanlng: Denzel Washinglon, Dean Caln, Sanaa Lalhan, Eva Mendes
lllructor: Carl Franklin
nolsased 8y: MGM

Ralod: PG-l 3

Funny how a movie can teeter on the edge of incredulity
and still manage to ratchet up the tension. Such is the
beauty of suspending our disbelief, but where the margin-
ally entertaining |hriller Out of Time ultimately fails is in its
overworked absurdities. Talented director Carl Franklin
takes us through too many twists and turns to expect our
attention to stay fully locked down, leaving the lush Florida
setting to provide a mood worth sticking around for. The
movie stars Denzel Washington as Matt Lee Whitlock, a
small-town sheriff who gets tangled in an affair that leads
to...well, more than he bargained for. To reveal any details
would kill the suspense the film strains so diligently to cre-
ate in its contrived surprises.
Extras: Outtakes are always fun but are indeed nothing
more than extras. Minor bits like screen tests and the usual
director commentary round out the list. Btady Flecmor
ilouie: C+ DVII: C

Bad Boys !l
St nlng: Will Smith, Martln Lawrence, Jordl Molla, Therosa Randle
Dlrsclor: Michael Bay

Released By: Buena Vlsta Home Video

Reted: B

There are moments in Bad Boys // so shamelessly crass
and crude that I felt hopeless for the art of moviemaking.
There are moments in Bad Boys // so thrilling I wanted to
shout the praises of the mindless action flick. There are
moments in Bad Boys // when I laughed, moments when I

wanted its bloated plot to just end already, moments when
I wanted to go back and watch again. This sequel lacks
Bad Boys' more subdued and clever banter between the
charismatic talents of Martin Lawrence and Will Smith, who
definitely work well off each other even when you just want
them to shut the hell up, and what it loses in the looser fun
of the original it tries to hide under the cover of endless
noise. Every shot in this film is gratuitous flash, playing like
a $100-million dollar commercial shoot targeted for view-
ers who don't like to blink- lt's all head-pounding fun for a
while, but the cheap racial barbs and misogynistic sludge
drag it all down before it can add up to what it ultimately is:
a mindless, terrifically slick action-buddy flick.
Extras: Deleted scenes, Jay Z "La-La-La" video, production
diaries and the ones that entertain: stunts and visual effects
featurettes. Brady Flechtor
illode: G llVll: C+
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play: Hopefully you can take this as the highest
compliment, but you guys are messed up, huh?
Navarro: Awesome.
Montijo: Yes we are. Yes!

Navarro: How did you guess?

Montijo: Yes, thank you, next question [aughs].

So where do you guys look to for all this inspiration?
Itchy and Scratchy must fit in there somewhere,
Navarro: Yeah, you know, Rhode and I grew up on a

very healthy dose of cartoons. And we still watch a lot of
cartoons.
Montijo: Old-school Looney Tunes...
Navarro: Yeah, old-school Looney Tunes. ltchy and
Scratchy is obviously a big influence on the show. Ren and
Stimpy, South Park to an extent. More recently SpongeBob.

Definitely lhe Simpsons.

When you were growing up and everyone was playing
nice, did you fantasize about mutilating your teddy
bears, stuffing them in the garbage disposal?
Montijo: Only on Tuesdays.
Navarro: Yeah, we were only allowed to do it on Tuesdays.
It was up to our parole officer.

ls there anything you won't do? Do you ever put ideas
down and say, "Ok, now we've gone too far?"

Montijo: Well, th€r€ are no guns in Happy Tee Friends.We
draw the lino thero, that's just going too farl
Navano: Just too gross.
Montijo: Yeah, that's just crazy... No, but guns are too easy,
so we try to shy away from that.
Navano: We like making it tough for ours€lves.

You got a favorite character of ths bunch here?
Navarro: I like the rabbit, just because I do its voice. Kind of
biased, but, you know.

When do you guys docid€ to cut yourcelves offil I was
watching the Pot Barbeque, I think it was called, wherc
the coals are falling on the guy. I was just wa3ting for it
to go on and maybe see hlm completoly lgnlto.
Navarro: That was bas6d on a true story and we try to stay
true to actual events when we're doing these things.

Uh huh.
Montijo: fiaughs] No, that one, the Smoochies are a bit
shorter. lt's klnd of a different take than the episod6, where
you.just kind of get right to it. Those were originally based
on the Tamagotchi, those little virtual pets. You'd used to
be able to feed them, and if you didn't, they would die. So
with the concepts, basically we lust had each option equal
their death.
Navano: Whatevor they did, we'd kill them.

So you klnd ot draw flom something specific when
you'r€ maklng thoao?
Navano: Yeah, we started them off with the now-classic
Happy Tree Fiends formula: they start really cute, and
we try to havs something go wrcng with that really
cute scenario. And w6 also try to get kind of universally
themed-a merry-go-round, or your fi6t bike ride, or
something like that. Something that everyone's familiar
with, and try to get something twisted out of that, have
something go wrong with it.

This mry sound strango, but tho morc I watohed the
episodes, the morc I startod to get somothlng out of
them Eaughtorl. Ysah, I know... I started to laugh at
th6m moro, they kind of got penronal.
Montijo: Well, you need help, because these wer€n't m@nt
to be funny, they are personal.
Navano: We were just always crying.
So how did it 6ll get started?

"...we always wondered what would happen to those cute cadoons
that we grew up watching...what if they had a little accident?"
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Montijo: Kenn and I joke a lot that th€re just isn't enough
violence on television, and.,.
Navano: We had to fill that void. lt was our calling. A
burning bush spoke to us in the middle of the night and
said we had to do it.

! doubt that burning bush was God.
Navano: flaughs] I doubt it too. But seriously, how did it
start? The violence was never the initial concept, like,
let's go and make a really violent cartoon thing. Here at
Mondo we do service work...animation requirements and
stuff like that for other companies, and we had a client
come in who wanted this really violent cartoon as part of
their commercial. So we brainstormed a lot of ideas and
we found out we were cracking ourselves up putting these
little guys in these scenarios. All these ideas kind of sprung
forth from that. So we did the thing and kept the idea in the
back of our minds, thinking, this would really make a great
show someday. lt seemed like an endless pool to dip into.
They ended up never using the piece, and when we got the
chance here at Mondo to do our own show, we pitched the
idea.
Montijo: They looked at us funny.
Navano: Yeah, they did, actually [aughs]. lt was hard at
first; they couldn't grasp the concept. lt was like, "So these
guys die every episode and they come back? l'm not really
sure how this show works."
Montijo: They also had a problem with the characters not
having a recognizable language. Kenn and I partly did that
out of laziness.

Navarro: We totally did it out of laziness.
Montilo: We saw other shows that struggle with writing
dialogue and we wanted a really visual show, a short-
attention-span show. And it ended up working in our favor,
where people are viewing us in Germany, Japan.

I like the cute little squeaks; it,ust makes it right to
watch them get mutilated. Maybe it would be a litUe too
wrong if they were talking.
Montijo: laughs] That's right, it'd be too conscious.

Which reminds me, I have to ask you.., ls it Petunia,
that's the character's name?
Navarro: The skunk?

Yes! I love one of the extras, where she,s batting her
eyelashes all disgustingly cute-like, and she stares
lovingly at a pinwheel. The wind comes and just mows
her face down.
Navarro: Oh yeah, that is a good one [aughs].
Montijo: That's a touchy subject for Kenn, something that
happened to him as a child.

You know it's funny that... flaughter]. Obviously I like
this way too much.
Navarro: We do too, so we share something in common

So when you were pitching, you said people kind of
looked at you strangely. You must get that a lot.
Montijo: Well, most the time we get a lot of feedback,

sometimes it's good, sometimes it's bad. Like hate mail.
But we kind of live lor that stuff.

So have any of your friends disowned you now that they
see who you really are?
Montijo: Some have tried to kill us...
Navarro: Some have tried to run us over.

Well that's cool, they're just trying to reenact your skits.
Navarro: Rhode's actually just snubbed his nose when it's
happening. lt's not his real name, he had to change his
name and move out here.

Where do you go from here?
I\,4ontijo: We're hoping to fill the spot after Winnie the pooh.

That sounds like the same audience. The kids will
certainly enjoy this.
Navano: flaughs] They've got to learn it from somewhere.

We're inspiring the youth of America. But come on, you
know how we were as kids, we could handle it.
Montijo: That's right! Most the stuff we do, we always
wondered what would happen to those cute cartoons that
we grew up watching...what if they had a little accident?
Brady Flecmel

Petunia teaches Candy how to make

lentonade the hard way.
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Mark Hamill
Coming off his directorial debut on Comic Book: The Movie, IVark Hamill talks comics and movies

about comic books, they offer so much as an art form,
there's so much influence. l'm not the biggest comic fan
on the planet, but when I step into a comic-book store, I

don't want to leave.
It's part of our history, pan of the fabric of our society,
especially reflecting the lower class, who couldn't afford...
As you know, comic books started out as newspaper comic
strips. Just the way television reflects our society now,
newspaper strips especially reflected the economic times
and cedainly the patriotic fervor that we had during World
War ll. lt was really something that affected comic-book
history. We were selling millions and millions of copies of
certain titles, because a lot of them were going oversees to
the service men. lt's just a really interesting time for me to
be able to put something so highly personal on the screen
and have people I have worked with, who are meaningful to
me in my career, both in front of the camera and behind the
camera. This was a labor of love I sort of went out with hat
in hand: here's my budget, what can you do for me? And it
came through beautifully.. -

It seems like you really paid careful attention to the
details that will really excite the true comic-book
enthusiast. Would you say this movie was made more for
those who really love the world of comics?
Listen, this thing is as authentic as hell. lf you really know
the hobby, you'll see in Donald a total, committed fan. But
Ithink what I tried to do, what you always do...what would
I like to see? What do I find interesting? And like I say, the
change from him being a Hollywood filmmaker to a comic-
book fan and, incidentally, a high-school history teacher from
Wisconsin was really an epiphany. lt really fundamentally
changed the dynamics of what we were doing. And so you

have more than one outsider. lt's really about how Hollywood
devours source material and people. And into the world of
Hollywood comes not only Donald Swan, but through his
research he discovers a living heir previously unknown to
exist, the creator of Commander Courage. He's thrilled, of
course, he's delighted, and he thinks the Hollywood people

will be delighted as well. They see a potential lawsuit,
because here's somebody who might have a claim to some
type of compensation for the character. I just love having
these two worlds collide, 'cause I love them both. I think it
was very important for me to go to Wisconsin and live there

play: So, your first time directing. More challenging than
you could have imagined?
Mark Hamill: Yes and no. I anticipated doing it for so long.
It was sort of like, what took me so long? I love the added
responsibility. Because l'm very opinionated, and as you get

older and more opinionated you want to be able to step up
to the plate and call the shots. And l'm a very collaborative
person by nature anyway. I want your ideas. l'll be more than
willing to take credit for them if they're good. I have such
a talented and highly charged bunch; it was pretty much
directing traffic. Coming up with characters that were meant
to represent icons like Superman or Wonder Woman, that
was fun, because I love the Golden Age, I love the World War
ll period of comic-book history. lt took on a life of its own,
really. I think there's a lot more to be explored in this area. l'm
really happy with the way Colrlc Book: The Movie came out.

You know, I was at the Playboy party you had for the film,
and seeing all those actors you had in the film hamming
it up.,.it must have been so crazy, so much fun working
around all that,
Oh yeahl ln fact, they helped me to shape my character.
Because originally I was sort of an erotic filmmaker. But I

realized two things: number one, that it would be more of a
satire or a comment on Hollywood and filmmaking than it

would be a genuine look at the hobby of collecting comic
books. Of all the people involved, only Tom Kenny is a
genuine comic-book nerd. ln fact, that's why I cast him at
the last minute. I said, "Oh my God, I don't have anyone to
talk to. I know everything about comics-my character Don
Swan does. But everybody else is a civilian. Nobody else in

the movie...l need my Robin, I need my sidekick." And he is
just, I think, superb.

You've obviously brought your love for comics to
this movie-maybe one of the biggest reasons you

wanted to do this? Don't you think it's so important
to have a director like yourself, someone with an avid
understanding of comics, making a movie like this?
Sometimes I think a director is more bent on making a

typical movie than a shout-out to true comic fans.
Oh, I agree. I mean, it's changed a bit with Sam Raimi

directing Splder-A,ran. But generally, having a knowledge of
the source material was not a prerequisite for getting the
job as the director. And the screenwriter as well. To adapt a

comic book, they'd read a best-of volume over the weekend.
Remember that first Wonder Woman? They said, "Oh my
God, it's so anachronistic, what are we going to do? We're
gonna change the costume, the invisible plane is just too
expensive, it's just too corny." Next thing you know you have
this female, secret-agent-type Girl From Uncle show; there's
only a passing resemblance to the source material. lt's
definitely difficult. I can understand why there are difficulties
sometimes. Things that we accept on the printed page can
be impossible to realize on the screen. But in our case, it

was more a movie about people than it was about any one
specific kind of obsession. ln this case, comic books. And
one of the things that made me feel good was that when we
did focus groups, people who had no interest in comic books
whatsoever loved the movie, because rt doesn't matter:
they could be war butfs or Barbie collectors or whatever, it's
about people going on a fun tnp, going to a big convention.
And when you get that many color{ul people together, it's
bound to be fascinating.

And that's the thing. Even if you don't know that much

Check oul www.comicbooklhemovie.com lor

a look at lhe cool art designed lor the liln.
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for that summer. I was doing a movie called Reesev//e, which
was an independent {ilm. I needed to get out of New York
and Southern California, where people eat, drink and sleep
show business. lt was a real eye-opener.

An eye opener and surely refreshingly inspirational.
Very much so. These people are just great, genuine,
wonderful people-not that they aren't in New York and
California, but you just get your priorities screwed up. You're
reading the grosses every Monday, and it's Emmy season
and Oscar season and this and that. lt's inevitable; it's just
the way things are. You forget that real life goes on.

Yeah, it's overwhelming sometimes. ljust got back
myself from a break from the city, and it iust felt so good
to recharge and get away from it all, get away lrom all
the billboards and oppression.
And of course one of the great advantages of doing
Broadway is that you don't have a car.

Exactly.
That's all I did in Los Angeles when I was doing voiceovers
was drive.

Drive everywhere and sit.
I go insane listening to that political yapping on the radio. I

had to start bringing CDs of old radio shows, Rolling Stones,
anything but being trapped in those cars. lt's just terrible. I

love the work, I just hate getting there.

A love hate relationship, such is life.
Exactly.

This passion, this love for comics and movies, must
extend back to your childhood.
Absolutely. The truth of the matter is, I remember comic
strips being in the newspapers and thinking, "Wou these
come to my house every day!" And there were strips that
didn't have writing or words, like "Henry" and "The Little
King." Or simplistic ones, like "Nancy and Sluggo." Really,

Donald Swan is my alter ego, the sort of person who is in

touch with their fantasy life to the point where they can just
divorce themselves from reality and go into their little dream
world. And I love Don Swan. People ask, "Are you him?"
Certainly there are amplified aspects of my personality, I

mean there's overlaps-certainly I'm not exactly that way.
When I finished this, I thought, "lf I can do anything, if I was
to follow this up, what would it be?" And lthought, Donald
could look at other aspects of pop culture. Because he's very
sincere, and he desperately wants to do the right thing. But
when he gets things sort of wrong, he's achingly genuine.

He's too genuine for his own good.
I had this fantasy that I did a whole series of documentaries
for HBO. Maybe not feature length, just an hour long or so.

And get a reputation as a sort of Ken Burns for C- students.
You know, he takes a look at various aspects of pop culture
and he gets things genuinely in the right place and the right
time, but there's just something off about his analyses. I think
it would be a lot of fun. I do love this form, I really love the
idea where the actors are involved to a point where they are

improvising dialogue to a certain extent and you don't know
exactly how it's going on. lt's almost unheard of in television
and movies. That's partially what gives it such a unique
personality.

I remember reading somewhere that you said this film
was very experimental, even beyond what Guest likes to
do. Pretty much everything you did with Comic Book: The
Movie was improvisational, right?
Well, obviously we brainstormed and got a general storyline,
but we didn't even go as far as Eugene Levy and Christopher
Guest do, Which they basically write a script, without

dialogue. Every dramatic beat is clearly delineated, act 1,

act 2. I would say ours was more along the lines of a kind
of college experimental version of what they do. lf we had,
say, six months of preproduction, we probably would have
done something approaching how they did with Splna/
Tap and Waiting for Guffman, Best in Show. Something
like Take the Money and Run, which was the first fake
documentary I ever saw was scripted, and brilliantly so
by Woody Allen. This one was more...almost like a reality
show. We did use the public; we didn't know what we
were going to get down [at Comic-con] in San Diego. And
with people being so educated to reality television these
days. ..it should be expected when you point a camera at
a human being, they're going to behave differently than if
they weren't on camera. So it was a mixture of those two
elements. But there's a lot of reality here, a back story you

don't really know about... When I switched from being a
critical filmmaker and it would be about Hollywood and show
business, an ambitious filmmaker who doesn't want to make
documentaries, he wants to be making A-list movies...to me,

that's been done, and it's tiresome and sort of icky. lt's just
not appealing. lt was only when I really got to the basic idea
of him being the representative of eveMhing I love about this
hobby, and unapologetic about being, "Yeah, l'm a nerd, but
so what, that's your word for it. lf that's what I am, l'm a good
one, and an enthusiastic one-"

Sounds like you'll be passionate for comics till the day
you die.
Yeah, I can't help it. I do stress that I have so many other
interests, so it's not like something that's 24/7 . And you

know, unless you read the reprints, it's pretty expensive
for the average American to be able to avail themselves of
all these Golden Age books. l've seen the hobby go from
sort of a yard sale, a backyard swap-meet mentality, to
appointment-only gallery sales, where you look at these
books behind glass and with velvet gloves. lt's been part of a
big change in the last few decades.

Wherever it goes from here, let's just hope it continues
strong.
Oh, I'm sure it will. I mean, right now it's all the rage in

movies, it always reinvents itself. I guess the scariest time
was in the '50s when it very easily could have died out.
Something that's so vital, that represents such as autonomy
for the aftist to be able to draw and write and put it directly
out without too much interference is something I think is
too vital an art form to become completely obsolete. Even

if the Weftham Committee was successful in completely
decimating the comic-book industry it would have
resurfaced. I think the underground movement would have
still happened. I think the most exciting chapters are still to
be written. Bndy Flecftbr
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I6p f2ns of the DJ set, the names Scott Ktrkland and
E Ken Jordan will be famihar ones. But for gamers, the
I duo is better known as The Crystal Method (aka TCM).

pioneers in electronic music and mainstay contributors in
the arena of game soundtracks. Known the world over for
their albums Vegas, Community Service and Tweekend,
the impending release of Temple of Boom will continue
to pu1 them on the musical map and placate eager fans
hungry for new music. From their early work on the entire
soundtrack for the game Nitrous Oxide (N20) to their cunent
contributions on EAs recent Need for Speed Underground,
TCM have been longtime contributors and even bigger fans
of the gaming world. Play got a chance to sit down with the
dynamic duo to chat about long bus rides, intense game
playing and the new music they are dropplng.

One wonders what happens when DJs and producers like
Scott and Ken get to mix it up in the studio with musicians
of a different flavo( namely former Limp Bizkit guitarist Wes
Borland and Roots beatboxer/rapper Rahzel. The two artists
contributed tracks on The Crystal Method's new album,
Temple of Boom, adding to the star-studded firepower the
duo has attracted though their premier skills as producers,
musicians and DJs. "We hooked up with Wes on the Family
Values Tour a few years back when he was still with Limp
Bizkit and we shared a lot of ideas with him and he was
excited to work with us sometime in the future. Now seemed
like the right time while he had some downtime and was in
between projects and he was very professional and one of
the bigger tech heads out there," offered Scott.

It seems a natural fit that The Crystal Method be involved
in the music side of games, notably on Need for Speed
Underground. "We have always been big into gaming,
especially when we are traveling long distances on the
road when we are touring," says Ken, laughing. "When EA
wanted to license Born Too Slow off our new album, we were
excited, since we are big Madden fans-some of the games
get pretty out of hand!" exclaims Scott. "l would also add
FIFA Soccer and some of the Star Wars games to our list of
consistent favorites to pass the time on the bus," offers Ken.
The guys from The Crystal Method are in good company on
Need for Speed Underground, with legends like Rob Zombie
and Rancid joining them to help comprise the soundtrack for
the hot street-racing game.

The duo was recently in the Bay Area to meet with people
from Apple, who are hoping that The Crystal Method will
test and support new software called Soundtrack, which
is similar to the program Acid - but for the Mac. "lt is
essentially a loop-based software that will be bundled with
their Final Cut Pro, expanding the capabilities and offering
some exciting tools for people to use in production and
composition," states Scott. "When we walked into Apple,
we were Iike kids in a candy store, what with our love of
technology and the exciting innovations Apple is doing in the
music space," confesses Ken.

When asked who they might like to work with or remix

mffi

"We have always been big into
gaming, especially when we are
traveling long distances on the
road..."
given their increasingly in-demand status, Scott and Ken
had differing opinions. "We have been pretty focused on
getting the remixes for our tracks and are excited that Eric
Morillo, EK and Nubreed have committed to give us their
interpretations of our first tracks," states Scott. "ln the past,
we have worked with everyone from Garbage, Rage Against
the Machine, Linkin Park and PO.D., which were all great
opportunities to fuse electronic music and rock."

"l would love to work with Stevie Wonder and his old
band, with old instrumentation-much like on Superstlflous,"
enthuses Ken. Moving forward a few years in the musical
spectrum, Scott states that Method Man, PJ Harvey, DJ
Shadow and Fannypack would top his list of current adists
he would consider cool to work with.

While the staple of The Crystal Method has always
been their energetic live performances and their original
composition CDs, their mix CD from last year, Community
Service (coinciding with the tour of the same name),
garnered critical acclaim in the electronic music world. "The
mix CD was great fun to do," enthused Ken. "lt was a chance
to give back to the fans and was much less time-consuming
than an album-which for us has been taking yearsl lt is also
an opportunity to expose people to some new and hopefully
never-been-heard-before tracks and mixes."

While they seem to move easily from one project to
the next, leaving little time for much else than music and
spending time with their families, there are still a few areas
yet to be tackled by The Crystal lvlethod. "l would love to
score a film," ponders Ken. "There are so many musical
directions I would like to explore, but there is only so much
that you can fit on a given album. With a film, you get to
explore many different styles and moods of music." With this
statement, don't be surprised if the next film you see has
Ken's and Scott's names in lights at the end of the movie
credits-it's a safe bet that they will get their wishes when
they set their minds to a project. bcas ilast
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Talk about excess-this TV takes the cake, hands down.
Not only is the KDF-70XBR950 the largest rear-projection
LCD that Sony makes, it's the first XBR that incorporates
the new WEGA Engine system with projectory LCD Optical
Engines. When used with the 0.87-inch wide XGA LCD
panels, you'll get 3.28 million dot resolutions. The increase
in resolution also made a significant improvement in the
contrast ratio. What does all this mean to you? Well, l'll put
it this way: when I watched Gladiator on it, I almost wept.
What's hard to believe about the KDF-70X8R950 is how
slim and light it is. Even though the lens system contains
over 11 elements, the form factor is almost like a plasma
monitor. Two people could handle this set without too
much trouble. Other features include a built-in ATSC tuner,
enhanced Memory Stick media playback, iLink and DVI-

HDW digital intedaces. Tom Ham

Every once in awhile, a cell phone will come out that will
make you say, "Holy crap!" A phone that when you lay it
on the bar or at a restaurant, someone is going to notice it
and, more importantly, notice you using it. lntroducing the
Siemens SL56. Measuring just 3.2 inches by 1.7 inches, the
SL56 packs a wealth of options in one slick little packaoe.
With a 4,096-color screen, users can utilize features such
as color picture messaging and visual Caller ID. There
is also an optional clip-on mobile camera with a built-in
flash so you can take pictures on the go. ln addition, the
SL56 has two-way SMS and EMS, polyphonic ring tones,
voice-activating dia ing and a speakerphone. What's hot is
that the SL56 is Syncl\4L compliant. This means you can
wirelessly sync your PC or Palm-based contacts wirelessly
via lR. Be prepared to turn some heads with this one.
Tom Ham

With digital music becoming the preferred medium over
vinyl these days, DJs (whether pro or wannabe) have to find
alternative methods to mix their music. Vinual DJ programs
certainly work, but for anyone who has spun the "wheels of
steel" for real, it's just not the same. Enter the Hercules DJ

Console, a portable mixer that allows you to spin and scratch
with relative ease. All you need is a PC (or laptop) and some
speakers and you're ready to rock, The two jog wheels are

outfitted with gnps for rapid song searching and speed
adjustments. The unit also has two built-in rotary encoders
that will change the speed of the music and add effects in

real time. There are even settings to create loops and pitch
blending. With the included DJ software, users can mix any
digital music format-lvlP3, Wlr,4A, General MlDl, ASIO 2.0
and CDs- just like with real decks. So whether you're a club
jock or aspiring to be one, the Hercules DJ Console is a cool,
cheap way to get into it. Tom Ham
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Ngko iType2 Controller
Price: S3s.99www.nyko.com

Gaming sessions can be intense business, causing your
hands to sweat as the action turns chaotic. Here's your
solution to the slippery situation: the Nyko Air Flo EX
controller for Xbox and Playstation 2. Like the original
Nyko Air Flo, the new Air Flo EX provides you a consistent
flow of fresh air through the controller grips, but has been
redesigned with several new features, including increased
airflow and redestgned hand grips for improved comfort
and control. ln addition to the basic cooling airflow, the
controller offers two air speeds for customized ventilation,
improved eight-way D-pad response, a built-in variable
vibration function, pressure-sensitive analog buttons, along
with many other features. No need to worry about batteries,
either, since the controller is powered by the gaming
system.

lntroducing the first-ever Air Flo Mouse for the PC. Based
on the successful line of Air Flo controllers, the Air Flo
Mouse is designed with a built-in fan that filters cool air
through systematically designed pores on the outer shell.
This unique design provides a cooling sensation that
makes both PC gaming and general computer use a more
comfortable experience. Special features built into the unit
include variable air flow intensity, a high-quality opticat
sensor for more precise gameplay, sleek ergonomic design
with rubber grips and dual-button design.

Are you ever frustrated having to stop in the middle of
your heated online gaming session, forced to interrupt the
flow of play to fumble for your keyboard and pound out a
message to your teammates? With the new Nyko iType2
Controller for PlayStation 2, those days are now over.
Officially licensed by Sony, the iType2 allows you to chat,
share information and develop onllne societies with other
players via live instant messaging-with no interruptions
to gameplay. The innovative controller's featured mini-
keyboard design is the first of its kind to be built directly
into the analog controller, which offers the same precision
button design and vibration support you've become
accustomed to on the Playstation 2. With the iType2,
there is now no need to learn the awkward keyboard-only
method of gameplay PC gamers are used to.

Nyko Rir Flo Mouse
Price: S29.99

SPECIAL ADVERTSING SECTION

january 2004 10Xl
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but not intelligent

King of Fighters Mai and Mary

To say that these 7-inch KOF PVCs are
perfection would be an understatement,
seeing how for the first time they've
sculpted the naughty bats in motion.
$1 2.99; available January.
www.toycom.net

hack//SIGN

Ivlimiru and Subaru from .hack; six
inches of fully articulated

virtual plastique.

$1 1.99; February.
www.toycom.net

Rurouni Kenshin

These 4-inch Kenshin PVCS, due out in February, exhibit a level of
Kenshinness truly commendable for their dimrnutive stature. l\4ake
them yours for the low-low price of $5.99.
www.toycom.net
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l'm looking for a Japanese Gidfriend
(red circle). Our most popular wacky
Japanese T-shirt ever, it reaches out to
all Japanese females who come across it
with a bizarre, fun message. And who
knour? lt could be the start of a beautiful
relationship!

Beware of Perverts. Men touching
women on trains is a big problem in Ja-

pan, and there actually are signs that say
"Beware of perverts" (Chikan chur). Our
wacky T-shirt is sure to get you lots of at-
tention, for better or worse. All sizes are
in stock for your ordering convenience.

Block Designs. Show your uniqueness
with these bold parody T-shirt designs
from talented artists in Japan. Totally
wacky and fun to weal you're sure to
stand out with one of these on. All shirts
are printed in the USA, and all sizes are
full U.S. sizes.

Baka Gaijin. Two words a foreigner liv-

ing in Japan learns pretty quickly are baka
(stupid) and gaijin (foreigner). We put
these words together on a bizarre shirt
jun for you. Dare to be stupid with this
unique Japanese message!

"h is forbidden to..." Series. We love to
come up with bizarre Japanese slogans for
our T-shirts. One of our most esoteric are
the "lt is forbidden to..." series shirts, which
give really helpful advice on what to avoid
doing in Japan (do not urinate in public, do
not commit seppuk4 and so on).

-.t

Emergency Exit, lf you've ever been to
.lapan, you've seen the green Emergency

Exit signs over every doon,ray. This is

such a unique symbol of the country that
we thought we'd capture it on a wacky
T-shirt. Universally recognizable by all
Japanese, and it looks really cool!

Hoodies and Girlt'
wacky Japanese mssages in the colder
months with long-sleeved shirb and
hoodies, both fashionable and very warm.
Also, we have selected shirt designs avail-

able in fitted girls' sizes that will enhance
all the right lines.

No Tattoos ln .lapanese pub-
lic baths, there's always a sign stating
that customers with tattoos (e.9. yakuza)

are not allowed in. We loved this wacky
concept so much, we've captured it on a
100% cotton T-shirt for you - guaran-
teed to set you apart in a crowd !

J-List is a special place on the world wide web where
you can find rare and unique items from Japan. J-List
carries both adult and non-adult products, carefully
separated into two separate websites. ln addition to
our world-famous wacky Japanese T-shirts above,
you can find:

. Many rare anime toys and collectibles from Japan

. Great DVD titles, including hentai DVDS

. Swimsuit idol and IPOP photobooks, calendars

. Hello Kitty personal massagers-they're selling fastl

. Hentai doujinshi and manga comics by Japan's top artists

. A full line of lapanese dating-sim games, fully translated
into English and compatible with English WindowsrM
. All flavors of Pocky and Pretz, with quantity discounts
. "Black Black" caffeine gum, Gummi Sushi and more
. Region-free DVD players from $88
. Authentic lapanese "loose socks" and high school uniforms,
hand-sewn by Matsukameya of Nagoya for.J-List customers
. Hello Kitty toilet paper and other crazy items
. Japanese study goods, WordtankrM electronic dictionaries
. Shokugan and gashapon miniature toys, with full sets of
most series available (no need to buy duplicates)
. Rare Shirow Masamune items inciuding Ghost in the Shell

detailed figures, poster books, bilingual manga, and more
. High-quality Totoro and Studio Ghibli plush toys from Japan
. Knight Rider and Airwolf Hot WheelsrM vehicles, sold only in

the Japanese market
. Yaoi comics, including popular yaoi anthologies
. The best selection of Domo-kun plush toys and character
products you'll ever find
. Cool traditional Japanese items like geta shoes
. A full line of bento boxes and sushi makers
. Blythe dolls, Kubrick action figures
. Revolving monthly subscriptions to popular Japanese maga-
zines like Gothic & Lolita Bible, Figure Maniacs, FRUils, Cosmo,

Megami Magazine, and more - three dozen to choose from
. Free Japanese pocket tissue with your order
. Our popular (and optional) "Gaijin's Life in Japan" email
newsletter, like getting a postcard from Japan every week.
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Visit www.esrh.org

or tall 1-800-771-3772

for more ratings

inlormation.
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